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Foreword

This book is tmely. At this writing, the
private sector and federal, state and city gov-
ernments are planning to spend a great deal
of money to provide orga.nized education for
the very young. So, Patterns for Designing
Children's Centers should be useful to people
who plan, ur hope to plan, a children's center.
The book is not, howevek, a 'do it yourself f

manual' that provides blueprints for centers.
It goes deeper than that by offering a ration-
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is writing, the
;e and city gov-
d a great deal

education for
or Designing
tseful to people
ildren's center.
to it yourself
its for centers.
fering a ration-

ale for all the facets of a children's center,
and thus gives readers a chance to design
their own centers, or find out what they
really need in one.

As long as the American society is plural,
its ways of caring for the very young will be
plural. Accordingly, this book provides no
standard and universal answers; but it does
make accessible in one place die current
knowledge about how the young learn and

1

therefore how adults may constructively re-
spond.

The author, Fred Osmon, practices archi-
tecture in California. Since he once worked
at EFL, he can speak authoritatively for
both disciplineseducation and architecture.
And it is the confluence of the two which
can produce good places for children to be.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES LABORATORIES



Introduction

The Patterns
This book is a summary of the issues in-

volved in the design of a Children's Center.*
It can be used to think about redesigning an
existing Center or for guiding the design of a
new Center; but in either case, it should not
be considered a "how to do it" book. The
patterns should be a take-off point for the
director, the teachers, and the architect (the
design team) to begin thinking about the
daily program for a Center and the parallel
requirements for a physical environment

A pattern is a package of design require-
ments whose solution is focused on a dis-
tinct part of the physical environment. This
part can be a physical activity space, e.g., a
kitchen, an entry, the action area of the play
yard; it can be a part of a building, e.g., the
lighting system, the flooring materials; or,it
can be an overall design. issue, e.g., a multi-

' realm environment for mother and child.
This pattern concept'oris developed by
Christopher Alexander of the Center for En-
vironmental Structure (Alexander, et al.,
1968). I have taken some liberties with his
theoretical framework.

Some patterns suggest a variety of con-
crete solutions to solve a particular problem
rather than presenting the abstract geom-
etry (the pattern) that would represent the
general solution to this problem. This occurs
when I have not been able to state the re-
quired geometry. Instead, a cross section of

*Pattern No. 1 defines a Children's Center as
an away from home, group child care program for
children of ages 2, 3 and 4 years.

solutions is provided that imply. ;

solution.
The solutions presented are c
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similar reason, no ideal floor plan
in this book, although some exan
solutions are showwin the appen
Children's Center will have simila
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enough unique considerations to
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presented in these patterns).

These patterns can also be co
part of a continuing dialogue bet,
childhood educators and architec
take the time to articulate their i(
cational needs and required physi
tions. Patterns for Designing Chili
Centers is my summary of this di;
gleaned from the literature, from
many Centers, and from conversa
preschool educators across the Ui
The patterns are transitional and
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solutions is provided that imply a general
solution.

The solutions presented are only as valid
as your agreement with the problem as stated.
If you agree with the problem statement,
then hopefully the solution is stated in gen-
eral enough parameters to allow its adoption
by a particulardesign team. Concrete solu-
tions are, as mentionectabove, Shown.only
to help clarify the generalsolution. For a
similar reas-on, no ideal floor plans are shown
in this book, although some examples of
solutions are shown in the appendix. Every
Children's Center will have similar problems ,

or pattern areas, but 'each Center will have
enough unique considerations to require a
building particular to its needs ,(but a build-
ing containing the general outline solutioni
presented in these patterns).

These patterns,Can also be considered as
part of a continuing dialogue between early
childhocid educators and architects who
take the time to articulate their ideas on edu-
cational needs and required physical solu-
tions. Patterns for Designing Children's
Centers is my suMmary of this dialogue as
gleaned from the literature, from visits to'
many Centers, and from conversations with
preschool educators across the United States.
The patterns are transitional and temporary,
to be modified and changed as the dialogue
is vitalized with new ideas and, insights.
Less Than Ideal SituatiOns

The patterns have been written with the
assumption that adequate building funds
and design freedom wOuld be available to
fulfill the requirements of these patterns

(although a number of patterns do show al-
ternate solutions based on varying budgets).

Of course, this will not always be the
case, and adjustments will need to be made
to fit the project limitations. The design
team may,be faced with a less-than-ideal
budget for a new building, Or the project
may involve remodeling an existing building,
or a Center will be put together with factory-
built modules. In these situations the "knowl-
edge" contained in the patterns will act as a
guideline for maximizing the required modi-
fications. If the project limitations require,
using an existing building for a Children's
Center, then the patterns can be used as a
checklist for evaluating those buildings avail-
able for leasing. The limitations of these
buildings will require the design team to
look through the patterns and decide which

' features they feel cannot be compromised.
This should be done concurrently With a re-
view of the local building bodes.

If a Center will be housed in a leased,
factory-built building, the patterns can be
useful in the following ways:
1) Guiding the overall subdivision of the in-

terior space (usually the dimensions of
the "box" are set);

2) Suggesting a layout for the mechanical
equipment;

3) Guiding the development of the outdoor
play yard;

4) Choosing the options available from the
manufacturer, i.e., windows set at a cor-
rect height for a preschool child, rounded
corners on cabinets, corliguration of
carpet and resilient "e e , use of overhangs/



Introduction

for covered outdoor play, child-height
doorknobs, sinks and toilets, etc.

Views of Early Childhood Education
As an architect I have tried to avoid the

disputes amongst early childhood educators
regarding the "right" curriculum for a pre-
school program, especially a program for
working with disadvantaged children. This
was possible since there are at present only
three distinct group programs in early child-
hood education (free activity choice, slow
pace, and highly structuredPattern No. 3).
This limited number allows each pattern to
suggest whenever appropriate a different
physical solution for each program type.
The free activity choice program approach

is dominant in the pattail discuss m since
it is more oriented towarc the use of the
physical environment as a eaching tool,
whereas the highly structered apptoach has
an orientation toward wit-kis and books as
the primary Cducationali t;ie and eats
the physical environment le only lupportive
or neutral.
Folk Models

The children's activities traditionally
found in a preschool program could be con-
sidered as "folk models," e.g., block build-
ing, easel painting, and sand play, which
have their oilgins deep within the founda-
tions .of contemporary society. We have not
challenged these activities models except



is dominant in the pattern discussion since
it is more oriented toward the use of the
physical environment as a teaching tool,
whereas the highly structured approach has
an orientation toward words and books as
the primary educational mode and treats
the physical environment as only supportive
or neutral.
Folk Models

The children's activities traditionally
found in a preschool program could be con-
sidered as "folk models," e.g., block build-
ing, easel painting, and sand play, which
have their origins deep within the founda-
tions of contemporary society. We have not
challenged these activities models except

for the housekeeping corner (Pattern No.
20, Props for Dramatic Play).

We state the educational-psychological
value of each activity but do not, and could
not, articulate why this activity is typically
found in a Children's Center and not in some
other activity. Moore and Anderson (1968)
make an excellent analysis of the place of
educational folk models in all societies as a
prelude to challenging our existing reading
and writing models. Moore's "talking type-
writer" is an example of the replacement of
traditional models by a new technological
device. Future inventions will surely chal-
lenge many of the folk models basic to most
preschool programs and these patterns.



Early Childhood Educatic
and Day Care: A Plurality
of Programs

There are two primary motivations be-
hind the present high level of interest in
child care services. One group is interested
in the early years as a means to intellectually
stimulate disadvantaged children, and an-
other group is primarily, interested in pro-
zifling child care services for working
Mothers. The educational point of view was
editorialized by Pines (1966, p. 1):
Our severest educational problems could be
largely solved if we started early enough. Yet
we recklessly ignore an exciting and per-
suasive body of knowledge about how hu-
man beings learn.
This knowledge-is just beginning to fit to-
gether solidly enough to call for action.
Gathered from experimental projects that
are scattered about the couqry, from re-
search laboratories, and friinz scholars in
various universities, it comes at a time
whenfor the first time in man's history
it makes sound economic sense to invest
major efforts in the earliest years of human

And the mother's point of view was given
similar treatment in Newsweek (1967):
But the boom in Working motbers has"
failed to satisfy tne growintneed for reliable,
imaginative and reasonably priced child.care.

. . The probleni is particularty'acute for,low-
'income motheri, Often the faMily 's sole
bread winner. Long waiting liSts are Com-
monplace at Public:or charity sponsored
centers and suCk faCilities are frequently
poorN staffed; The'day tare.prOblems
facedby the middle clacS mother who works

are less obvious than the slum mot
plightbut they can be equally ser

These two aspects of child car(
divergent but complementary, and
ity program "child care" and "edu
come together to provide asignific
ing exPerience,(Pacific,1970, p...21

In ari, attempt tO 'fulfill this: ne(
child care and preschool education
are many private, state, and federa
grams either in operation .Or provk
pending legislation. To:take advani
these ProgramS and to provide ma)
child care serviCes, a community W
to-create a cornprehensive Master.I
coordinated services: The federal g
Merit-hag thought of this' need and
ated the'gatiOnal Regional CoMmi
Ordinated,Child Care (4C) PrOgram
Care, 1971.) ::

Children's Center Program
. :The cOre prograth.fOr any OM:
shOUldbe:the:provision of gimp cg
,Children.ageS 2 or 21/4 to 51Years in
from hothe children'SCI. .

are suggesting the Children's Cente
core prUgram since the preschool g
represents the largest.number of ur
children needing care at theie Cent(
facility,shii0d.hoUse a Minimum O:
15 childremfor ecOriomiCal efficien

. . .

maximUnl,of 109 Children for envil
quality (see Pattern go. 8; The 04
of a. Children.'S Center).* .

Childien attend* Peri* for:a
of',3 hours per daY'and a MaxiMiim
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These two aspects of child care are not
divergent but complementary, and in a qual-
ity program "child care" and "education".
come together to provide a significant learn-
ing experience (Pacific,1970, p. 2).

In an attempt to'fulfill this need:for
child care and preschool education, there
are many private, state, and federal pro-
grams either '11 operation or'provided within
pending legigiation. To take advantage of
these programs c.-zid to.provide maximum
child care services, a coMmunity *ill need
to create a comprehensive master plan of
coordinated services. The federal govern-
ment has thought of this need and has cre-
ated the National Regional Community Co-
ordinated.Child Carel,z1C .Prókram (Day
Care,-1971).

Children's Center Progiam
The core program for any conlithinity

shonld be the provision of group Care for
children ages 2 or 21/2 tp§yearsin an aWay
from home facilitya Children's', 'Center. We
are suggesting the Children's Center as the
core program. since the preschOol gronp
represents the largest number of under-5
children needing care.at these.centers. This
facility should house a minimuni Of 12.to
15 children,for econOmical.efficiency and a
maximnin Of 100 children for envirOmnental
quality '(see Pattern No..3., The'Organization
of a Children's Center):

Children attend a.Ceriteifor
of 3 hOura per dO and a n'um

,

hours per day. These programs may be lo-
cated in the same Center or in separate facil-
itieS, and either program can have varying
degrees of parental involvement. The all-day
program is mit a simple'extensiOn of the
half-day program; itshOuld,have adifferent
!!.pice,'" More square .foOtage Per.child, addi-
tiOnal 'activitieS,:and.a greater variety of.
'spiceS. The Patternafikthis book have as
their'prithary'fOcUS a Children'S Center as
defined above but they arepartially appli-
cable to Many Of the.alternate *grams
diacussed
AdditiOnal Child Care Programs

.The f011oWing Child Care-progranis .

should: e consideredby a cOmmiinity that
is atteinPting to Provide COMprehensive child
eare.serviCes. Some prograniS are alternates
tO group ehild.care for presChOOl Children'
and others are prOgrania that fulfill' special
.needsnot inclnded iiithe:,Children's Center
program. r. -; .;:.i ;.

Home,bentershild care Servicei are
proVided hOMe and Can include
preschooloO,'infanW and ,elernentary school
:children'hefore and after sehoOl, hours(6x-
tended Clay Care). The Center Can be limited
to one of these groups or it could be a mix

*Those patterns.or pies,of patterns reflecting
on curricula with a free choice of Children's activ-
itieFalso, have cOnsiclerable applicability for the de-
sigii of an elementary)achool.hase0 on the English
priinary,school model..See discussion on integrat-
ing a childten's center with an elenientary school
in Pattern No. 2.



Pattern 1/Early Childhood Education and Day Care: A Plurality of Program

of all three (a Family Center). The number
of children is usually-limited to fewer than
6 children by local codes (Pacific, 1970).* It
has been suggested that these centers could
act as satellites to a Children's Center which
provided training and central services to a
cluster of home centers (Pacific, 1970).

A large number of children are given
daily care in home settings that are un-
licensed by any state or local agency (Pa-
cific, 1970) and in general provide a wide
range of' quality. The difficulty of upgrad-
ing these centers through licensing has led
to the- suggestion that advice and materials
be made available to these home centers as
a terriporary Solution (Pines, 1966, Chap. 8)
(Featherstone, 1970).

-Infant Care Centers (birth to 2.or
years)Centers Cating,for infantsdan be
housed in a, hOme center,:in a group institu-,
tional setting, or iri a,satellite:PrOgrain _Con- ,

siding of a 'Central. ilfant Center and,a clus-
ter of hoMe 'Centers (Pacific;"1970).

&derided' Day' CareCare- for school-age
--.Children of ,Working:parent§;" befOre,and-after
school .hOZZrs: 'These children.. can be hoU,Sed

a'Childien"s 'Center; in; a horne-center or
at' a lOcatikhooL,::.1 :' .- .

FaMily deriterrThere is a potential .in
all ,of these,Programs for the 'creation Of
donihizied centers' that include infantcare,
presChool, Care, 'extended oasr. Cire;::pro-
grams for senior citizens,and parental aciiv-
ities. A facility, of this' type 'has the usual
.meritS attributed to centralization and over-

*The patterns in this book could have included
solutiOns that recognize an in-home child care set-
ting for".preschool children, since the program ideals
would be' similar to a regular Children's Center but
housedin a radically different setting. Bid the
author Was not knowledgeable in this area and has
presently initiated a-project to deVeleli guidelines,
for this type of fieility.

lap and the usual demerit§ sugges
those preferring smaller urban un

Early Learning.:VenteriA
combines a.Children's Center anC
elementary grades in a single con
program (age 21/2 to 9 years of ag
Pattern No. 2 for a further discw
this concept.)

LiveLlñ ProgramSThe odd IA
hours of sc,me Mothers, rinfavora
ConditiOns, and the desire On the
some parents to be free from the
has led to the consideration of "l
centers for children. Overnight sE
Horne Centershas been snggeste(
motherS With Odd 'Working hours
1970,:p., 77); bottage SchoolSta
suggested fOr Mothers desiring 2,
during the Working week '(Oaklaz
p. 60);.and an American verSiOn
butz has been suggested tOr extr
of *child 'neglect (Whitbread; 197,

The' above. programs have all
groUp Child'eare away, from horn

, will. no*. COnider several ritograi
the'at4torn-e, ?Other and child
'HOthe.Training Pkograms-HI

are,made.by trained teachers to'l
Mother, tO work W*,her 'child. F:
grams eznphasize the training' Of"
teaChi4S (Weikart arid' tan-ibie; 1
ezriphasize the uSe of edziCationa
the -Main learning' devide fLarze,':
York Tiines,:21970), and 'other's a
a regrilar Children's Center progi
coby and Zenner, 1970). These ]
can:be-provided Auring the day f
Working Mother .and 'child, or in i

: for the working Mother;Nonwa
MOthers May include niotherS Or
who 40. paid 1O; stak,at -horne wi
ChildrerilPaCific, -1970;

DroP-Off.PrograinS7Whentl
mother' MakeS tit* intO the &in
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lap and the usual demerits suggested by
those preferring smaller urban units.

Early Learning CentersA school that
combines a Children's Center and the early
elementary grades in a single continuous
program (age 21/2 to 9 years of age). (See
Pattern No. 2 for a further discussion of
this concept.)

Live-in ProgramsThe odd working
hours of some mothers, unfavorable hothe
conditions; and the desire on the part of
some parents to be free from their children
has led to the consideration of "live in"
centers for children. Overnight service in
Home Centers has been suggested. tor
mothers with Odd working hours.(Pacific,
1970, p. 77); Cottage Schools have been
suggested for mothers desiring 24-hour care
during the working week (Oakland, 1967,
p. 60); and an Amedcan version of the ldb-
butz has been suggested for extreme cases
of child neglect (Whitbread, 1970). .

The above programs have all focused on
group child care away from home, and we
will now consider several programs oriented
to the at-home mother and child.

Home Training.PrograrnsHome visits
are made by trained teachers to help a
mother to work with her child. Some pro-
gams emphasiie the training of mothers as
teachers (Weikart and.Lambie, 1967), some
emphasize the use of educational toys as
the'main learning deiice (Lane, 1968)(New
York Tithes, 1970), and others are Part of
a regular Children's Center program (Mac-
coby and Zellner, 1970). These programs
can be provided during the day for the non-
working mother and child or in the eventhg
for the working mother. Nonworking
mothers may include mothers on welfare
who are`paid to:staST af home with 'their
'children (F Icific, 1970, p. 13).

Drop-Off Programs"When the iathome
mother makes tripS into the coinnUnii3t,

she would like to have a place where she
could "drop off" her child for supervised
care. These centers can be located in shop-
ping centers and will be free of charge
["Kiddie Korrals," Co-Op Grocery Chain,
San Francisco Area] , or they will charge a
fee for a one- or two-hour program. They
can also be an integral part of a housing
complex or a service provided by a public
agency. It has been suggested that these pro-
grams. although only one or two hours in
length, can be extremely valuable to the dis-
advantaged child if they are focused and
well structured (Pines, 1966; p. 275).

Dro In Pro ailmsA_)rCl_ificlienAn off-
beat, but valuable, program is run hy Rhoda
Kellogg on the ground floor of the Phoebe
Hearst Preschool Learning Center in San Fran-
cisco. She provides drop-in art activities for
small children Who wander in off the street
from the nearby public housing complex.
The only advertisement is by word of mouth
from one child to another. A playground
could he the location for a similar drop.in
program.
Restructuring the Typical Residential
Neighborhood

It has beeri.argued by Alexander (1966A)
that home care is desirables at this age but
many mothers are forced to send their chil-
dren to Children's Centers to find a.sufficient
number of playmates. His solution argues
for a radical restructuring of suburban and
urban housing configurations to provide a
density that will allow natural play groups
to form (minimum 5 children). This restruc-
tUring would also assist play group formation
before and after school if mothers were'em-
ployed and sent their children to a Chil-
dren's Center.
Restructuring of. the Family Unit

Restructuring of the typical isolated
familY into larger groups of farnilies is an-

, , A



other way to encnurage natural play groups
(Alexander, 1966A). Various experimental
communities throughout the Western world
are now formed into larger family units and
therefore encourage natural play groups.
There is no study known by this author
evaluating child development in these com-
munities, but Aldous Huxley (1962) has

Pattern 1/Ear
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suggeded that the results of raising children
in large family groups should be quite ex-
emplary.
Care for the Sick Child

There have been various suggestions on
how to care for the child who gets sick
while the mother is at work. Some suggest
keeping the mildly convalescing preschool

child at his Children's Center in "sick bay"
(Pacific, 1970, p. 110), others suggest a
program of homemakers caring for the child
at his home (Pacific, 1970, p. 111), and
others are experimenting with a program
that cares for the child in a Community
Health Center (Day Care Council, 1970).
(See also Pattern No. 26, The Sick Child.)



Locations fora
Children's Centes

The comprehensive master plan of co- familie
ordinated child services (Pattern No. 1) The wi
should be translated into maps that show child t
where Children's Centers and other child much ]
care services are located throughout the than o
community. The purpose of this map is to (Morg
make sure that each family has equal access Of
to services, but in relationship to the!" needs. above
The location of new Children's Centers some r
should attempt to give the parents a range option
of choice: school

this lo
for the

We believe that no one type of child care
service is suitable for all children and all
family situation& We believe that varietY
and freedom of choice are essential corn,
ponents of an leffectiue program of com-
munity child care. (Pacific, 1970; p. 2)

.

All'public and prNate-child.care groups
should be asked to coordinate with the over-
all location plan when they are,considering
the location of a new Center.
Centers Licated at Places of Employment
and at Schools

There are some mothers whO Would
choose to be close to their children while
they are working or attending school. A
Center located where people work or go to
school has the advantage of a4owing
mothers to visit their children between
classes, at coffee breaks Or lunch time. Some
parentS also weicomethis nearby -location
if the home neighborhood is unstable or if
they change reeidence quite often (Morgan,
1970). This lobation also helps breakdown
the separation between:living and workng,
thus giving the child a chance toteeoine
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Center

Pattern

lan of co- familiar with the areas outs:1de h's home.
No. 1) The work/school location will also offer a
iat show child the opportunity to be part of a group
ler child much less segregated by class and culture
nut the than our present rcsidential neighborhoods
map is to (Morgan, 1970).*
qual access Of course, the advantages mentioned
their needs above will be considered disadvantages by

!enters some mothers, and they will choose other
ts a range options. Another disadvantage of the work/

school-based Center is the possibility that
this location will necessitate a long commute
for the child either by car or by public trans-
portation. This trip might be too fatiguing
for some children and should be avoided
(Gesell, 1949, p. 264).

The location of a Center where mothers
are attending school has several other ad-
vantages. The college location has the tradi-
tional advantage of allowing the actMties of
the Center to be observed by the students,
who then translate these observations into
course work in psychology, education,
architecture, etc. Where these Centers have
been built, the orientation has been pri-
marily toward qiis academic ,functiOn and
the number of children served is minute
comparai`with the number of student ,

mothers needing child care services (Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley). A location
at a high school allows specific trahning in

tild care
and all
variety

ial corn-
f corn-
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groups
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*Gwen Morgan, Private Approaches to Envir-
onmental Solution& An excellent discussion of ,

child care services located at a mother's place of
workrecommended reading for anyone inter-
ested in this type of service.

the care of infants and direct participation
by the mothers in the operation of the pro-
gam (Pacific, 1970, p. 69) (Pines, 1966,
p. 225).
Centers Located Near a Child's Home

Children's Centers located near a child's
home can serve the working mother with an
all-c12,y program and the at-home mother
with a 3-hour or half-day program. This lo-
cation also has the obvious advantage of be-
ing within close walking distance, a short
auto trip or a short ride in a mini bus pro-
vided by the Center.* The arguments for
this location come from various trends
operating in our society. Each trend has a
different intrinsic motivation, but each ends
up with a Children's Center near the child's
home, although within a radically different
housing framework.

Centers in Multistoried HousingMany
architects and planners have advocated the
use of multistory housing located in park-
like green sine as a cure for the increasing
density'Of urban areas. No one has been
more articulate'or has made more,experi-
ments in,this direction than the architect
LeCorbusier. As an integral part of his

, vertical cc''nunurilties,,he haS suggested the
irieluOon of stores, sporth 'facilities and
schools His multistoried housing complex

"vrhere are potential zoning conflicts for either
a Children's Center located in an industrial en-
vironthent or one located in a residential area.
Many' officials consider an industrial area a bad
place for kids and many adults object to a noisy
school located near their homes.



(Unite d'Habitation) designed for Marseille-
Michelet (France) includes a Children's
Center on the roof as an integral part of the
family's collective life (Le Corbusier, 1968).
The children living in that complex can go
from their apartment to the roof school by
elevator, attended or unattended by their
parents. (See Pattern No. 5, The Perimeter
of a Children's Center, for a further discus-
sion Of rooftop Children's Centers.)

Block schoolsOther educators, archi-
tects, and planners are advocates of main-
taining the typical one- to three-story urban
housing found in most cities (Jacobs, 1961).
Many of these people az.L1 opposed to the
multistory housing blocks represented by
the project discussed above and argue for a
strengthening and renovation of the now
decaying but "vitally alive" urban fabric.
"Block" or "mini schools" have been sug-
gested as one way to strengthen this reno-
vation effort (Pines, 1966, p. 221) (Carew,
1969) (Goodman, 1968). The federal "Head
Start" program has leaned in this direction
by encouraging the use Of storefront Chil-
dren's Centers located in the heart of a com-
munity. Paul Goodman's arguments are
focused (xi schools. for children aged 6 to 11
years, but the author believes they are also
an excellent summary of those views ex-
pressed by proponents for small Children's
Centers ('151 to 30 children) located within
walking distance of every home:-

. ,

For ages six to eleven, I propose a system
of schools radically decentralized. . . . By
'tiny school' I mean twenty-eight children

. . with fourteachers / and each tiny schoo
to be largely administered by its own staff
and parents / with considerable say also for
the children as in Summerhill. / $uch a staff
can easily be.iudically and ethnically mixed.
And it is also the case as demo.:istrated by
the First Street School, that in such a small
bvtting, ii;clividual attention paid to the

children, it is easy to get racially an
ally mixed classes; there is less midc
withdrawal when the parents do no
that their children will be swamped
tarded. / For setting, the tiny schoc
occupy two, three, or four rooms ir
school buildings, church basements,
ment houses, otherwise empty duril
hours, rooms set aside in housing pi
store fronts. / There might be one s
every street, but it is also advisable
many in racial and ethnic border an
crease intermixture. (Goodman, 191
The Socialized House

The movement toward the prov
universal child care is seen by many
as a further decline into socialism. I
busier, in his vertical communities,
stressed the provision of a delicate l
between the individual and the colb
and his provision of a Children's Ce
seen as a strengthening of the famil,
monious function (Le Corbusier, 1f:
Maria Montessori took the idea seve
further, for she welConied the "soci
of the house." She placed'her Cash
binfin a renovated tenement house
gested the following (Montessori, 11
We have put the school within the h
and this is not all. ,We have placed it
the house.as the ,OOpert-Sr, of the col
leaving under,the eyes of .the parent
whole life of ihe teacher irt the .acco
ment of her high misSion. (p. 63)

She goes on to suggest that kite]
health care, and social clubs should

1 a part of this collective house (ibid.,
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children, it is easy to get racially ana ethnic-
ally mixed classes; there is less middle class
withdrawal when the parents do not fear
that their children will be swamped and re-
tarded. / For setting, the tiny school would
occupy two, three, or four rooms in existing
school buildings, church basements, settle-
ment houses, otherwise empty during school
hours, rooms set aside in housing projects,
store fronts. / There might be one school on
every street, but it is also advisable to locate
many in racial and ethnic border areas to in-
crease intermixture. (Goodman, 1968)
The Socialized House

The movement toward the provision of
universal child care is seen by many people
as a further decline into socialism. Le Cor-
busier, in his vertical communities, has
stzessed the provision of a delicate balance
between the individual and the collective,
and his provision of a Children's Center was
seen as a strengthening of the family, a har-
monious function (Le Corbusier, 1968).
Maria Montessori took the idea several steps
further, for she Welcomed the "sOcialization
of the house." She placed her Caaa'dei Barn-
bini in a renovated tenemént:houie and sug-
gested the following (Montessori, 1912):
We have put the school within the house;
and this is not all. ,We have plaCed it within
the house' as the prOperty of the.:'co4dctivity,
leaving under theeyes of' the parents the
whole life of the teaCher in' the aceo*plilk:
ment of her high niiiSion. (p. 63)

She goes on to suggest that kitchens,
health care, and social clubs should also be
a part of this collective house (ibid., pp. 63-
70).

In support of this near-home location
for a Children's Center or a school is a little
known study by Lee (1963). This study was
accomplished with rural English children of
elementary school age, but the author be-,

Pattern 2/Locations for a Children's Center

Heves it would apply to preschool children
if the results are considered valid.
The content of this study was to discover
relationships between the journey to school
and the social and emotional adjustment in
rural children. The study was concerned
with possible differences between a walking
journey and a bus journey.
It was found that almost all the kinds of be-
havior that were considered showed a pro-
gressive deterioration .with the length of the
journey and that usually a bus journey had
a worse effect than a walking one. An ob-
vious explanation for the results might be
that 'long' journeys make children tired and
that tired children are much more poorly
adjusted in the classroom. But this hypothe-
sis does not fit the data, as will be seen from
a closer examination of the two curves. Al-
though they are plotted against different
scales, one of distance and one Of time, they
have been placed so that they roughly corre-
spond on the time scale. That is, for example,
a walk'ofOne.mile lakes about thirty min-
utes for;:ti-ehild ofthat age. It could.hardly
be argued that sitting' in a bus fOr thirtY'
minUtes is' more fatigiiing than walking for
the saine time.
What I would.suggest, and this hypothesis
fits the several other indicationa which there
is not time tO detail here; is that a:Child who
lives a long way ,frbm sehool form's eivo
schemata, a honie schenia,' and a school
schema, with a semipermeable barrier in be-
tween. This barrier is not, of course, a phys-
ical one. There are roads connecting his twO
ichematabut the link is weak (or the bar-
rer is high ) because the school bus follows
a tortuous and impersonal route, much more
important, once the small child has been-de-
posited, the means of crossing this barrier
disappears. The bus drives away, leaving in
many cases no transport at all, until nearly
six hours later.

13
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Walking is very, different. It is intimate to
the environment and therefore articulats)s
the schemathe barriers are permeable be-
cause the child knows he could cross them
at any time.

There is some evidence from the Berke-
ley. Public Schools' "busing" program that a
short bus ride, especially in a mini bus, does
not disrupt the children's "home scheine
(Benet, 1970) but with two out of three
children being transported by bus to and
from school (Featherston, 1969), the Lee
study would suggest further research into
the effects on children of long bus rides
to and from school.

In rural areas where busing is considered
a necessity, the only suggestion we might
offer would be the provision of a "mobile''
Children's Center that would bring the
Center to the "home schema" for several
days per week and would also be utilized
to take the children to the city' and other
eduaational points.

An interesting hyothesiS might be
made regarding the,Children'S.Center lo-
cated ata mother's place of work or school.
Do the visits by the mother at her "near-
by" location bring the "home schema" with
the mother to the Center and offset, the
child's distance froth the home?
Preschool ChildreiiIntegrated 'with
Elementary School Children

I .

There are also those'educators who

argue for integration of the
dren with over-5 children o
of reLtestate. The general f
this r .-eiadonship will provid
of program not now realize
tion of preschoolers from k
elenrertary school children
caticarssociation,1966, p
1970', p 89). Othem arguei
tionshin "would place-the E
it belongson the educatioi
these ziiklren, rather than
unfortErnately, on the kind
basis on which so many, nur
operate" (Van Der Eyken,

But this placement of e
ages 2 or 21/2 to 9 years on t
still leaves open the questio
children will be grouped tol
daily programs. The Berkell
ing Center proposes to mix
family groups of varying ag,
1970), but in the only, Noe
Imown to this author the in
over 5's are adjacent to one
separate environments (the
Primary School, London; SE
appendix). This separation
the children from mixing at
major portion of the day is
own area. From a manual d
Eveline Lowe School (Depa
cation and Science, 1967A)
rationale for this separation
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argue for integration of the under-5 chil-
dren with over-5 children on the same piece
of real estate. The general feeling is that
this relationship will provide a continuity
of program not now reataed by the separa-
tion of preschoolers from kindergarten and
elementary school children (National Edu-
cation Association, 1966, p. 11) (Pacific,
1970, p. 89). Others argue that this rela-
tionship "would place the emphasis where
it belongson the educational needs of
these children, rather than historically and,
unfortunately, on the kind of 'social rescue'
basis on which so many nursery schools still
operate" (Van Der Eyken, 1968, p. 97).

But this placement of children from
ages 2 or 21/2 to 9 years on the same site
still leaves open the question of how the
children will be grouped together in their
daily programs. The Berkeley Early Learn-
ing Center proposes to mix the children in
family groups of varying ages (Berkeley,
1970), but in the only Nork!ng model
known to this author the under 5's and
over 5's areadjacent to one another but in
separate environments (the Eveline Lowe
PrimarY School, London; see floor plan,
appendix). This separation does not keep
the children from mixing at times but the
major portion of,ttiel day is spent in their
own area Froma Manual &Scribing the
EvelMe Lowe SChOdl (DePartment of Edu-
cation and Scienee, 1967A),-we find the
rationale for this Separation

. ,- .. .

2',

Designing for the activities of groups of
children under 5 years may require a rather
different approach from designing for those
over 5. The 3 year oldprobably away from
home for the first timeneeds a secure,
familiar-base on which all the day's activi-
ties will be centered, a room which is in
scale with his view of the world and yet en-
courages him to explore new physical ex-
periences and wider human relationships.
(P. 9)

The English have been the foremost
proponents for the mixing of children of
different ages, so we feel that their decision
to separate the under 5's and over 5's is
quite significant. Therefore we feel justified
in considering the Children's Center as a
separate physical environment although it
may be on the same site with older, children
and be somewhat linked to their area.

Most urban and suburban elementary
schools are located near a child's home and
'would probably fall within the "home
schema" discussed previously. Therefore,
both-the advantages of nearness of hdme
and continuity of prograta could be achieved
by building Children's Centers adjacent to
existing elementary schoOls. Of course this- .

concentration of children would be opposed
by those pre erring small, block schools.
For a further 'dismission of the size of a
Children's Center, see Pattern No. 3, The
Organization' of a Children's Center.

2'
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The 41"Ar anization of a
Childreds Center

The organization of a Children's Center
is determined by three major factors: the
approach to early childhood education that
will guick the progvam, general knowledge
of how best to organize young children in
groups, and the economics of operating a
self-sufficient Center.
Approaches to Early Childhood Education

These patterns try wherever possible to
point out differMg views of early childhood
education and their effect upon the par-
ticular aspect of the physical environment
being discussed. From Weikart (1970A) we
get an overall view of existing educational
theory:
The doMinant view in the earl); education
field is that of the traditional nUrsery school
educators.' This position is best described as
child centered and permissive: the teacher
provides what structure there is throUgh her
intuitive grasp of the child's stage of devel-
opment The beet examples of this method
are found in the classes orthe master
teachers; hothever, what a _Master teaeher
does to achieve her results is a matter cof
personal expression.
Another point of View is held primarily ,1?),.:;
researchers new to the early educatiOn field
This position is best charaeterized 'asOri-
ented toward strUctUred'Progromming, and
it is usuallY based,on a sPecific educational
theory. A theOreticalpositiOn might 6e de-
rived from Piaget Or Guilford, for eXample,
where the 'primary goals would be cognitive
and language develoPment. The typical struc-
tured program is a carefully sequenced pre-

sentation of teacher planned activ
While some structured programs n
ize traditional nursery schoormat
activities others wilt turn directly
task of teaching reading, writing a
metic without even a nod to the t
nursery, school format:

For the purposes .of our discu:
have gleaned from Weikart and ot
distinct approaches to the structu:
daily program.
a) Free choice: a program approm

sizing cognitive, social; and ern(
velopment and allOwing a free (
materiali and actiVities by the c
the structure' of the :curriculum
the materials'and theteacher's
cOntaCt with each child (but sh
teach).

b) Slow pace: a program'approach
ing the same triad as (a) above
heavier eniphaiis on- cOgnitive
rnent-4the daily currictihim is
on actiVities planned by the:tea
geiietally includes some free'p
peciallyin an all-day Program.

9) flighty structured a prograM a:
centered pritharily On:cOgnitive
bol developMerit Within a row
*red daily progrant The prirnE
vation is to get the child ready
standard'eleMentary school COI

These three prograhiSdiffer ir
gree tO which they structure the c
tivities .and,- as we will see:in the f.
patterns, thia has a direct parallel
physical environment.
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sentation of teacher planned activities.
While some structured programs may util-
ize traditional nursery school materials and
activities others will turn directly to the
task of teaching reading, writing and arith-
metic without even a nod to the traditional
nursery school format.

For the purposes of our discussion, we
have gleaned from Weikart and others three
distinct approaches to the structure of the
daily program:
a) Free choice: a program approach empha-

sizing cognitive, social, dad emOtional de-
velopment and allowing a free choiceof.
Materials arid activities by the childiew-
the structure of the Curriculum resides in
the materials and the teacher's.individual
cOntact with each child (but. ihe'does
teach).

b) Slow pace: a program approach. contain-
ing the same triad as (a) above but With a
heavier emphaSiS'On.,cognitive develoP=
meritthe dailYlcurricUlturi:is centered
on activities planned bk the teiChei:bUt
generally :inalUdes'scime "freeltlay,", es-
peciallY In an all-day, Program:

c) Highly structured: a prOgram apprOaCb
Centered primarily: Ori,CogriitiVe or syin-
bol detrelopment Within a highly strUC-
tured daily prOgram. The'primarY'inati
vation iS to ,get the child ready to,r the
standard eleineritary,schOOlCurriCUlum:
These three prOgrims differ in the..d&

gree towhich they strUcture the child's ac-
tivities and,' as We will see in the.following
patterns, this has a direct paralletin the
physical environment.

Choosing a prOgram approach implies
to a great degree the activities that will be
inCluded in that prOgram. The following ,

.patterns in this book include the major ac:-
tivities that might, be found in a Combina-
tion of all prOgrams, but no single approach
would tend to, include all activities. There-
fore, a Choice of patterns Must be made,
from, this 'hoOk which reflect a particular
curricUlum approach.*
Young Children in Groups

The grouping of the children into plaY
groupr; is deterrriiried by:both the Particular
program' apprOackand by the number of
children'. to' be sUperviied by each teacher.
In the unstruCtured'.,situatiOn a Play:group
is- fOrmed:i6 give;eaCh.child a faMiliar
"mother substitnte7 to'whOm he can turn ,

in time Of need..The size.of this,group is de-
, teritined by tlie nuinber of Children who
can.be adequately,suPervised by one teacher
and -On' the degree of teachei/child ContaCt
desired .iri..the,playrooln::A ratio of 1.teacher:-
tO .8. Or 10 children istyPical: ,amiddle-

.c100.1mOgrairli 4Pd-,4 ratio, of :,1..t.0.4cher to' 5

. lOng-renge study by Weiliatto9,76Ai com,,
'pared the.three.Progiam eppiceehekliSted aboVe,_
and..produced in tinpredieted result All tbe Pto7
grams'did.Very-..well in.StiniuletitigOe'eOgnithre
grOvith.orthe Children:-.The:geneiell ConelUsion WaS.
Mettle teaChei's inVolVement.With developing the
.CurriculUm is critiCaend "that children.Piofitin-'.,
tellectually front any curriCuluiii.that is baSed,On'a
-widerange of expefiences".:(0;-25)...,This leaves-the
choice of progrem open tO the director end her
steff; and in fact it may 'encourage a wder veriety of
programs that we have discussed in these patterns.

28 Is



Pattern 3/The Organization of a Children'ssCenter

children is recommended for disadvantaged
children who have _a-minimum amount of
adult/child contact at home. The children
in a play group can.be of similar ages or
they can be a family group of roxyfilg ages
between 2 and 5 years (Diagram No. 1).

In a structured program, the size of the
play group is periph rally determined by
desired contact and prirnarilY determined
by the size of the class group. 'This ratio
varies'from 1 teacher to 5 to '10 children.
A class group can be of similar ages, of
miiced ages, or of sinnlar competencies. This
bringing together of play or class groups
might be called structuring the extent of the
child's.world during his stay at the Center.
Combining Play or Class GroupsVariations

110.1 .

Diagram:No. 1 the basic play group or -class
grOupthese Children maylv6rk with other
groups thronghout 'the daycbut their teacher
is always near bY.'

.

en ) brought together in a phys-
ical opus point.?If We will be calling this
locus:point the.child's.group:;play environ-.-
ment (Pattern-No. 9) orhishome room. All
activities take plade in this area or room and
in the adjacent.outdoor play, yard. Addi--
tional teachers in the form of aides may be
added to this grouping.

16

No. 3

Diagram No. 3: A small Ch
consisting of only one grou
ment. Usually located near
in a store front, remodeled
(pattem.No. 2, Alternate L
Children's Centers).

*The pritiSh,Department of
suggests a Center in which a pla
drén has its'ownr6om but shan
and a part Of the day's activitie:
play group (Utzinger, 1970). A
tion is a home room housing frc
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No. 3

Diagram No. 3: A small Childreres Center
consisting of only one .group pregrenviron-
ment esuallylocated near a dikes home,
in a store front, remodeled house, etc.
(Pattern No. 2; Alternate Lc:Trams for
Children's Centers).

ceifir
faciti

No. 4

*The' Britiih DePartment ok Social Security
.

suggests a Center hi which a play group of 9 chil-
dren has itsown nioni bileihakes'torletiaeilities
and a part of the day's adtivitiei'wliftwalattimining
play group (Utzinger, 1970). A'more utterer* `solu-
tion is a home room housing m 15 to 30 children.

Diagram No. 4: Several mini Centers
grouped together on the same site. Each
Center has its own distinct character and
scale but the clustering allows the central-
izing of various functions to minimize dupli-
cation.

411110MI

1

No. 5

Diagram No. 5: Placing several playgroup
environments under the same roof has been
ased to advantage in many Centers. The
Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learning Center
(floor plan; appendix) iS organized this way
to provide a viable, ecOnomic unit for a private
urban center and yet allow, for separate age

oaping iri each home room:. The 'Jones
Child StndY 'Center (floor plan, aPpendix)
has separate and Similar home roOmS under
a single rOof, bat'each plaY ipc,m is oper-
ate4 :135 `7. a different. agenCy. (Seealso the
Bing Nursery ,SchoOl,,append10 An, all=day
center located-on an ,,urbarixOte:Witk:Separ-
ate sleeping'ciaarterkiiii,aieciind,leyel :could
130en , .17,4*Oc13.,.rint9 a .to*ti. Woilt4e tyPe
of Cen'ter as oPPoied tO,the -ohstii ,solu-
tion implied'I?Y,:diagrann4O. 5.

; .

Widemng Jhe,
consider ,critiCaLdens( "

the,priinary element thakshoUldxleterinine
ecsiie'.Of the child'i wOrliL(nisgrouvplaY

environment),(SkatO 69 ). The param-
eteri of ihis deniitir seern, to be-both. Prcitec-
tiye and exPanSive, Tliei,e must be a suggeS-
tiOn.of Security in the space lbesides the, .

teacher) and yet an extension of space to



encourage exploration and wider group par-
ticipation. There are those who feel that the
traditional group play environment of 20 to
30 children has enough security but is not ex-
pansive enough to allow a wider range of con-
tacts between children. (From Van Der
Eyken, 1968, P. 135):
The evidence from schools such as these
(Eve line Lowe Primary School and Malting
House School) shows quite clearly that
while young children have a need for a
place where they, can be isolated from the
more aggressive, physically, larger and chron-
ologically older children around them, they
also derive a stimulus and, as their confi-
dence grows, a sense of friendship from
older children, some of whom might be
their brothers and sister&
To isolate these children and to treat them
as in some way different in kind from those
slightly older is not merely to create a to-
tally false barrier around therrebut also to
isolete their ,teachers, and their intellectual
progranzme.
Solution Variations

The areas for children under 5 y
are linked to one another and th
to the areas for children over 55
The architects noted that in an
find space for all these activities
tion between teaching and non-t
areas was disappearing (Departn
Ethication and Science, 1967A,

Diagram No. 6: The Eveline Lowe Primary
School mentioned above is an attempt to
create this wider world by allowing home
rooms to have access to one another through
activity corridors (see floor plan, appLildix).

Diagrain No. 7: For examPles ol
proach, 'See the LamplighLer Sch(
Casady. School (appendiX). EFL
describes the Lam )Iighter solutic
Each group of fou.': Classrooms is
around 'an open shared space. In
school section this area houses si
tions as a firepkice, player piano,
and a fish, tank. Teachers use the
sPace as an extension,of their Cla
and there is virtually nothing tha
in a clasarOom that could nOt be
the shared space or vice versa. (p
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The areas for children under 5 years of age
are linked to one another and then linked
to the areas for children over 5 years of age.
The architects noted that in an effort to
find space for all these activities the distinc-
tion between teaching and non-teaching
areas was disappearing (Department of
Echication and Science, 1967A, p. 9)

No. 7

Diagram No. 7: For examples of this ap-
proach, see the Lamplighter School and the
Casady School (appendix). EFL (1970A)
describes the Lamplighter solution:
Each group of four classrooms is clustered
around an open shared space. In the pre-
school section this area houses such attrac-
tions as a fireplace, player piano, library,
and a fish tank. Teachers use the shared
space as an extension of their classrooms,
and there is virtually nothing that goes on
in a classrOoli\l that could not be shifted to
the shared space or vice versa. (p. 18)

Pattern 3/The Organization of a Children's Center

No. 8

Diagram No. 8: Another approach for
widening the child's world has been to en-
large the home mom to house anywhere
from 60 to 100 children instead of the tra-
ditional 20 to 30 children. This approach
requires careful design considerations'to
give the child'a sense'of seburity and careful
supervision by the teachers to' keep in touch .

with the children (Pattern No. 9, The Group
, Play Environinent). For examples, 'see the
Early Learning Center, Stanford, Connecti-
cut, the Child Minders School, Greenwich,
ConnecticUt, and the West Side Montessori
School, New York, N. Y. (appendix).
Economics vs. The Size of the Center

In the above discussion the number of
children housed at a Center was approached

, from a view toward the ideal size fOr the
wOrld. Pattern No. 2, Locations for a

Children'si,Center, also touched on the ques-
tion of ideal size when it discussed the ad-
vantages of a block schoibl vor a mini Center.
But' although there:are thotie arguing for
Centers cOntaining Only 25 tO'30 children,

e,haie hot found anyone advocating a
Center larger than 100 children.' The' usual
recommendation is to start a new denter if
the size exceeds 100 children (Morgan,
1970).

,

But it is beginning to be reahzed that
good child care services are expensive



Pattern 3/The Organization of a Children's (

(Featherstone, 1970) and that the no]
nature of many small Centers has not
brought out this point. The middle-cli
mother may be able to afford the cosi
high quality, private child care progra
a high percentage a less affluent mot
end up placing theh children in unlice
home centers of very poor quality (F(
stone, 1970).*

It is therefore suggested by Featht
(1970) and Pacific (1970) that subsiid
be needed to keep the size of Centers
or that Centers will need to grow to 2
more children if they are to provide q
care at a minimum cost.

*A large group of working mothers in C
fornia are fortunate since that state is one o
few states providing child care for minimun
earners. But the demand far exceeds the nui
spaces available.
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Therefore, the size of a new Center will
need to be approached from both the eco-
nomic viewpoint and an environmental view-
point. Theoretically a Center can always be
broken down into schools within schools,
but as the size of a complex increases it is
questionable whether you have a feelhig of
smallness or just a large, inhuman complex
of small places.

But are there inventions, either archi-
tectural or electronic, that could begin to
humanize bigness? Aldo van Eyke (1968A)
seems to think so.
Differentiation and unity through rhythm
dnd subrhythrnan old story a little for-
gotten. As I have said before, if we are to
overcome the menace of qicality faced with
the terrific problem of habitat, for the
greatest number, we shall have to extend
our aesthetic sensibility: uncover the still

hidden laws of what I have called Harmony
in Motionthe aesthetics of number. Quan-
tity cannot be humanized w:thout a sensi-
tive articulation of number.

Van Eyke's design for a Children's Home
in Amsterdam is his answer to this paradox-
ical problem (1962). He has created a series
of separate play areas tied together with an
interior street and interior courtyard&. Struc-
ture, materials; and planning cm all utilized
to create What he calls a "configuration of
intermediary places clearly defined." He
feels he has resolved the polarity of the ad-
ditive isolated building, "loosely knit urban
sprawl," and the large centralized com-
plex, "concentrated institutionalism" (See
floor plan, appendix.) The Eveline Lowe
Primary School discussed previously is an-
other attempt to solve this same problem
(appendix).



A Multi-Realm Environmem
for Child and Adult

A program that encourages indepen-
dence for the children (free activiiy choice
Pattern No. 3) will require an enVitonMent
in which the child and adult have equal'biit
overlapping design consideration.* Maria
Montessori (1912) defends this point of
view:

We habitually serve children and this is not
only an act of servility toward them, but,it
is dangerous, since it tends to suffocate their
useful, spontaneous activity. (p. 97) ;

And from Landreth and Moise (1949):
A physical environment for a young child
may be facilitating or frustrating. An envi-
ronment in which a young child Can inde-
pendently take care of his physical'needs ,

and independently embark on a variety of
play activities'fosters a sense of adequacy.

This implies that clothes, lockers; 'drink-
ing fountains, furniture, windows, sinks,
toilets mirrors, tables, stokage units; Clocks,
etc. should all be convenient for a child's
use. This convenience of use'not only rieces-
sitates recognition of a child's dimensional
characteristics, but it also implies that all
items in the environment recognize the
child's level of manual dexterity and muscle

*The highly .structUred prograrn (Pattern No. 3)
is, doMinated by-the ,teacher and'her rUleg:,The need
for physicall,ConVenience. in the, child's. TealM is
minimal; SinCe the not' be'encouraged
tO act independentlY andin'fifet will be diSCOUr-''
aged from, doing so: l'his may be modified 'sorne;
what hi -the `!,practice!'ketlin" (Pattern No: 9)%where
a child may be a degree of free choice,

capability, i.e., chairs are easily moved,
knobs' turned, etc.*,

We considered child independence a
providing a functional world at his level
we might also consider it as allowing the
child a degree of freedom to extend bey
his realm into the teacher's realm (overlz
and therefore to learn a bit of adaptatioi
Fragile items, placed within the child's re
cari also give valuable lessons in ,adaptati
Froni Quail (1965):
Not everything in the school environmer
should be made to adapt to the child.,Te
him that he must adapt too, that he mus
use,the adult as a resource person, that
there,are stepladders he can climb to real
things o.herwise too high.

:Nancy. Rambusch (in conversation,
1970) suggests that some items within th
child',srealm,can be made difficult (not
convenient) if they provide interesting
work andthe child can gain confidence
from this work.**

*The dimensions for child-scaled furniture E

building elements used in these patterns hs fe bc
taken primarily from a study of English school
children, 3.0 to 10,0 years of age (Department 6

Education and Science, 1967A). There does not
seem to be a copparable study that includes eh;
dren from 2.0 to 3.0 years of age. Therefore, a
Center that enrolls only children ages 8.0 to 5.0
years c i use the exact 'dimensions of these pat-
terns, but a Center that includes children 6nder
age 3 will need some dimensional interpolation1
accommodate the child more accurately (except
noted in a particular pattern). Rairsey and Sleel
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We considered child independence as
providing a functional world at his level but
we might also consider it as allowing the
child a degree of freedom to extend beyond
his realm into the teacher's realm Overlap)
and therefore to learn a bit of adaptation.
Fragile items, placed within the child's realm
can also give valuable lessons in ,adaptation.
Froth 'Quail (1985):
Not everything in the school enviroqment
should be made to adapt to the child..Teach
him that he must adapt too, that h,r,
use,the,adult as a resource person, chut
thereare stepladders he can climb to reach,,
things otherwise too high.

Nancy Rambusdh (in conversation,
1970) suggests that some items within the
child's realm can be made Aifficult (not
convenient) if they provide interesting
work and,the child can gain confidence
from this work.**

*The diMensions for child-scaled fürniture and
building elements used in these patterns have been
taken,priniarily from a study of English school
diildren, 3.0 to,10.0 years of age (Department.Of
Education and Science, 1967A). There,does.not
seem to be a comparable study thatincludes .

dren from 2.0, to 3,0 years of age. Therefore, a
Center that enrolls, only children age's '3.0 to 5.0
years can Use the exact dimensions of theie,pit-,
terns, but a Center that inCludes children Under
age 3 will need some dimensional interpolation to .

accommodate .the child mine accurately (except as
noted in a particular pattern). Ramsey and Sleeper

Pattern

But allowing the children to be inde-
pendent also implies an environment de-
signed with, adequate safety precaution&
From Quail (1965):j

It is usually difficult forparents tO al-
law a 'child, to ,be independent because the
enviro: ,a1 its dangers make us anx-
ious. Henor! ,44.ro be able.to'chcourage inde-
pendence ;P, the schobl, make things safe.

Frorn,a design pOpt of view this means.
taking cognizance of a young:child's lack of
motor coordination, slow,reaction time and
general lack Of experience,rhence j1idgmerit.
Therefore, all items,should be 'considered as
potential safety hazards, i.e., as haxiing :the
potentialtO be utilized in 'Ways' other than

(5th ed.) give some rough dimensions tor this lower
age range.

**The requirement for designing a Chadren's
Center to the child'hheight'and capability level
points out the Obvious lack of design' cansideration
for t!-, child in the typical home. The home is
prew;it.tly comidered a long-term living arrange-
ment, so the child is provided with temporary ar-
rangements like the "potty chair," with the as-
sumptiOns that heivill gradually grow up to fit the
adult-dimensioned toilet, furniture, stairs, etc. But
some develOpers have recognized the mobility of
the 'average young faMily and are considering the
design of a home oriented io the family with
young children. The'multi-realrm requirements of
thii pattern Could be utilized is a design guideline
for a home of this type: Of course, the opposite
point of view can be takenthe adult dimensions
of the, home can be considered Complementary to
the Center, ind provide adaptation as mentioned
aboire (Kellogg, 1949, p. 312).



Pattern 4/A Multi-Realm Environment for Child and Adult

their primary function. Examples would be
shatterproof glass within a child's reach,
rounded corners on furniture, shockproof
electrical outlets, slip-proof rugs and floors,
controlled hot water temperature, etc.

Another way to make the child's realm
safe is to place potentially dangerous items
not in UN within the teacher's realmout
of a child's reach (maximum reach, age 4.8
to 5.0 years-49"Department of Educa-
tion and Science, 1967A, p. 53). Examples:
light switches, doorknobs to unsafe areas,
sharp scissors, medical supplies, etc.

A Children's Center'should be oriented
toward the child, but the adults must also
be giiren functional and aesthetic considera-
tion. A convenient working environment,
will give the teachers more time to spend
with thechildren 'and help eliminath'frus-
trations th'at Conldbe passed'on 'Co the chil-
dren, after stitiggling withsome airkward
physical arrangement. ,

From Landreth 4 Moises(1949):
ductiOn of laborreduction to a, mini

mum of the Manual labor involved'in lifting
and moving equipment. Even under the best
conditions nursery school wörk'is physi;
cally demanding because of the amount of
bending necessaril); involved When adults
work in a phY sical environment' adapted for
young children. (p. 83)

In general, this will mean providing
equipment at two different levels if the
budget allows, i.e., sinks, storage units,'
windows, doorknobs, etc. Another ap-
proach is to bring the child into'the adult
realm for combined teacher/child aCtility,
Le., a child washing facility, Pattern No. 15,
Children's Sinks. A maximum provision for
child independence .will also aid the teach-
ers by minimizing the amount of assistance
needed by the'children.

The adult realmiand the child realm'
come together in the' total patial ConfigUr-4.-

20

tion of the Children's Center, and this con
ing together produces an overlapping realr
that has its own unique considerations
(Diagram No. 1).
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No. 1

For the program that, concentrates on
highly strUctured learning sessions the rolE
of this overlap is quite insignificant from z
design póint'of view, since the teacher con
trols 'the overlap by "teaching" (see previ-
ouSnote).' But for any prograni with peri-
ods of free play, 'sUperyision is the primari
role of the 'overlapPing realm;:supervision
that acts to make the child's realm more
safe and,,supervision which provides guid-
ance to the children's activities.
Supérvisionf le) the teacher's ability to See
what is going on in the entire unit by mov
ing only a few feet. All the children's acth
ties have potential educational content,
hence all profit from teacher supervision
and guidance. (Landreth and Moise, 1949,
p. 83)

But this supervisor/ guidance should I
as inconspicuous as possible to allow the
child-centered flavor that is basic to this
pattern. In fact, there is some evidence to
show thg a minimum' amount of adult pri
ence^will prOduce less conflict among play
ing children (Millar, 1968).
In the relatively strange laboratory setting
at least, normal. nursery-school children
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tion of the Children's Center, and this com-
ing together produces an overi;Apping realm
that has its own unique considentions
(Diagram No. 1).
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For the program that, concentrateS on,
highly structuree,learning sessions the role
of this overlap is quite insignificant flu'm a
design point`of vieW, since the teacher con-.
trols the overlaP by "teaching" (See previ-'-,
ous note); Butfor anY program with Peri-
ods of free Pla,'superirision is the primarY
role of the overlapping realmi.superviSion
that acts to make the' child's'realm ri-iOre
safe and,supervision which' provides guid-
ance to the children's activities.
Supervision09) the teacher's ability to iee
what is gOinton in the entire Unit by mOv.:
ing only a few feet. All the children's' activi-
ties hnuo pntential .ducatiimal cnntent,
hence all profit from teacher supervision
and guidance. (Landreth and Moise, 1949,

83)
But this supervisory guidance should be

as inconspicuous as possible to allow the
child-centered flavor that is basic to this'
pattern. In fact, there,is some evidence to
show that a minimum amount of adult pres-
ence will produce less conflict among play-
ing children (Millar, 1968). ,

In the relatively strange laboratory setting
at least, normal nursery-schoolvhildren'

play less aggresgvely where there is no sup-
porting adult present. Where there is a con-
sistently friendly, encouraging and reassur-
ing adult, the overall score of aggressive acts
increases fwm session to session and play
becomes less stereotyped. (p. 150)

Some Centers have approached this
p-ir.blem by having only the required num-
ber offeaChers and by avoiding the use of
volunteerS (Kellogg, 1949). Thisis in con-
traSt tO'othei Centers where vOlunteers axe
utilized`to give tliechildren more adult con-
tact BUtin general the problem Can be
statedhow can the physical environment
assist the teacher in providing supervision
(assistance and guidance) and yet minimize
her presence when'she is not directly in-
Volvectwith a child? The following are vari-
ous hypotheses about the physical environ-
ment that suggest solutions to this subtle
problem.
The Height of the.Group Play Environment

An initial reaction to "child centered-
ness" ,rnight,be to create a low ceilinged,
space for the group play environment; with
just enough ceiling height to;allow the ,

teachers to mpve around. The director of a
nurserY school designed by Le Corbusier
(1968) comments:
The warmth and intimacy of the school are
partly created by the lowness of the ceilings
Oust over 7 ft. 2.26 in. ). (p: 60)
A low,ceiling of this height is obviously
"intimate" to an'adult but our main con-
cern is the child's'perception of his enViron-
ment. Without any data from the children
we would premise that an adult placed
within such a s:-.ac.0 IkoUld appear eXces-
siVely large.to a child due'to the,adult's
nearness to the ceiling and, would result in a
feeling of dominance,(of size) by the teach-
ers. This exaggeration of size seenis to be .
supported by, Millar (1968, p:,127),who re-



ports that young chikiren overestimate the
size of whatever object they are looking at
and that they are affected more by what im-
mediately surrounds an object than adults
are (Diagram No. 2).

Froth this premise we suggest:that inti-
macy is therefore not gained froni a low,ceil-
inged space containing both teaCherS arid
children. True intiniack Or:the:child is
more likely aChieved by small low-ceilinged
Spaces -±) whiCh exclude the teacher
completely (pattern;No.,.10, PlaCes to ,Pause

f011oWi'then thatIhe Ceiling,'ShOUld
be at a height Where
perceiVed !,3/,' the chiidreri.:JcisePh'.,EsheriCk,
in his deSign Oi-the H. JOries
Center in Berkelek, 'Calitornia,:tOOk"a,prem-
ise sithilar to: oUrs'arid, placid ,the ceiling
height at 11'10". The direetOr; MiS. T.
HarMs, feels that this height doeS
minimiling the teacher's' presenCe, esPe-
cially since 10W-ceilinged; child-only spaces
are also Provide& :*ithout anY; other eXperk.
mental eVidenCe fOr'COMparison,.We will
recomMend i'height sinillar tO the sriCcessfal
Jones denier .(10'41",tO11'=-0") (Diagrara

3).
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No. 3

Whether the ceiling can be too high may
not be critical except in terms of economics
(not too high) or acoustics (not too low).

Given a ceiling height that does not em-
phasize the:teacher's presence, we can now
move to the horizontal plane. Here a similar
effect would seem to occur when the teacher
and children find themselves in a small room
(the teacher would get bigger). Therefore,
we would premise that small spaces defined
by walls (7'--0" ±) should only be utilized

No. 4



Pattern 4/ A Multi-Realm Environment for Child and Adult

when a teacher wants her presence domi-
nant, i.e., she is teaching. To create a child
oriented environment there should be a
maximum or open space without walls.
This would allow the teachers, if evenly
spread throughout the room, a maximum
amount of surrounding space with no verti-
cal physical elements to give them scale or
presence (Diagrams No. 4 and No. 5).
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No. 3

Whether the ceiling can be too high may
not be critical except in terms of economics
(not too high) or acoustics (not too low).

Given a ceiling height that does not em-
phasize the teacher's presence, we can now
move to the horizontal plane. Here a similar
effect would seem to occur when the teacher
and children find' themselves in a small room
(the teacher would get bigger). Therefore,
we would premise that small spaces defined
by walls (7'-0" -±) should only be utilized
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No. 5

Another way to look at,the teacher's
"presence" is by considering hei position
relative to the children's activity centers.
Nancy Rambusch feels the teachers should
be placed at the periphery of the children's
activities and has organized her Child Mind-
ers School on this principle (see floor plan,
appendix). Another way to state this issue
would be in terms of spatial axis. The
teacher circulation paths should be kept as
much as possible on minor axis and the
children's activities on the major axis of the
group play environment.



The Perimeter of a Child
Ce ter: Access vs. Pro ec

The Perimeter as the Entry and
Exit Point for Children, Adults, and Goods

The Center should "welcome" the ap-
proaching child and adult. This is especially
true on the first few days a child comes to
the Center (Pattern No. 6) or when the adult
makes an initial visit to the Center (Pattern
No. 7). This welcome is characterized by
"openness"; being able to see what is hap-
pening in the Center while approaching
(Diagram N. 1).

No.

The Center will also be serviced periodi-
cally with the delivery of goods and the re-
moval of refuse. The outdoor area will re-
ceive new, sand, tanbark, and equipment.
The Perimeter as the Interface
Between the Children's Center
and the Sunounding Community

The Center should not be simply a ser-
vice function within a geographical area but
a dynamic part of a local community. To
encourage its use, it should be visually and
functionally accessible to the public circula-
tion paths in the vicinity of the Center
(Alexander, et al., 1969, p. 93). Pattern No.
2 suggests that a Penter could be located in
2 2

a residential, work, or academic
Therefore this path may be a ci
sidewalk,

tad, ectv

No. 2
a major path through-an indust
corridor on the ground floor of
the main plaza of a university, (
Nos. 2 & 3)
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Therefore this path may be a city or town
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tions on the rooftop, thereby allowing
the tenants in that building to become
familiar with the Center (Diagram No. 4).

No.2
a major path through-an industrial park, a
corridor on the ground floor of a factory,
the main plaza of a university, eth. (Diagam
Nos. 2 & 3)
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No. 3
For a Center located on the rooftop of a
multistoried housing block, the problem
should be stated differently. Here the prob-
lem is to provide other community func-

No. 4,
Sigis and symbols are devices commonly

used within the commercial sphere for sell-
ing MerCharidige to the coniinunitk. These
devices carrbe used by 'the' Center but mie
are'siiigestink that primary COmmunication
take'place through' viewing the internal aC-
tiiities of the Center.

Dolores Page comments on her store-
front Center:
Sometimes the children just sit and look out
at the street. At other times, however, they
listen to sto,ries, or talk to their teachers or
each other, and tfte peOple on the street
look in on them and begin to understand,
wkat an early education center can do for
their children. (EFL,1970A, p. 34)

The storefront approach seems more
appropriate for the pedestrian, and signs
perpendicular to the street more appropri-
ate to the motorist (Brown and Venturi,
1968).



The Perimeter as the Bounding Element
that Keeps Children Within the Center

Any point which serves as an entry/exit
point can also be a point of derrture for
an exploring child. Therefore the perimeter
must provide protection equal to the poten-
tial dangers outside the perimeter bounda-
ries. This is especially true for outdoor play
areas (Foster and Mattson, 1948, p. 195).
The Perimeter as a Filter for Acts of
Vandaliam Directed at the Center

This author's eXPerience ha's 'shown that
Children's centers can be classified as
schools in terms of the high degree of van-
dali§m they'receive (Greenburg, 1969, p. 1).
This is espedially true for those Centers lo-
cafe& in disadvantaged areas Of the urban
envirOnmerit; although 'vandalism is also
high hi Many suburban areas p. 3,
p. 16). Data indicates that there is a high
degree of correlatiOn.between` the way a
child vieirs a khool and the acts Of vandal-
ism against it (ibid., p. 18). Therefore, the'
architect's' idle is to'find;that thin line be-
tween the opennesi'and,welcome men-
tioned'earlier '(access) and idequate Vandal-
ism prOthction.

This requires a design compromise that
can lean toward protection or toward open-
ness. One ipproach 'would provide only
minimum access to the community and
users during operating hours and then "wall
off" the Center at other tinies,for maximum
vandalism protection. A contrary approach
wOUld attempt in all ways tO open the Cen-
ter to the CommUnity during and after''
hours and thereby' gaiti vandalism Protec-
ton i,hrough a lack of.confrontation. Our
pattern leans toward this latter approach
sinee we feel the fortress approach is self-
defeating. Froth Greenburg (1969):
Where vandalisM has been it severe problem,

A

in some instances the physical measures im-
p

Patte

plernented have had a negative effect-
greater challenge is offered to the dal
mined vandal. Perhaps the most subtb
ative effect is the general appearance
armed, defensive fortress, designed to
the youngsters "in line" during schoo,
hours and off the premises after schoc
hours. (p. 33)

But just how open can you make ;
ter? Pattern No. 6, A Transition Place
Parerit 'and Child, and this Pattern sug
views into`either the indoor or outdo(
play aim. ,Pattern No. 7 suggests a vh
the reception area. Pattern No. '9 sugg
views to the outside world for the chi]
and Pattern No. 30 explores the poter
for after-hours use of the outdoor pla.:1
yard. On the closure side various indol
outdoor activities need privacy to allo
concentration, and the outddor play a
needs prOtection from a loas'of childr(
loose play equipment. Large glass area
opening up the Center are expensive a
compared with standard walls; glass is
good thermal barrier; and excessive an
of glass tend to stretch the limits of di
acceptability.

Therefore the interior volumes of I

ter should tend toward typical windov
openings or small amounts of glass CUT
wall. An exception is the interface bet
the interior, and exterior play areas, Pa
No. 33. This glass wall is protected by
intermediate space of the play yard (p]
vacy) but may need additional protect
the play yard is open to after-hour use

But even the windows can impinge
upon the privacy of the children and t(
ers and must be further considered to i
that curtaining devices do not go up so
after the building is in operation. The
dows-must allow the passerby the chan
look irk casually or to pause and watch
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plemented have had a negative effecti.e., a
greater challenge is offered to the deter-
mined vandal. Perhaps the most subtle, neg-
ative effect is the general appearance ofan
armed, defensive fortress, designed to keep
the youngsters "in line" during school
hours and off the premises after school
hours. (p. 33)

But just how open can you make a Cen-
ter? Pattern No. 6, A Transition Place for
Parent and Child, andthis Pattern suggest
viewsinto either the indoor or outdoor
play areas. Pattern No. 7 Suggests a view, to
the reception area: Pattern No. 9 suggests
views to the outside world' for the children,,
and Pattern No. 30' explores; the' potential
for after-houri use Of the outdoor play
yard. On the closure' side'variOus indoor and
outdoor activitieSneed privacy to allOw
concentration, and' the outdoor play area
needs protection from a loSs'Oi children and
loose 'play eqUipment. tiarge glass' areas 'for
opening up the Center are expensive as
compared with standard walls; glass is not a
good thermal barrier; and excessive amounts
of glass tend to stretch the limits of client
acceptability.

promise that Therefore the interior volumes of a Cen-
toward open- ter should tend toward typical window
vide only openings or small arnounts of glass curtain
mity and wall. An exception is the interface between
ld then "wall the interior and exterior play areas, Pattern
for maximum No. 33. This glass wall is protected by the
iry approach intermediate space of the play yard (pri-
pen the Cen- vacy) but may need additional protection if
nd after the play yard is open to after-hour usè.
sm protec- But even the windows can impinge
tation. Our upon the privacy of the children and teach-
approach ers and must be further considered to insure

)ach is self- that curtaining devices do not go up soon
)69): after the building is in operation., The win-

dows must allow the passerby the,chance to
look in casually, or to pause and watch.the

;ere problem,
measures im-

playroom activity. At the same time, the in-
terior occupants must not feel imposed
upon by this viewing. From observations, it
appears that an open but not traversable
space between the viewing path and the
windows will provide a solution if the space
is about 10 to 20 feet in depth. At this dis-
tance the pedestrian can view in but the oc-
cupants will not feel uncomfortable (Dia-
gram No. 5).

e
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No. 5

When wifidows get closer to, the pathway,
the occupants begin to get more privacy
since the pedestrian feels he is imposing by
viewing so' closely the children's'ac Amity.
Reflections that hinder vision also begin to
appear on the glass asthe distance Aoses.
The typical main street display window
does not have this problem since the display
area is shallow, well lit, and does not look
into the store's'interior.

But as,we,mentioned in the introduc-
tion, an understanding of the problem is
more important that the few,solutions Lwe
can hope to premise. For example, given
the above criteria, what can be done with
an existing building having large storefront
windows on the sidewalk?

If the windows are partially covered
with childreres Arawings, community infor-
mation, etc., this will give the pedestrian an
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excuse to stop, and he can look int(
Center. But he will not impose on ti
pants siace the material on the glass
partially block the view (Diagram N

No. 6

Another solution for bringing 1,N
closer to the pedestrian path and ys
taiMng internal privacy would be to
them perpendicular to this path, (Di
No. 7).

No. 7

Views into the Center will also
surveillance by the community and
lice,if a few lights are left on within
Center after hours.

,As suggested above, one of the
ways to reduce glass bteakage from
ism is to reduce the amount of win
but additional devices may still be
for the remaining windows. It appe
glasS gets broken more 9n passing,'
boys are casually walking by; than-
deliberate attempts to srnash some
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part of a factory in an industrial child care
setting.

No. 11

Diagram No. 11: The door as a transition
place. From van Eyke (1968A):
What then, I ask, is the greater reality of a
door? Well, perhaps the greater reality of a
door is the localized setting for a wonderful
human gesture: conscious entry and depar-
ture. That's what a door is, something that
frames your coming and going, for it's a
vital experience not only for those that do
so, but also for those encountered or left
behind. A door is a place made for an occa-
sion. A door is a place made for an act that
is repeated millions of times in a lifetime
between the first entry and the last exit. I
think that is symbolical. (p. 96)



Visit IV
Administrati
Staff

n/
Pat

The duties of the Children's Center di-
rector and the receptionist/secretary will be
to meet with parents inquiring about ser-
vices, to discuss problems with a parent that
were not resolved by the child's play group
teacher, to meet with visitors, to organize
with the staff the daily program, and to
keep records. This work will require a quiet
office area for individual and small group
meetings and a reception area (Kellogg,
1949, p. 17). This office or additional of-
fices will be needed if the Center brings in
consultants to talk with parents and chil-
dren, i.e., psychologists, social workers,
medical advisors (Haase). A meeting area
will be required for staff and parent meet-
ings. The administration area can be a sepa-
rate area broken into reception area, offices,
and meeting rooms (formal), or it could be
integrated with other functional areas of the
Center (see solution examples below).

The entry solution should provide a way
to announce visitors when the receptionist
and director are not in the immediate vicin-
ity of the entry. For a small Center with a
part-time receptionist/secretary and a
teacher/director, this may be a common oc-
currence. A buzzer could be used by the
visitor to announce his arrival, or a notice
could be posted directing the visitor to the
director, or the reception area could be con-
nected visually to the group play environ-
men so the visitor's arrival could be seen.

In Pattern No. 6 we discussed the need
to provide an entrance to the Center that
"welcovned" a new mother and child. A num-
ber of criteria were suggested to help relieve

the child's apprehension through the design
of the entry experience. But an initial visit
to the Center by a mother inquiring about
services may include the child and can have
an important bearing on how a child ap-
proaches the Center if he later becomes an
attending student. Therefore, this entry into
the reception-administration area should
also fulfill the requirements of Pattern
No. 6 and be a place of welcome.* A simple
way to do this is to funnel all visitors,
parents and children through the same en-
trance, but as the Center becomes larger,
separate entries may be needed. A visitor
should be guided to the reception area in a
Center with separate entries, since un-
announced visitors in the group play envi-
ronment is disruptive to the teacher and the
children.

A Center, with drop-off parent parking,
should have a separate v csitor parking area
to minimize disruption of the drop-off pro-
cedure. Signs may be needed to effect this
separation even though the two areas are
physically distinct.

*The author has seen lobbies in some Centers
that are so formal and bland tin .hey probably in-
crease a child's apprehension. The need for a "for-
mal" administration area seems to have a minimum
of applicability in a "place for children."
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Pattern

the child's apprehension through the design
of the entry experience. Put an initial visit
to the Center by a mother inquiring about
services may include the child and can have
an important bearing on how a child ap-
proaches the Center if he later becomes an
attending student. Therefore, this entry into
the reception-administration area should
also fulfill the requirements of Pattern
No. 6 and be a place of welcome.* A simple
way to do this is to funnel all visitors,
parents and children through the same en-
trance, but as the Center becomes larger,
separate entries may be needed. A visitor
should be guided to the reception area in a
Center with separate entries, since un-
announced visitors in the group play envi-
ronment is disruptive to the teacher and the
children.

A Center, with drop-off parent parking,
should have a separate visitor parking area
to minimize disruption of the drop-off pro-
cedure. Signs may be needed to effect this
separation even though the two areas are
physically distinct.

*The author has seen lobbies in some Centers
that are so formal and bland that they probably in-
crease a child's apprehension. The need for a "for-
mal" administration area seems to have a minimum
of applicability in a "place for children."

Solution Examples

1

Aatt

No. 1

covvt

Diagram No. 1: Bing Nursery School (floor
plan, appendix). The administration area is
clearly in view but off to one side, allowing
a mother and child to by-pass it on their
way to the play rooms. A child accompany-
ing a mother inquiring about service can
play in the courtyard. Views into the group
play rooms from the courtyard would have
provided an added dimension of welcome.
An overhang provides a covered walkway
between group play areas and administra-
tion. The Center has a full-time receptionist.
Diagram No. 2: H. Jones Child Study Cen-
ta (full floor plan, appendix). A good
placement of the reception area once you
find it. It is too hidden from the street, and
a visitor is tempted to enter either the play-
room or the hallway door. Reception was
placed in this compromised location to su-
pervise entry into the observation area and
testing rooms. Entry of the inquiring mother

60 31
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and child has inviting views of the Cen
activities. The Center has a full-time ro
tionist.

Diagram No. 3: A Center with a part-time
receptionist. A view between the group play

32

area and the reception area alb
teacher-director to see a visitoi
she will be there in a minute, f.
work with a child, and then cc
same view allows mother and c
to look over the Center. (See t
School, appendix.)
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Diagram No. 4: A vestibule in
house will act as a hallway/rec
[(3) above] if it is separate frc
play area (not an internal circi
for the children). Placing the
stairs would give the necessary
this clarity of circulation cann
vided, then separate entries to
and the office area should be
Child MhIclers School and the
School, appendix).



area and the reception area allows the
teacher-director to see a visitor, indicate
she will be there in a minute, finish her
work with a child, and then come out. This
same view allows mother and child a chance
to look over the Center. (See the Casady
School, appendix.)

vocHas.,t

Diagram No. 4: A vestibule in a remodeled
house will act as a hallway/reception area
[(3) above] if it is separate from the group
play area (not an internal circulation path
for the children). Placing the office area up-
stairs would give the necessary privacy. If
this clarity of circulation cannot be pro-
vided, then separate entries to the play area
wad the office area should be provided (see
Child Minders School and the New Nursery
School, appendix).
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No. 5

Diagrams No. 5 and 6: Centers using.a com-
bination administration/reception area/
parents' lounge. The Early Learning Center
(floor plan, appendix) has a confusing entry
area where visitor circulation and circula-
tion to the children's toilets can potentially
disrupt one another. An interesting feature
of this Center is thc- ,..,bservation view panel
which allows viewing of the children while
a conference is in process. For other multi-
use reception areas, see prototypes, Depart-
ment of Education and Science (Appendix).
See also Pattern No. 27 for examples of
combined lounge and office areas.



Entryan Exit from the
Play Environme t

A Center can have separate group play
areas (15 to 30 children), one large group
play environment (60 to 100 children), or
an in-between solution which attempts to
provide home rooms linked together by
multi-use circulation space (Pattern No. 3).
But in all cases the group play area needs to
be served by an entry area. This entry is the
point where a child meets his teacher and
playmates each morning, and in reverse
form, it is the point where mother and child
meet again in the afternoon and then depart
for home. For the new child this entry/exit
point is especially significant on the first
few days of attendance. From Gesell:
The entry of a child into a nursery group is
comparable to a weaning process. The
mother must surrender her child and the
child must surrender, at least temporarily,
his mother. (p. 267)

Gesell suggests that the mother be en-
couraged to spend decreasing amounts of
time at the Center, gradually easing herself
away from the child. Other educators sug-
gest a more abrupt separation of mother
and child. Foster and Mattson (1948) suggest:
In the majority of cases, the child makes an
easier and happier adjustment to the school
situation if he does not- find himself torn
between the home and the school as repre-
sented by his mother and the teacher. If the
mother stays, the child is likely to display
some sort of undesirable behavior.. . . . In
general, however, the first day in kinder-
garten is more successful from the point of
view of both the teacher and the child if

6 3

the parents or other relatives do not stay
with the child. (p. 110)

And from Kellogg (1949):
Give kisses, but don't ask for them and
don't insist on being answered good-bye by
your child. Be sure, however, that he hears
you say good-bye. Also, do not give him
any instructions to be a "good boy"; to eat
a big lunch, or to play niccly with the chil-
dren. Rather say "Good-bye, I'll come for
you at such and such time." Then go. (pp.
328-329)

This latter approach to parting suggests
a well-defined point where the mother can
make her exit. A low wall, railing, or bench
would be places where a mother could make
a definitive break (see similar discussion,
Pattern No. 6). If a Center is organized on
the gradual separation principle, this break-
point is not absolutely required, but it will
have the same advantage when the mother
does finally leave her child.

Some teachers provide an area near the
entry containing non-threatening materials
that help ease the new child into the play
group environment (Pattern No. 18)., Nancy
Rambusch of Child Minders School goes
one step further and suggests that a new
child can have his anxiety reduced through
novel play environments. She calls it "de-
compression through novelty." Her Center
in Greenwich, Connecticut contains a Y..00m
adjacent to the entry (Diagram No. 1) (floor
plan, appendix).

By defining a breakpoint between
mother and child, we have the beginning of
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No. 1

the entry/exit area. The area gets more spe-
cific definition by serving several other
functions during the daily program.

In Pattern No. 6 we pointed out the op-
tion desired by many mothers of dropping
off their child outside the Center. This im-
plies the teacher will be welcoming only
new mothers or mothers who have some-
thing they want to discuss with the teacher
and the children. Therefore, some seating
will be needed in the entry to allow a parent/
teacher conversation while greeting the chil-
dren. If a teacher makes a health check on
each child, pace will be needed for the chil-
dren as they line up (Kellogg, 1949, pp.
296-298).

Although many mothers drop off their
children outside the Center, the majority
will come to the group play area to pick up

64 33
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their child. This is especially true for an all-
day program where the mothers arrive at
differing times due to varying work sched-
ules.

When a mother arrives, he-z child may
be involved in an ongoing activity, and most
teachers prefer the completion of that ac-
tivity before going to the parent. Kellogg
(1949) expresses this point of view:
Call for your child promptly, but do not
expect him to rush off home with you at
the moment of your appearance. Especially
the first week or so, it is often hard to get
him to leave. Eventually, however, the chil-
dren will learn to respond promptly to your
appearance. Where the child does not want
to go home,.it is better to let the teacher
tell the child he must go. He won't hold it
against her, and he may hold it against you
if you are insistent.
A mother calling for her child in the late
afternoon should come into the playroom
and stand by the door until the child comes
over to her. (pp. 329-330)

34
65

These requirements necessitate
area where the parent -.an stand or s
wait while the child completes his pl
tivity or puts on his coat (Pattern N
If this area is not provided and the r
is left standing in an undefined plac4
natural feeling will be one of exposu
she will wander over to see what he/
is doing. The device which serves as
mother/child breakpoint, discussed
can also act as means to define the
area.

Children's paintings, child care i
tion, and notices can be placed in e
area or at other points along the pat
tween the group play environment
entrance to the Center.

A Center that utilizes the group
environment as a multipurpose roor
which napping takes place will need
try solution that provides isolation
and noise when the children are slee
but can be open at other times to al
viewing into the play area.



3nvironment

These requirements necctssitate an entry
area where the parent can stand or sit and

1- wait while the child completes his play ac-
tivity or puts on his coat (Pattern No. 13).

y If this area is not provided and the parent
ost is left standing in an undefined place, her

natural feeling will be one of exposure, and
she will wander over to see what her child
is doing. The device which serves as the
mother/child breakpoint, discussed above,
can also act as means to define the waiting

:Ely area.
.t Children's paintings, child care informa-
zil_ tion, and notices can be placed in this entry
our area or at other points along the path be-
nt tween the group play environment and the

entrance to the Center.
it A Center that utilizes the group play
DU environment as a multipurpose room in

which napping takes place will need an en-
try solution that provides isolation of light
and noise when the children are sleeping

nes but can be open at other times to allow
viewing into the play area.
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Diagram No. 2: The 7ntrya definitive
placea lobby, a lourk;e, a hall, a vestibule,
a door step, an in-between place.
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Pattern No. 3 gives guid
lishing the organization of a
ter; the major elements bein
approach to early childhock
stiucture of the teacher/chil
and the activities to be hick
program. These elements co
form a program which has ii
in the group play environm(
play environment is the chil
space plus any indoor exten
space. Here the child will sp
portion of his hours at the (

The relationship betwee
and the group play environr
one of "good fit," i.e., the
ment should give maximum
program goals. The three pr
tures discussed in Pattern N
ing requirements for a grout
ment. These differences will
this pattern.
I. A Program of Free Activi

The first "schools for tli
were the kindergartens start
the laie 1830's. These Cent(
from three to six years of af
marily oriented toward grot
Tnese group sessions, where
mount, were in contrast to1
of the traditional classroom
still teacher-directed and on
schedule. Under the influen
educators, early educ'ition
into a more individualized r
lineal time schedule was rep
play" periods that utilized E.
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tational materials, and teacher-led group
7 developed into a subtle system of inclf-
talized instruction (Waechter and Waech-
1951, pp. 9-15). The free choice pro-

m is still dominant within the field of
y education but it is being challenged
more structured programs (Pines, 1966).
The following are the design parameters
a group play environment housing a pro-
n of free activity choice.

1

Free flowFor a IN1d to choose his
activities, he will need an environment

ed to his height and capability (Pattern
4) and will require that all play materi-

be "distinctly" displayed (Pattern No.
. Children can flow freely between activ-
3 while making their choices. Cockrell
35) found that children will change play
vities every 81 seconds until they find
material that they will settle down with

am average of a-GI-nil-toll -mit-Yams-
ndreth, 1967, p. 164).

A meandering path between activities
will allow the children to look over each
potential activity and a bypass route would
allow quick movement from one side of the
room to another without disrupting those
engaged in an activity or those children
"shopping" (Diagrams No. 1, 2, 3, and 8).

No. 3
If a bounding element is used _to enclose__

atairity areas (lee iolutions), it will .ilso de-
fine the pathways, but in a scheme with un-
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bounded activity areas the teacher may
need to keep these pathways clear.

No. 4
SupervisionSince the children will be

moving freely throughout the group play
environment, they will require supervision
from the teachers. This supervision provides
a. istance and educational guidance to the
children when needed (Pattern No. 4).
Therefore, the geometry of the group play
environment should allow visual access to
the total space (all activity areas) by the
adults working in that space (Diagrams 4, 5,
and 7). This implies that geometries other
than rectangles can be utilized since teach-
ers tend to spread themselves equally
throughout the group play environment
(Deutsch, et al.).*
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Multi-Use SpaceBoth free flow and
supervision tend toward open space plan-
ning (minimum distinction between corri-
dors and activity spaces). Another tendenc
in that direction is the potential for creat-
ing multi-use spaces, i.e., an open area of
floor that can be utilized for many differei
activities (Diagram No. 9). This flexibility
utilized by many Centers to reflect spatial]
the changing popularity of activities that
can occul .;aily, weekly, or seasonally. Flo]
other Centers, flexible space is an econom:
measure that allows a maximum number o
activities to take place in a small area.

The clustering of utilities (plumbing,
heating, etc.) peripheral to the activity are
is usually associated with open space plan-
ning, due to their relative permanence and
lack of flexibility. This clostering in one lc
cation allows the utilities to serve several
activities and thereby achieve more econ-
omy. Movable furniture also adds to the
multi-use potential of a space.

But partially opposed to the "open plt
ning" suggested above are the following
quirements of the activity centers:

Internal Functional IntegrityEach ac
tivity taking place within the group play
environment has specific internal require-
ments and needs, if possible, an area de-
signed specifically for its use.

We will call these activity locus points
activity centers. When these centers are
Egrouped together in the play group enviro
ment, there will be a tendency to overlap,
and the internal functional integrity of eaf
center should be maintained.

*Pattern No. 4 suggests that the teacher's pre
ence in any space should be minimized by the co
figuration of the space (high ceiling, open plannir
and by the placement of teacher circulation with
the space (off axis). These criteria should be corn
bined -with-tire Tequireirientz-of this-pattern.



klulti- SpaceBoth free flow and
rvision tend toward open space plan-
(minimum distinction between corri-
and activity spaces). Another tendency
iat direction is the potential for creat-
nulti-use spaces, i.e., an open area of
r that can be utilized for many different
rites (Diagram No. 9). This flexibility is
zed by many Centers to reflect spatially
thanging popularity of activities that
occur daily, weekly, or seasonally. For
T Centers, flexible space is an economy
sure that allows a maximum number of
rifles to take place in a small area.
Me clustering of utilities (plumbing,
ing, etc.) peripheral to the activity areas
ually associated with open space plan-
;, due to their relative permanence and
of flexibility. This clustering in one lo-

311 allows the utilities to serve several
/Ries and thereby achiev3 more econ-
r. Movable furniture also adds to the
ti-use potential of a space.
But partially opposed to the "open plan-
r," suggested above are the following re-
ements of the activity centers:
Internal Functional IntegrityEach ac-
y taking place within the group play
ronment has specific internal require-
Its and needs, if possible, an area de-
ed specifically for its use.
We will call these activity locus points
vity centers. Vihen these centers are
wed tugether in the play group environ-
rt, there will be a tendency to overlap,
the internal functional integrity of each

ter should be maintained.

*Pattern No. 4 suggests that the teacher's pres-
in any space should be minimized by the con-

ration of the space (high ceiling, open planning)
by the placement of teacher circulation within
space (off axis). These criteria should be corn-
,d with-the-requirements of thig_p_AttPrri,_.

The primary elements of this integrity
are enclosure, acoustic privacy, sufficient
area, and a sense of place (Diagram No. 6).

EnclosureMoore (1966, p. 107), in a
study of playgound children, found that a
"sense of enclosure" was desired by the
child when concentrating on an activity
that was relatively quiet and passive (com-
pared to outdoor play, all indoor activities
are passive). This enclosure had spatial defi-
nition and often included visual separation
from adjoining areas.
The greatest amount of creative activity in
terms of both frequency and span took
place behind the play house. It is suggested
that one of the reasons for this was the
sense of enclosure there, spaces of adequate
size for construction activities, cut off psy-
chologically from the surroundings, where a
child could, and felt that he could, work
unhampered, even though other activities
were going on immediately adjacent to the
area. (Moore, 1966, p. 107)
The relevance of visual enclosure to creative
areas is difficult to assess. On the whole it
appears to be more a question of reducing
visual access from outside/in, rather than
from inside/out. (ibid., p. 109)
This question of enclosure is discussed fur-
ther below, under "a sense of place" and in
Pattern No. 32, PasSive Outdoor Play Area.

Acoustic PrivacyThe need for noise
level control in a Children's Center arises
out of two conflicthig tendencies. On the
one hand, teachers want the child to express
himself freely ("minimum don'ts in the en-
vironment," Pattern No. 4), but on the
other hand, noise can be fatiguing and dis-
ruptk g to other children and the teachers.

From Lowenfeld (1935):
Exercise of the body, of the voice, of the
whole person in the production of the maxi-

_ _mum _vossihle comrnotiorz_ is an abwlute
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necessity at some time or other to every
healthy child. Noise is necessary, movement
is necessary, and to be healthy these must be
allowed to be exactly what they areshape-
less explosions of an over-plus of energy.
(p. 62)
And from Landreth and Moise (1949):
The very nature of their activities tends to
make young children noisy companions.
Noise, however, excites and fatigues both
children and staff members.
Therefore, sound control must be introduced
into the group play environment to keep
noise to an acceptable level. This pattern will
not cover the technical requirements of
acoustic control since we assume this knowl-
edge will be found in the local design team,
but several overall suggestions might be
helpful.*

It,has been found that background noise
can be relatively high and not interfere with
adjacent activities, especially if the activities
which produce "impact" noise are isolated at
their source. For example, the Eve line Lowe
School has a combination,tile and carpet
floor and a minimum acoustic treatment on
the walls and ceiling. Acoustic testing at this
school found the following:
The school has many inter-connected work-
ing areas but the level of background noise
during teaching activities, although high
in the order of 60-70 decibelswas well be-
low normal speech interference levels. For
instance, a group of about 1Z children ac-
tively engaged in practical work with a
teacher did not cause another teacher, read-
ing to a group some 20 feet away, to raise
her voice or a spear to be interrupted. Spo-

*The desig team could use the acoustic guide-
lines develope by the Metropolitan Toronto School
-Boardt1968Tp:1i3y

radic outbreaks of noise, however, did reach
distraction levels in adjacent groups. (Depart-
ment of Education and Science, 1967A, p. 93)

The use of carpet for sound control is
discussed in Pattern No. 15, and Pattern No.
34 suggests that noisy activities such as car-
pentry might be placed outdoors under a
semi-shelter.

Sufficient areaThe children working in
an activity center will tend to expand into
adjacent space, and this may produce conflicts
with the children in these areas. The teachers
will try to avoid these conflicts by providing
sufficient area for each activity (see specific
patterns) and by delineating the working area
for an activity. Some teachers prefer tem-
porary definition provided ty a movable di-
-Tider or storage unit and others prefer more
permanent boundaries (see v.;olution examples
below).

"A sense of place"The traditional class-
room was bounded by permanent walls and
contained furniture designed for a specific
use and body posture. The new flexible,
multi-us, classrooms are designed with open
space and movable furniture. Both of these
approaches require a rule structure to make
them work. The traditional classroom has
its rules determined by the standard "lecture"
approach, the lineal sequence of class peri-
ods, and by fixed furniture positions and
room boundaries. The typical open class-
room requires a rule structure to create
boundaries, and when traditional furniture
is used, it limits the work/posture positions.
Another limitation of the flexible class-
room is discussed by Pragnell (1969):
This is the trap that so many proponents of
a certain kind of 'flexibility' make: they
leave too much to use. To achieve 'flexibility'
we are encouraged to sacrifice not only the
L -triety of familiarized features (the defining

_ alf-o the wile-it:y-3-f
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places (for our occupation) between them.
It should not surprise us that 'flexible' build-
ings are inevitably so unrewarding because by
removing their landmarks and their features
their friendly objectsthey lose their po-
tential. (p. 39)
This suggests that the group play environ-
ment should allow change and manipulation
but have enough definition to minimize the
number of rules needed to guide the children
and enough structure to stimulate use. "It is
not merely what a space sets out to effect in
human terms that gives it 'place' value, but
what it is able to gather and transmit." (van
Eyke, 1968A, p.. 94).

The following diagrams summarize the
conflicting tendencies which must be re-
solved in a group play environment housing
a free activity choice program.
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No. 8
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Solution= Examples
The following diagrams show various

ways to resolve the conflicts shown above.
Each solution places a differing emphasis
on the design parameters.

NO. 10

Diagram No. 10: A completely open play
group environment, no space dividers; stor-
age shelves are permanent (see Pattern No.
11). An activity center is defined when a
child or teacher places materials on the ad-
jacent floor or tables. Mary Nordland, di-
rector of the Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learn-
ing Center, comments:
Many people like to create divisions, small
nooks for children. We don't agree. We want

esriebii ottiPt nleasing un-
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trammeled space in which th,-; children
work. (EFL, 1970A, p. 14)
Supervision is excellent; the open space
lows free flow, but conflicts can arisebl
tween overlapping areas. The floor can.1
carpeted for noise level reduction. The :
of spatial enclosure or sense of place Iv(
be unacceptable to many teachers; a sii
variation would be delineation of activi
areas by floor designs or by movable ilc
coverings although it may be necessary
reinforce this "line" with rules (Weikarl
1970B, p. 9). The multi-use space requi
shelf replacement of materials after eac
tivity. (See Phoebe Hearst Preschool Le
ing Center and the Casady School, appE

it

No. 11

Diagram No. 11: An open play group e
vironment with division provided by lo
movable dividers or storage units, by
pivoted panels, or by an operable wall.

A 4'-0" divider will provide enclosu
to a sitting or standing child (average hi
at 5.0 years, 3c8"---Rarnsey & Sleeper,
and yet allow supervision by the teach(
2c0" high storage unit will provide enc
ure to a sitting child (see Pattern No. 1
good compromise is provided between
and containment if the bounding units
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o. 11: An open play group en-
t with division provided by low
ividers or storage units, by

anels, or by en operable wall.
" divider will provide enclosure
g or standing (hild (average height
s 3'43"Ramsey & Sleeper, 1956)

low supervision by the teachers. A
storage unit will provide enclos-

Wing child (see Pattern No. 11). A
promise is provided between Low
inment if the bounding units are
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placed in an "L" or "U" config-aration. The
dividers can bc, covered with acoustic treat-
ment for additional sound reduction.

Both schemes 10 and 11 can utilize the
total area for napping, dancing, etc. by mov-
ing the furniture. (See H. Jones Child Study
Center and the Bing Nursery School, appen-
dix.)
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No. 12

Diagram No. 12: Division of space is pro-
vided by semi-permanent but movable di-
viders (See Pattern No. 11).
The Early Learning Center was designed with
children in mind. Scale is crucial. Its effects
are mcnt obvious in the storage which pri-
marily is open shelving These low study
ledges, made of boards laid on concrete
blocks, are strong erwigh for the children to
play on, easily demountable and highly acces-
sible. Free-standing, they also serve as room
dividers (the division is more psychological
than physical), eliminating the necessity for
partitions and creating protected bays for
specialized activity within the open room.
(EFL, 1970B) (See Early Learning Center,
appendix).
Diagram No. 13: The group play environ-
ment is formed by a series of interlocking
spaces with walls running tc the ceiling. Al-
cove-like rooms are clustered around a tight
circulation core that forms a bypass route.
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Nancy Rambusch, director of the Child
Minders School, comments:
We have provided open space although we
are operating in a series of small rooms. It's
like the difference between the football
field (see 10 above) and the maze strategy.
In the football field, you provide a huge
open space for children to ream around in.
In the maze strategy, the open space is
broken down and specific opportunities
are offered in specific places. Children can
see and move into other areas, but they are
always within an enclosed space. (EFL,
1970A, p. 42)

The teachers in this space provide super-
vision by being scattered equally throughout
the space. A scheme of this type tends to
use more square footage than a multipurpose
group environment, and some would argue
that the teachers will be too dominant in the
small spaces. This is an excellent approach
for remodeling an old house; the rooms aTe
opened to one another to provide free flow,
but enough walls are retained for structural
stability. (See Child Minders School, ap-
pendix.)
Diagram No. 14: Spatial definition of an
open space is created by structures with-
in the space. These structures can be on one
or more levels_and.they.can hous.e. -activity

No. 14 MOMS L4141LA, VCOIM

centers, quiet rooms, toilets, storag(
Pattern No. 12 gives limitations on
tent of these struct,ils, 'qa W(
Montessori and Ravens sJk. Schoo
appendix. Fat a scheme combining
of uhis approach and Diagram 11, SE

Eveline Lowe School in appendix.
The general planning methods s.

above for creating space definition
supported in the following ways.

/*\
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No. 15

Diagram No. 15: Lighting can be ut
create an environment distinct from
jacent darker areas (Pattern No. 29)

No. 16

Diagram No. 16: Earphones and teh
can isolate an activity within spacel
disruption_to_adiaeent spaces.(PnvIII
1967, p. 77).
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centers, quiet rooms, toilets, storage, etc.
Patterr No. 12 gives limitations on the ex-
tent o' structures. See also West Side
Montessori and Ravenswood Schools in the
appendix. For a scheme combining elements
of uhis approach and Diagram 11, see
Eveline Lowe School in appendix.

The general planning methods shown
above for creating space definition can be
supported in the following ways.

No. 15

Diagram No. 15: Lighting can be utilized to
create an environment distinct from ad-
jacent darker areas (Pattern No. 29).

No. 16 *all Iowa

Diagram No. 16: Earphones and telephones
can isolate an activity within space without
disraptiarrto adjace-at-spaces (Poiviedge;

p. 77).

No. 17
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Diagram No. 17: Paint and illusion are ways
to create visual separation without walls.

No. 18

Diagram No. 18: Acoustic materials can cre-
ate different sound levels and differing moods
in adjacent areas (Department of Education
and Science, 1967A, p. 93).

No. 19
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No. 21

18"

- -

earlyel
ti..12A161

No. 23
Diagrams No. 19 through No. 23: One way
to create a "sense of place" is to create wells
or platforms by manipulating the floor plane.
This possibility is covered in Pattern No. 12,
The Floor as a Walking Surface/As Furniture.
Another approach is the introduction of
multipurpose environmental furniture. The
Child Minders School (Diagram No. 13) has
as its principal structure a series of alcove-
like spaces. Within these alcoves the director,
Nancy hanbusch,-has created-a-s-econdary

ria9 cubes

c4.44.446

structure that defines each area further.
These structures or environmental furnit
have been designed with a cluster-of chax
acteristics good for a range of activities b
fitting no particular activity. This furnitt
is different from traditional furniture in
it can be used in many different posture:
and with many different materials. In th
way, Mrs. Rambusch feels she has create,
"an event rather than an object--a place
exploration and modification." Another
aspect of her structures is their attempt
be directive, to have their rules of use bu
within them. She wants the environment
be directive so her teachers can be non-
teachers and non-rule-makers.*

Of course, the group play ervironme
can be defined by a variety of tne appro
shown above. Diagram No. 24 shows a t:
cal example of a combined solution. (Se
floor plans in the appendix.)

*From allother point of view, these large-s(
pieces of furniture are "programmed" and are
natural development in the line of self-operativ
materials that began with Maria Montessori's s(
educational materials, although they are not as
specific and allow a greater range for discovery
is interesting to note that Omar K. Moore (19(
attributes the same freedom of exploration an(
discovery to his responsive environments (the I
ing typewriter and other electronic environmel
Al/ these "programmed" environments seem si
lar since they are programmed to elicit respom
within a wide range of exploration. But wheth
this can be called freedom or simply a higher
of design authority (the people who decide wli
"good") is a provocative question or maybe th
wrong question.

Some designers have oversimplified the pr(
lem we have been discussing by suggesting a
"variety of spatial options." The difference be
tween spaces should be based on a deep sense
the most general physical needs of a particulai
kuman_activity and not on variety for variety'
sake.
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No. 24

II. Structured Programs
(as compared with free choice programs)
Many educators involved in "crash" pro-

grams for disadvantaged children feel that
free choice programs are appropriate for the
middle class child who gets plenty of adult
"teaching" at home, but the child who is al-
ready behind in his educational development
needs a structured, teacher-taught program
(Bereiter and Engelman, 1966, p. 2). Struc-
tured programs differ in the degree to which
teachers teach the range of program goals.
As stated M Pattern No. 3, we have grouped
structured programs into two types. One pro-
gram, a middle ground between free activity
choice and complete structure (slow pace),
and the other a program 1800 from the free
choice program (highly structured).

Slow pace programsThese programs
are characterized by a traditional variety of
preschool materials and activities but are
overlaid with a structured daily program
that guides the children in the use of these
materials (Powledge, 1967) (Weikart, 1970A),
(HEW) Jackionville, 1969). The daily struc-
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structure may allow a child
activities, but he is encoura

' trate for long periods of tin
tivities. Therefore, the desil
similar to the free activity s
modifications. Free flow ta
a pace that encourages iong
concentration. Therefore, t
route suggested for the free
is not needed. Supervision i
more focused on the teachE
area; multi-use of space is n
terion but may be needed v
changing sequence of activi
ternal integrity of the activi
need more definition to en(
tration (Diagram No. 25).
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No. 25

Any loud activity noises (e.1
need isolation from the mai
tends to be relatively quiet.

Highly structured daily
programs tend to be focusel
velopment of language and
skills and are characterized
daily program that alternat(
teacher-taught lesson sessiol
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ns. The teacher may be human, a work-
, or a programmed machine. Acoustic
isual privacy is needed for the focused
sessions and an area similar to the

pace room is needed for the practice
,ns (Diagrams No. 26, 27, 28, 29).
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No. 29
utilities, and structural elements but modi-
fied by any multi-use criteria. We have gen-
erally not given a square footage guideline for
a particular activity since it can vary signifi-
cantly with the materials and the program
emphasis given to that activity. These figures
should be developed by the design team.
Various educators suggest the overall calcu-
lation should not be less than 30 sq ft per
child and preferably around 50 sq ft per child
(Kellogg, 1949, p. 458; Deutsch, et al., p. 24).
These figures can be used as a guideline for a
half-day program, but this author feels they
are not sufficient for a full-day program. This
is especially true if a separate sleeping area is
provided for each group play area (Pattern
No. 25). Depending on the approach to
napping, a sleeping area can add from 6 to
30 sq ft per child. Sinee Other patterns also
suggest additional considerations for an
all-day program (Pattern No. 4), we might
estimate the need for about 60 sq ft per child
for an all-day program.
Large Group Space*

A large open space is needed where all
the children can come together for dancing
movies, story telling, dramatic play, ques-

*A separate pattern could be written on the
need for a large group multipurpose space, es-
pecialy if this activity took place in a separate
room, but, as shown below, this area can be in-
tegral with the group play environment.
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tion and answer periods, and for napping if
this k the desired solution for this activity
(Pattern No. 25). This space is indoors and
is not a substitute for a semi-shelter which
is outdoors (minimum climatic control).
The area should be positioned to allow easy
access from the activity areas in the group
play environment.
Example Solutions
r
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Diagram No. 31: The total group play en-
vironment is a single multi-use space without
dividers. Group activities can take place .at
any time by placing the play materials in
the wall storage units. (See Phoebe Hearst
Preschool Learning Center, appendix).

urA beaks. viov e-41-No. 30

Diagram No. 30: A large multipurpose space
is developed within the group play environ-
ment from ah overlapping of circulation
space and the activity areas. This is possible
in a scheme that provides space flexibility
for the major portion of the group play en-
vironment through movable dividers, furM-
ture, and storage units. (See Bing Nursery
School, appendix.)

rz

No. 32
Diagrams No. 32 and No. 33: A large multi-
purpose space is developed external to sev-
eral group play environments by making
their comnion circulation space into an ac-
tivity space. Pattern No. 3 also suggests this
scheme for allowing contact between larger
groups of children while retaining home
rooms. From (EFL, 1970A):
Each group of four classrooms is clustered
around an open, shared space. In the pre-
school section, this area houses such attrac-
tions as a fireplace, player piano, library,
and fish tank. Teachers use the shared space
as an extension of their classrooms, and there
is virtually nothing that goes on in a classroon
that could not be shifted to the shared space
or vice versa. (p. 18)
(See the Lamplighter Sehool, the Casady
School, and the KLH Center, appendix.)
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No. 33
And from Herizberger (1968):
The hall space is the street onto which all
the classrooms and general facilities are
grouped. Here perhaps the most important
part of the school life is centered. The hall
is the big communal 'classroom' the comple-
mentary form and extension of the classroom
element taken as whole. (p. 58)

GoIrriclon,

No. 34

Diagram No. 34: A multipurpose room
placed along a corridor connecting several
closed group play environments. This scheme
limits the spontaneous use of the multi-use
space but it may be a viable compromise in
a low budget project when a room of this
kind is also needed for community meetings,
staff lounge, etc.
(See Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learning
Center, appendix.)



Places to Pause f Awhile

It has been observed that children and
animals, when involved in natural play, will
take a break from time to time and go "off
duty." It is felt that these break periods are
a means to reduce excitement, to keep a
child "on a relatively even keel" at a time
when his "steady state mechanisms are as
yet insufficiently developed" (Millar, 1968,
p. 255). Millar further points out that this

. .excitement reduction may involve carrying
about a favorite toy, repetitive rocking,
thumb sucking, or crawling into enclosed
spaces. Hartley, et al. (1964) found that
these breaks can also occur in the middle of
a specific activity, i.e., water may be aim-
lessly stirred, sand patted, and clay squeezed.

As designers, we are concerned with the
role of the physical environment as a spatial
prop for these pauses. Besides "enclosure"
we will attempt to articulate other illusive
qualities that children seem to like when
choosing a place to pause for awhile. These
places can be generally characterized as not
obvious, multipurpose, and having a "found"
quality. Aldo van Eyke (1968B) has mused
on the special qualities of similar places
within the fabric of the city:
What the child needs is something more per-
manentif less abundantthan snow: some-
thing quite unlike snow, incidentally, but
which the city can also absorb without los-
ing what remains of its identitysomething
intended for the child to discover by himself
as his own, though it is not entirely different
from incidental places, things and materials
that serve totally different purposes; some-
thing which the child adapts in its own way

its imcginative life; something elementary
-4.Jerich is placed where there is still room for
it to attract the child from darkness and
danger into light and greater safety. (pp. 39-
40)

In a program that stresses free activity
choice for the children, a pause can be taken
at any time, but in a highly structured
teacher-taught program a pause can only be
taken during scheduled "recess" periods. It
also seems to follow that a full-day program
will have a greater need for these places to
pause than a half-day program. The children
in a free choice program will automatically
search out these places as the day wears on,
and the structured program will need more
recesses to keep-the children's attentiOn.

Once these places are articulated, they
will also be utilized by the children in con-
junction with other children (social play)
and as spatial, props for make-believe play
(Pattern No. 20).
Small Enclosed Spaces

As we mentioned above, crawling into
enclosed spaces is a common tendency of
children during natural play. Landreth &
Moise (1949, p. 82) suggest that this ten-
dency could be a vestige of the prenatal en-
vironment which was close fitting. Moore
(1966) found that the amount of enclosure
needed was not absolutethat a sense of
privacy was desired rather than total phys-
ical isolation. This will allow the designer
to fulfill the reqvirements of Pattern No. 4
for teacher supervision of the children's ac-
tivities.
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According to Millar (1968, p. 181) the
size of a preschool play group is from two to
four children. Therefore, these enclosures
should provide a variety of spaces housing
from one up to four children.

These enclosures can be produced by the
children with blocks, cardboard boxes, or fur-
Mture; they can be provided in the form of
movable furniture-like elements placed
throughout the group play environment, or
they can,be permanent elements built into
the building fabric or the outdoor terrain.
These enclosures may also become available
when various storage elements are empty of
their contents.
In-Between Places

We are making a distinction between
spaces that enclose the children but allow a
teacher to see M and spaces which have a
sense of place (enclosure or definition) and
yet allow the children a chance to see out,
i.e., an in-between place. From Hole (1966):
The most striking feature elicited by obser-
vation was the amount of 'inactive' play.
This implies the provision of much more seat-
ing on the playground, not of the park bench
type, but in a form which would enable a
group of ch3dren to cluster together. It was
noted during the observations that smaller
children often used doorways or houses for
sitting or playing imaginative games;* this sug-
gests a design for grouped seating with the
sense of intimacy and shelter which a doorway
can afford. (p. 37)

This view to the outside is not primary
but only forms a peripheral overlap with the
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adjacent activities (awareness of what is go-
ing on). Therefore, all places in a building
that form a transition from one element to
another should be recognized for their po-
tential for becoming places to "linger" or to
gather, i.e., windows, doors, doorsteps, steps,
columns, a corner, the base of a tree. These
in-between places can also be created by the
teacher with the placement of floor pillows,
hassocks, chairs, and benches in locations
where by themselves or in conjunction with
other elements they create a place to pause
for awhile. From van Eyke (1968A):
Is he able to find the right place for the right
occasion?
Is he able to linger?
No, so start with this; articulate the in-
between
Places to Watch From

These spaces are characterized by being
in a location overlooking an activity that
allows audience viewing. In-between places
have a view to the outside but it is one of
peripheral awareness rather than direct view-
ing, although these two elements of viewing
and in-betweenness can be combined, e.g., a
window seat overlooking tha street.

These watching places can be for viewers
who are somewhat distant from the activity
and prefer only watching, or they can be
places close to the activity which allow social
interchange between those playing and those
watching (Moore, 1966, pp. 121-122). Hole
(1966) found that this watching activity was
quite prevalent on playgrounds in English
housing estates:
A detailed analysis of data obtained from in-
terval sampling showed that, consistently,
for all items of equipment on playgrounds,
the maximum number of children grouped
around a piece of equipment was equal to or
greater than the maximum number who were
using the equipment at any given time. The

apparatus thus serves as a focus fl
groupings. (p. 20)

A watching place can be buill
indoor and outdoor play environ
the form of trees, windows, andl
they can be secondary aspects of
equipment, i.e., climbing frames,
stairs, playhouses; or they can be
the teacher and the children with
pillows stools or a moving tricyi
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apparatus thus serves as a focus for social
groupings. (p. 20)

A watching place can be built into the
indoor and outdoor play environments in
the form of trees, windows, and high places;
they can be secondary aspects of large-scale
equipment, i.e., climbing frames, movable
stairs, playhouses; or they can be created by
the teacher and the children with throw rugs,
pillows, stools, or a moving tricycle.
Places of Interest

Children will be attracted to elements
within the environment that have a quality
of delight and constant change. These places
tend to be objects that become "events."
Children will pause at these places and watch
or participate depending on the demands of
the event.

A teacher can place these points of in-
terest throughout the group play environ-
ment in the form of mirrors, shells that con-
tain the sound of the sea, a fish tank, etc.;
and the architect can build these events into
the building fabric. Coles (1969) received
this comment from a small child:
. . . .and most of all, really most of all, a
window in the roof so you could just look
up and see the sky and the clouds and the
sun and when the rain falls you could see it
falling and you'd like it better, being in
school.
And from Skutch (1969):
Woven into the very structure of our school
are a number of learning opportunities: the
way the roof sheds water after rain, not into
hidden gutters and silently slinking down
into the ground, but rather in sweeping arcs
that noisily spurt away fromcthe four cor-
ners and spill into graveled pits designed for
this purpose alone. Rainy days are not Dulls-
ville when you can look out the windows at
four waterfalls and maybe spend some time

wading in the dry wells when you think no
one is looking.

These elements can also be built into the
building at a very small scale since children
are attacted to detail. From Millar (1968):
It seems likely that human infants, like young
chimpanzees, are attracted by small objects,
especially if they are shiny irregularities on a
surface. Bits of fluff on a dress, crumbs on
their plate, small shiny stones, spots on their
skin, etc., are almost invariably picked at or
picked up. (pp. 127-128)
From van Eyke (1968):
Since concrete, stone and timber do nct
sparkle, and something always should, small
bits of mirror were embedded in stone slabs
in each department Cheap jewels . but
jewels!
In summary,
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a small area of water placed in a circle of
shrubbery

placed in the floor of a playhouse a fish tank surrounded by pillows.



Presentation and rage
of Play Materials

Open Storage
A program hr.ving periods when the chil-

dren can choose their own activities should
have materials available at a correct height
for viewing and reaching (convenience) and
materials displayed to encourage use (pre-
sentation) (Pattern No. 4). Programs that
limit the availability of play materials will
be discussed under Closed Storage.

Convenience of MaterialsTo make play
materials accessible to the children, the stor-
age shelving should have the following dimen-
sions: Maximum shelf height, age 2.0 to 3.0
years-2'-11", age 3.0 to 4.0 years-3'-1-,
and age 4.0 to 5.0 years-3'-3" (Ramsey and
Sleeper, 5th ed.). A program that mixes chil-
dren of different age levels will need a single
in-between height of 3'-01' for shelving and
a height of 22- for a storage unit that will
also act as a stand-up work surface.

Presentation of MaterialsThe presen-
tation of materials to encourage use has a
number of parameters. First the items should
be displayed so they can be clearly distin-
guished from adjacent items. This has been
found to be a useful device for all children
(EFL, 1970B, p. 6; Powledge, 1967, p. 52),
but especially valuable to disadvantaged chil-
dren. Dr. J. Kagan presents this view (Pines,
1966):
It follows that what is often termed 'enrich-
ment'. . .a hodge podge of things to see,
touch and hear in an overstuffed classroom.

is largely useless to slum children. Instead,
said Kagan, people who plan such programs
should provide single, ,distinctive stimuli to
be presented in a context of quiet. Cultur-
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ally disadvantaged children are not deprive
of stimulation, they are deprived of distinc
tive stimulation. (p. 180)
This distinctness can be accomplished by
separating the items with space, with shelf
separators or by contrasting qualities (see
examples).

Another means to suggest use is to pro
vide work space adjacent to a stored item.
(Landreth and Moise, 1949). This work spi
should be at a variety of working levels (PE
terns No. 9 and No. 12), and can be adjace
to fixed shelving or available to movable
storage units. In either case the work spacE
when occupied with children should not
block access to the storage units (Kellogg,
1949, p. 130) (Diagram No. 1).

S (AA1-44-c,
No. 1

Nancy Rambusch feels that not only
should work space be available at differeni
heights, but that this space should have a
structu e that suggests "beginnings" to thE
childre (see Pattern No. 9). An example
is the ulock area of her school (Diagram N
2) in which she has constructed a variety
of surfaces at different heights and with
various posture potentials (see Child Mind,
School, appendix).

2-0.6 3'-o's
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ally disadvantaged children are not deprived
of stimulation, they are deprived of distinc-
tive stimulation. (p. 180)
This distinctness can be accomplished by
separating the items with space, with shelf
separators or by contrasting qualities (see
examples).

Another means to suggest use is to pro-
vide work space adjacent to a stored item.
(Landreth and Moise, 1949). This work space
should be at a variety of working levels (Pat-
terns No. 9 and No. 12), and can be adjacent
to fixed shelving or available to movable
storage units. In either case the work space
when occupied with children should not
block access to the storage units (Kellogg,
1949, p. 130) (Diagram No. 1).
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No. 1

Nancy Rambusch feels that not only
should work space be available at different
heights, but that this space should have a
structure that suggests "beginnings" to the
children (see Pattern No. 9). An example
is the block area of her school (Diagram No.
2) in which she has constructed a variety
of surfaces at different heights and with
various posture potentials (see Child Minders
School, appendix).

No. 2
But to insure that the stored items are al-

ways convenient and "distinctly" presented
td thb children, they must be returned to their
original condition for each new group of chil-
dren. Mrs. Rambusch calli this "recycling" a
space. The children can help the teachers with
this work but they should not be forced to do
so. From Kellogg (1949):
The child under six is not orderly. Hc has so
many difficult lessons to learn, that to stress
the problem of picking up after himself may
produce nervous tensions that far outweigh
the value of the training in orderliness. More-
over, a little later on, precision and order can
become fascinating and satisfying achieve-
ments if they have not been imposed too
early. (p. 131)
Example Solutions
Diagram No. 3: Combination portable stor-
age units and work tops developed for the
Eveline Lowe Primary School (Department
of Education and Science, 1967A, pp. 64-65).
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These units can be brought di
spot they will serve and can h
the work area expands. Store
made available from both sid4
(See open-plan solution, Path
their use in the group play en

No. 4

Diagam No. 4: Portable bins
in a corner or under a special
cupboard unit (ibid., p. 65).
a bin should be of a similar k
the material at the bottom w
gest" use.
Diagram No. 5: A hinged mo
unit for use when materials r
closed storage between perio
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mi-portable storage devices can be left
;e but can also be rearranged with a
um of effort (Diagiams No. 6, 7, and

un No. 6: Storage boxes that can be
4 in various configurations and used
rk tops. The items displayed can be
distinctness by an alternate placement
sed and open areas.*

*signed by F. Osmon, S. Nicholson, and
nicht for an experimental "toy library"
?st Laboratory for Educational Research
nrelopment.

No. 7

Diagram No. 7: Rosta boxesa stacking unit
designed for the Eve line Lowe Primary School

p. 65). These boxes are used as work
tops, seats, tables, and storage units.

No. 8
Diagram No. 8: Wood shelving attached to
masonry units with high strength glue. Shelves
are permanent but can be easily demounted
and rearranged in different configurations.
(The Early Learning Center, Stamford, Conn-
ecticut; EFL, 1970B, p. 6),

No. 9

kethi to 41+
Asfated

Diagram No. 9: Fixed multipurpose wall stor-
age can be either fixed shelving or adjustable
shelving and can be all of one width and
height or contain a variety of dimensions. A
horizontal span of 3/4" shelving should be
placed on 3'-0" centers to prevent sagging.

47
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No. 10

Diagram No. 10: Within any of the above
storage types the shelving can be custom-
ized by sloping (books, puzzles), slotting
(records, books), stepping (display of vari-
able height items), or drawers can be in-
serted for small items crpaper. This tends
to increase the distinctiveness of the stored.
item while allowing economy of shelf use
through a dense packing of items. Flexibility
of shelf use is sacrificed for this careful fit-
ting of items to storage space.

1111111 Al ? .0

74:0
No. 11

Diagram No. 11: Another method for gain-
ing distinctiveness is the use of space separ-
ation and contrast between adjacent items.
If these .two qualities are combined, the
amount of space between items can be re-
duced by placing items with contrasting
qualities next to one another, i.e., size, color,
shape, etc.
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Closed Storage
The group play environment should also

be served by closed storage. A structured
program (Patterns No. 3 and No. 9) that
limits the amount of play material available
to the children will need closed storage
away from the work areas. When these ma-
terials are made available to the children,
the shelving should have the open qualities
discussed above.

In all program types, closed storage is
needed for seasonal items, duplicate items,
and dangerous items to be kept out of the
child's reach. It also follows that placing un-
used items in closed storage is a means to
increase the distinctiveness of items on dis-
play (less clutter), andit can also reduce
the amount of ,stimulus to a child when he
is first introduced to the play room. ,

We are also well aware that this wide variety
of materials is too overwhelming for the
first day of school, so our classrooms more
nearly represent the situation we hope to
achieve after some period of time. . . per-
haps a week or two after school star's, but
quite possibly much longer. We visualize
building up to this total classroom by intro-
ducing materials gradually. (Leitman and
Churchill, 1966)

Closed storage can be in cabinets start-
ing at 4'-6" (average child "stretching" reach
is about 4'-0" at 5.0 years) in locked cab-
inets or in walk-in storage rooms with knobs
at teacher height (4'4)1.

As mentioned in Pattern No. 9, we are
giving only sketchy guidelines for the size
of the activity centers and for the amount
of lineal storage at these centers. These items
are too variable and should be developed by
the local design team. The amount of lineal
storage should be developed by considering
the materials to be made available to the
children, the amount to be kept out of reach



Closed Storage
The group play environment should also

be served by closed storage. A structured
program (Patterns No. 3 and No. 9) that
limits the amount of play material available
to the children will need closed storage
away from the work areas. When these ma-
terials are made available to the children,
the shelving should have the open qualities
discussed above.

In all program types, closed storage is
needed for seasonal items, duplicate items
and dangerous items to be kept out of the
child's reach. It also follows that placing un-
used items in closed storage is a means to
increase the distinctiveness of items on dis-
play (less clutter), anclit can also,reduce
the amount of stimulus to a child when he
is first introduced to the play room.
We are also well aware that this wide variety
of materials is too overwhelming for the
first day of school, so our classrooms more
nearly represent the situation we hope to
achieve after some period of time. . . per-
haps a week or two after school starts, but
quite possibly much longer. We visualize
building up to this total classroom by intro-
ducing materials gradually. (Leitman and
Churchill, 1966)

Closed storage can be in cabinets start-
ing at 4'-6" (average child "stretching" reach
is about 4'-0" at 5.0 years) in locked cab-
inets or in walk-in storage rooms with knobs
at teacher height (4c0").

As mentioned in Pattern No. 9, we are
giving only sketchy guidelines for the size
of the activity (graters and for the amount
of lineal storage at these centers. These items
are too variab'e and should be developed by
the local design team. The amount of lineal
storage should be developed by considering
the materials to be made available to the
children, the amount to be kept out of reach

in closed storage, and the principle to be used
for presenting materials "distinctly." Kellogg
(1949) or Leitman and Churchill (1966) give
equipment lists that can be utilized as initial
guidelines.
Outdoor Storage

The outdoor play yard will need a storage
place to protect loose play equipment
against vandalism and theft, and as a place
to put things until they are ready for the
next play group (recycling). These needs
combined with convenience suggests a
locked storage shed that allows the children
to remove the items without teacher assist-
ance (trikes, outdoor blocks, swing seats,
balls, etc.).
Suggested Solutions

No. 12

Diagram No. 12: Combination fence, storage
unit for trikes and children's hideaway place.
(Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learning Center,
appendix.)

No. 13

Diagram No. 13: Separate trike storage units
Kuasi Park PlaygroundAlameda, California
(Lederman and Trachsel, 1968, p. 103).
Diagram No. 14: Movable storage bins
parked in a storage shed with a child-scaled
door.
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Temporary Storage
Some Centers allow children to'carry.

over an unfinished construction fromone
play periiad to another or from one day to
the ne..,:0;: (Hartley, et al., 1964). Small
items dasaut produce a storage problem shwe
they can.be placed on a shelf or work top.
But large constructions are usually not mov-
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low children to carry
onstruction from.one
Ler or from one day to
y, et al., 1964). Small
e a storage problem since
In a shelf .or work tqp.
)ns are usually not mov-

able and will need protection at the point Of
"making." This will only be possible in a
CPnter that is not pressed,for space.,The un-
finished item can be protected with movable
dividers or storage units (flexible space scheme)
or by providing a number of work areas for
each activity thereby allowing the temporary
closure of one area.
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The Floor asa' a_ 1 g
urf ace/asFur iture
The following tendencies must be con-

sidered when designing the floor for the
group play environment (Patterns No. 14
and No. 35 consider flooring surfaces in
other areas of the Children's Center).
a) Children like to sit and play on the floor

(Waechter and Waechter, 1951, p. 137).
b) A playroom floor must accommodate an. .

unusual amount of liquid, both from
play activities and from uncontrolled
bodily functions.

c) Children's motor coordination is de-
veloping during the preschool period and
and they are accident prone (Landreth
and Moise, 1949, p. 79).

d) Teachers and parents are concerned
about germs passing from one child to
another through physical objects
(Leeper, et al., 1968).

e) Teachers do not want children getting
colds from sitting on a cold, damp sur-
face.
An excessive amount of furniture can
hinder the free flow of children (EFL,
1970B, p. 17):
Noise from one activity can be disrup-
tive to other activities in the group play
environment (Pattern No. 9).
These tendencies imply the following de-
sign criteria for the flooring surface:
It must be free of drafts and warm to the
touch, to minimize the potential for
colds and to maximize the child's com-
fort when playing on the floor.

2. It should be easily maintained to minim-
ize slipping hazards and to minimize
germ retention._

g)

3. It should be resilient to mini
dents from falls and to minim
floor as a sound-producing ele

4. ft should be designed with a
of change of level along major
tion paths to eliminate places
stumble.
It should be considered for its
as work/play surface to mini
clutter of furniture and maxi
number of play/work posture
Before consideTing the floorin

the underlying floor construction
ing system must be determined .
construction or heating system c
ized but the combined result sho
floor that is free of drafts and rea
warm to the touch since the floor
cannot eliminate either drafts or
floor.

A radiantly heated floor slab
considered by many designers an
to be the ideal answer to this pro
in practice these floors have som
turned out to be both fatiguing t
pants and unable to eliminate fib
without a perimeter wall system.

An air lock or a hot air curtai

*The Early Learning Center. in Sta
ecticut, does not use its radiant slab. I
stead on its supplementary perimeter
teachers found the underfloor heat to
sively fatiguing. This does not elimina
as a potential floor but only points ou
limitations that must be considered w
heating systems.
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3. It should be resilient to minimize acci-
dents from falls and to minimize the
floor as a sound-producing element.

4. It should be designed with a minimum
of change of level along major circula-
tion paths to eliminate places to
stumble.

5. It should be considered for its potential
as work/play surface to minimize the
clutter of furniture and maximize the
number of play/work postures.
Before considering the flooring surface,

the underlying floor construction and heat-
ing system must be determined. Any floor
construction or heating system can be util-
ized but the combined result should be a
floor that is free of drafts and reasonably
warm to the touch since the flooring surface
cannot eliminate either drafts or a damp
floor.

A radiantly heated floor slab has been
considered by many designers and engineers
to be the ideal answer to this problem. But
in practice these floors have sometimes
turned out to be both fatiguing to the occu-
pants and unable to eliminate floor drafts
without a perimeter wall system.*

An air lock or a hot air curtain may be

*The Early Learning Center, in Stamford, Conn-
ecticut, does not use its radiant slab. It relies in-
stead on its supplementary perimeter system. The
teachers found the underfloor heat to be exces-
sively fatiguing. This does not eliminate this system
as a potential floor but only points out one of its
limitations that must be considered when comparing
heating systems.

required in a cold climate to eliminate floor
drafts from open doors.

After determining the floor construction
and the heating system, the flooring surface
can then be considered. The most prevalent
materials found in Children's Centers axe re-
silient flooring and carpet.
Resilient Flooring

The most popular material in this cate-
gory is vinyl asbestos tile. This material is
slippery when wet but each spill can be
quickly removed. This instant removal plus a
mopdown each evening will prevent germ n-
tention. The relatively firm surface (as com-
pared to carpet) allows the easy movement of
furniture and storage units (flexibility), but
at the same time produces more noise dur-
ing this movement than a carpeted surface.

This flooring is called "resilient" but is
less giving than carpet. Vinyl tile or sheeting
is more resilient than vinyl asbestos tile but
more expensive. Cushion-backed vinyl has
maximum resiliency for this type of material
but is another step up in cost.

Another variation is the new seamless
flooring (binder plus granules) which is ap-
plied as a liquid and then hardens to form a
floor similar to the cushion vinyls. The
speckled plastic surface hides scuff marks,
which are a problem with vinyl tiles especially
in light colors; the seamless surface prevents
dirt and germ retention and cleans easily. The
Early Learning Center (EFL, 1970B) has a
surface of this material in its wet areas, and
it has proven quite satisfactory.

English Children% Centers use extensive
amounts of linoleum flooring, which has ex-
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cellen" resiliency and sound absorbing qual-
ities but is easily dented from heavy objects
or blows.
Carpet

Carpet is Obviously superior to resilient
flooring in ;term's of tactility and softness.
It minimizes injuries-from falls and is quite
comfortable as a sitting, playing surface. It
also has excellent sound absorbing qualities
and does not generate noise when furniture
and toys are moved along its surface. This
is particularly useful in Open-space planning
(Pattern No., 9).

Bid 'spills and germ retention can be a
problem. Teachers do not mind removing
a spill on a resilient floor but will not get
out the carpet cleaner after each spill. Since
many Centers do not have nightly janitorial
service for rug shampooing, the spill has a
chance to "set," leading to a permanent
stain, depending on the liquid and the car-
pet. A spill, if shampooed during the daily
program, will leave a wet spot for several
hours, producing an area which is unusable
for sitting. The carpet underlayment or
backing should also be considered for its
potential for retaining dampness and germs.
The retention of static electricity is also a
consideration when choosing a carpet.

In view of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these materials, it follows that the
flooring surface should be chosen to fulfill
the needs of a particular indoor activity
(Diagram No. 1).* Compatible activities
having similar flooring needs can be grouped
together to give more multi-use potential to
an area, i.e., wet rugged use area/with resili-
ent tile; passive or noisy but not wet/with

*The installed cost, the service life, the main-
tenance cost, and the total user costs are technical
ways to compare flooring materials which should
be explored by the local'design team.

S9

No. 1
carpet. (See Casady School
Childreri'S Center in append
grams No. 2 & 3.)

No. 3 en...461.41"

The Floor as Furniture or F
Floor

If children use the floor
surface, then they are in fac
substitute for tables and ch;
using it as furniture. To ext
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loor as Furniture or Furniture as a

children use the floor as a play/work
2e, then they are in fact making it a
itute for tables and chairsthey are
it as furniture. To extend this use of

Pattern 12/The Floor as a Walking Surface/as Furniture

the floor, some designers and educators have
begun to manipulate the floor to create a new

'kind of built-in furniture. EFL (1970B) de-
scribes The Early Learning Center:
A table plus chair plus a child equals 10 legs.
Multiply that number of tables, chairs, and
children in a conventional classroom arid the
decapod becomes a thicket of multipedal in-
hibitors. Furniture is therefore kept to a
minimum in the EarlY Learning Center. W all-
to-wall acrylic carpet, which deadens noise
and encourages,children to sit, sland, or ,

sprawl wherever they please, is a key factor
in the design for unencumbered simplicity.
The "forum," art 8 by ,12 ft. sunken areria,
eliminates the necessity for chair grouping.
It is an uncluttered gathering place, a conver-
sation pit, or a shape for conferences. (See
floor plan, appendix)

The above example and the "wells" in the
Lamplighter School (appendix) are "sunken"
areas in the floor but other Centers have gone
in the opposite direction and have created
"raised" floor areas. The Child Minders School
in Greenwich, Connecticut, has crealt;ed a va-
riety of raised work/play platforms (Patterns
No. 8 and No. 18). By carrying the carpet up
and over these platforms, an extension of the
floor has been created. The director, Mrs.
Rambusch, feels these "places" are a big im-
provement over tables and chairs since they
allow only a single posture, while her en-
vironments allow the child to explore the
task at hand in many postures. She com-
ments (conversation, 1970):
If there are many acceptable surfaces on
which to work, squat, kneel, stand, lie down,
then the focus will be on the business at
hand, not on the arbitrarily designed posture
for a task.

This manipulation of the floor plane is
part of her larger goal of programming the en-
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Pattern 12/The Floor as a Walking Surface/as Furniture

vironment as an "event" rather than as an
"object" and in line with her desire to ere-
ate a non-school with non-teachers and non-
furniture (ibid., 1970) (see initial discussion,
Pattern No. 9 and also Pattern No. 11).

To facilitate the use of the floor as a
wOrk surface, electrical outlets should be
placed at intervals for portable lamps and
electronic teaching equipment.

The creation of raised and lowered areas
should not be so extensive that it eliminates
the flat, open area required by the group
multi-use area (Pattern NO,.'9). The manipu-
lation ofthe floor is further liniited by the
need for safe path§ of circulation and the
need for teacher supervision. Therefore no

work/play space should be so high oi
deep that it does not allow teacher si
vision or does not allow the children
the potential play materials in the rai
areas (stimulate Ilse, Pattern No. 11).
main paths of vigorous play should b
or ramped to avoid accidents from tr
Steps in other areas should have a ml
rise of 5", and be covered with a cusl
material.*

*Centers housing handicapped children
povide special ramps. FOr guidelines use U
Standard Specifications for Making Buildin
Facilities Accessible to & Usable by the Ph
Handicapped.
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work/play space should be so high or so
deep that it does not allow teacher super-
vision or does not allow the children to view
the potential play materials in the raised
areas (stimuIate use, Pattern No. 11). The
main paths of vigorous play should be level
or ramped to avoid accidents from tripping.
Steps in other areas should have a maximum
rise of 5", and be covered with a cushioning
materiaL*

*Centers housing handicapped children should
provide special ramps. For guidelines use USA
Standard Specifications for Making Buildings &
Facilities Accessible to & Usable by the Physically
Handicapped.

The multilevel structures created by
Community Learning Centers, Inc., for the
telephone company's day care center in
Washington, D.C., are midway between be-
ing a room and an extended floor. However,
all levels have adult supervision, and most
changes in levels do not exceed about 2 ft.

There is also a counter-movenient to
make furniture into a more multipurpose
item. Pillows, hassocks, and the new soft
furniture invite the user tO position,himself
in many ways.'Other large-scale eniron-
Mental furniture includes a movable version
of the floor structures discussed above (St.
Louis,,1970).



A Child's

Outer Garments
The child needs a place to

garments that he wears to and
To miniinize the amount of wk
that is brought across the floc./
dren's shoes and doats, the gar
area should'he Placed near the
group play environment (Patte
This floor path shoulo4 be easy
and slip-proof when covered vg
sand, and mud.

It should be emphasized -a
should be off the entryway, nc
(1970A) describes the difficult
when this separation is not ma
The entryway contains clothin
cubbies for the children and bi
adults but it is little more than
The result is that on rainy day4
strewn with children and adult
fit on boots, rubbers, coats, an
It is virtually impossible to get
without stepping on somebod)
(Floor plan, H. Jones Child St1
appendix.)

The child may also need tc
outer garments when he goes c
Play. Therefore, the garwnt s.
should be accessible fror&the
yard without disrupting the ac
goup play environment.*

*Margaret SkutC14-the,s director
Learning Center in,Statnarford,..Conn1
that there cannot be A'Sditition Olt]
age problent Until 'children's coati a
are redesigned'. She has found that t
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The garment storage area should be in
view of the teachers in the group play en-
vironment so they can provide help to the
children when it is needed. Since there are
several teachers spread equally throughout
the play area (Pattern No. 9), the locker area
will not need visual access ;Tom all parts of
the group area.

The children also like to manipulate their
personal possessions throughout the day.
If these possessions are stored apart from
the garment area, there will be fewer trips
to that area and less need for supervision.
Some teachers like to separate the garment
storage from the group play area since they,,
feel it is,unsightly and does not contribute
to the activities in the group area.
Possible Coat Storage Positions
Diagram No. 1: Garment storage can be lo-
cated in several places in the group play
area:
a. against the wall (Bing Nursery. School,

appendix);
b. free standing;
c. in an alcove (Unit Plan, appendix).
Diagram No. 2: Garment storage as a sep-
arate but open room, located so at least
one teacher in the group area is in a position
to view into the storage area. Personal pos-
sessions are stored with the coats or in the

be no way to keep those bulky items "hung up"
and no way to quickly dry them out (including the
solutions shown in this pattern). She would buy
lightWeight, waterproof play garments for her
school if they were available.

No. 2

group play area (Child Minders School, ap-
pendix).
Diagram No. 3: Garment storage in the toilet
area facilitates toileting after removal of out-
door wraps (typical routine), Both areas are
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Pattern 1 3/Children's Personal Possessions

wet areas and can be provided with an easy-
to-mop floor and a common floor drain. The
garment room can act as a cleanup area for
the child who gets dirty playMg outside (Pat-
tern No. 15). (Eveline Lowe Primary School,
appendix.)

Garment storage containers can have
several solutions. When coats are stored in
the group play area, many teachers prefer in-
dividual open lockers with coat hooks, a
shelf above for small items and an area be-
low for boots and rubbers. Doors are con-
sidered a safety hazard and as disruptive ele-
ments that get in the way when the children
are trying to put on or take off their clothes
(Stanton and Rudolph, 1965).

Open lockers also provide ventilation for
wet clothes. A perforated surface on the rear
locker face will provide additional ventila-
tion and keep stored articles from falling out
the back side. The locker floor should not
allow water and mud to accumulate, e.g., an
easily wiped surface, a drip-through mesh
screen, a concrete floor with a drain.

Some designers and educators prefer
group coat storage because they feel there
is better ventilation for the hanging coats
without separators between them. Diagram
No. 4 shows a group "trolley' locker de-
veloped for the Eveline Lowe Primary
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No. 4

School (Department of Education and Sci-
ence, 1967A, p. 67). It is movable, has a
metal frame, and the coats are hung on
hangers. The trolley is stored against the
wall when not in use but accessible from
both sides when pulled away from the
wall.

Seating should be provided in the coat
area to assist a child in putting on his boot
This seat can be in the form of a step at-
tached to the locker 6" to 11" high, a low
sitting platform in the center of the area, 6
to 10" high, 'or stools scattered throughout
the area 10" in height.
Personal Possessions

Children's Centers in the United States
stress a sense of personal property in con-
trast to the Soviet nursery.school which
stresses comihunal property (Quail, 1965).
From Loeffler (1967):
Although the child in such a school will no
have an individual desk, it is important tha
individual storage be provided for such
items as personalized name stamp, a comb,
the child's own work, and other miscellane
ous items which are the child's own prop-
erty rather than things to be shared with ti
school community. This sense of personal
property, while important to all young chi,
dren, gains an added value for those who
have few personal possessions outside the
schooL (p. 9)



No. 4

School (Department of Education and Sci-
ence, 1967A, p. 67). It is movable, has a
metal frame, and the coqs are hung on
hangers. The trolley is stored against the
wall when not in use but accessible f, znxi
both sides when pulled away from the
wall. .

Seating should be provided in the coat
area to assist a child in putting on his boots.
This seat can be in the form of a step at-
tached to the locker 6" to 11" high, a low
sitting platform In the center of the area, 6'
to 10" high, or stools scattered throughout
the area 10" in height.
Personal Possessions

Children's Centers in the United States
stress a sense of personal property in con-
trast to the Soviet nursery.school which
stresses communal property (Quail, 1965).
From Loeffler (1967):
Although the child in such a scho _Ai will not
have an individual desk, it is important that
individual storage be provided for such
items as personalized name stamp, a comb,
the child's own work, and other miscellane-
ous items which are the child's own prop-
erty rather than things to be shared with the
school community. This sense of personal
proverty, while important to all young chil-
dren, gains an added value for those who
have few personal possessions outside the
schooL (p. 9)

Loeffler (1968) goes on to recommend
plastic "tote" trays (7" X 8" X 15") for
these personal possessions. Other programs
on a limited budget can fulfill the same need
with a cardboard shoe box. Although port-
ability gives added dimension to the "per-
sonal" quality, many teachers feel that the
high incidence of spilled trays outweighs this
feature, and they prefer fixed storage (Dia-
gram No. 5).

Vt/di 00440.1..
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The Eveline Lowe Primary School has a
unique solution that provides both portable
trayS'and pOrtable storage cupboardS for
them, for use in open areas without any
under-counter storage.

(Diagram No. 6) (Department of Education
and Science, 1967A, p. 64). A Center that has
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both morning and afternoon sessions will
need a double supply of storage boxes.
Napping Linen

Blanket, pillow, and linen storage will
be needed for a program that includes nap-
ping. Some teachers like to store these items
individually and at child height so the child
can assist in preparing his napping place.
Others keep these items stored within the
teacher's realm. In either case, these linens
can be kept in the garment area or they can
be stored along with the cots in thJ napping
area (Pattern No. 27).

"CM IM
t7 (3)

No. 7
From this discussion we can see that vari-

ous combinations are possible. Garments,
personal possessions, and napping linen can
all be stored separately, or garments and per-
sonal possessions can be rtored together and
the linen stored separately, or garments and
linen stored together and possessions separ-
ately, or all three items can be stored to-
gether. Some educators feel that putting

everything together in one locatiorr gives an
added emphasis to personal possessions by
creating a "sense of place."

Ovz Aid

No. 9
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*Another possibilitY is the use of personal
"nests" for each child"-a place that combines per-
sonal storage with a permnanent napping place and
a personal work area. The idea is rejected due to
its extreme space dernonds and potential conflict
with the home environment.



Pattern 13/Chilthen's Personal Possessions
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*Another possibility is the use of personal
"nests" for each childa place that combines per..
sonal storage with a permanent napping place and
a personal work area. The idea is rejected due to
its extreme space demands and potential conflict
with the home environment.
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No. 10

The use of symbols, name tags; and
photos is utilized by some Centers, eepecially
in disadvantaged areas, to give further em-
phasis to personal possessions. From Powl-
edge (1967):
The children's names are prominent in an en-
richment classroom. The Institute's research-
ers think that disadvantaged children, with
their particular problems of self-esteem, will
benefit from repeated and proud use of their
names. Names are posted on their individual
lockers, names identify each child's work.



Children's Toilet Area

No.

The first consideration for the children's
toilet area is to make it accessible from all
play areas in the Center (Kellogg, 1949,
p. 14) (Diigams No. 1 and No. 2). When a
single group Play environment begins to ap-
proach 40 to 50 children, it may be better
to create seVeral dispersed toilet areas. This
assumes that the children have considerable
freedom to move around and that toileting
is geared to a child's need and is not a group-
directed activity.
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Toilet
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No. 2
Mrs. Loeffler, director of the Casady School,
comments on separate toilet areas (EFL,
1970 A):
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The use of six individual toilets
an unmixed blessing. It has cre(
tion where every child feels frei
toilet without permission or be
where. The toilets are available
child is. (p. 21)
The main toilet area or one of
toilet areas should be available
door play yard without disrupt
activity areas (Diagram No. 3).

No. 3

From Kellogg (1949):
If there is reasonable indoor ar
space, all other problems can b

the playroom-toilet-playgrouni
is satisfactory. But the majorit
schools in the United States el(
rect access from the toilet to t
as well as to the playroom. Alt
tects and those responsible for
nursery school should know ti
old children have to get to the
they seem oblivious to it. (p. I
(See Bellehaven Children's Cei
School, and H. Jones Child St
appendix.)
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The use of six individual toilets has proven
an unmixed blessing. It has created a situa-
tion where every child feels free to use a
toilet without permission or be taken some-
where. The toilets are available wherever the
child is. (p. 21)
The main toilet area or one of the dispersed
toilet areas should be available from the out-
door play yard without disrupting the indoor
activity areas (Diagram No. 3).

No. 3

From Kellogg (1949):
If there is reasonable indoor and outdoor
space, all other problems can be solved when
the playroom-toilet-playground arrangement
is satisfactory. But the majority of nursery
schools in the United States do not have di-
rect access from the toilet to the playground
as well as to the playroom. Although archi-
tects and those responsible for planning the
nursery school should know that two-year-
old children have to get to the toilet often,
they seem oblivious to it. (p. 15).
(See Bellehaven Children's Center, Casady
School, and H. Jones Child Study Center,
appendix.)

Teacher supervision of the toilet area is
required to give a child assistance when he
needs it but otherwise self-sufficiency in toi-
leting is .3ncouraged. Supervision is also
needed to control the undesirable (but natu-
ral) play that occurs in the toilet area (Kel-
logg, 1949, pp. 294-310). Therefore the toi-
lets should be located to allow at least one
teacher a view into each toilet (Diagrams
No. 4 and No. 5).
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No. 5
The general physical atmosphere of the

toilet area can aid the toileting activities.
From Kellogg (1949):



We know that many children suffer greatly
from home training in their struggle to
achieve continence. Therefore our first ob-
ject is to make toileting a pleasurenot a
misery. To do this, the toilet should be a
sociable, friendly place where no scoldings
are heard and where an air of enjoyment as
well as duty exist. (p. 205)

To aid in creating a cheerful toilet en-
vironment the architect will need to mini-
mize the coldness usually produced by "easy
to maintain" surfaces. Some examples would
be the introduction of sunlight, view win-
dows to the outdoor play areas, ledges for
potted plants and flowers, bright colors, and
wood surfaces.

The size of the toilet fixtures can also
aid the teacher and child in toilet training.
There is some argument for having fixtures
at adult height to minimize differences with
the home, but the weight of opinion is on
the side of maximum convenience for the
child (Kellogg, 1949, p. 204; Landreth and
Moise, 1949). (And, as mentioned in Pattern
No. 4, it may make sense to provide child-
sized fixtures in homes with small children.)

The recommended height of water
closets, ages 3.0 to 5.0 years, is 11" (Depart-
ment of Education and Science) This height
corresponds to the typical junk.' ;_irtures
available from most plumbing manufacturers.

But it has been found that this height is still
too high to accommodate children ages 2.0
to 3.0 years. To solve this problem tempo-
rarily until small fixtures are available, a
Center can either use portable "potties,"
put a step next to a junior fixture, or set the
fixtures into the floor to lower the rim
height (Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learning
Center, San Francisco).

Urinals for the boys are not found in
most Centers but are highly recommended
by some teachers "to keep toilet seats dry
and floors free of urine" (Kellogg, 1967). A
trough type fixture set 12" from the floot
will be more efficient than individual floor
mounted fixtures.

The majority of educators and psychol-
ogists suggest toilets without separation be-
tween the sexes as a means to encourage a
healthy attitude toward sexual development
(Foster and Mattson, 1949, p. 125). Others
go one step further and eliminate any sepa-
ration between individual water closets and
between water closets and urinals. From a
teacher's point of view, this lack of separa-
tion is helpful since it allows her ample
space to assist a child, and it facilitates visual
supervision from the group play environ-
ment (H. Jones Child Study Center, Phoebe
Hearst Preschool Learning Center, appendix).
But other teachers insist that the children
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it has been found that this height is still
high to accommodate children ages 2.0
1.0 years. To solve this problem tempo-
ly until small fixtures are available, a
ter can either use portable "potties,"
a step next to a junior fixture, or set the
ures into the floor to lower the rim
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ter, San Francisco).
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;t Centers but are highly recommended
;ome teachers "to keep toilet seats dry
floors free of urine" (Kellogg, 1967). A
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be more efficient than individual floor
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The majority of educators and psychol-
ts suggest toilets without separation be-
en the sexes as a means to encourage a
lthy attitude toward sexual development
ster and Mattson, 1949, p. 125). Others
me step further and eliminate any sepa-
on between individual water closets and
vveen water closets and urinals. From a
ther's point of view, this lack of separa-
t is helpful since it allows her ample
;...e to assist a child, and it facilitates visual
ervision from the group play environ-
it (H. Jones Child Study Center, Phoebe
trst Preschool Learning Center, appendix).
other teachers insist that the children

Pattern 14/Children's Toilet Area

need some privacy especially around water
closets, so they provide low partitions
(3'-0" high) that allow teacher supervision
but visual privacy to a seated child. Doors
are usually eliminated except when the toi-
lets face onto a public area (Casady School,
appendix).

Recommendations for the number of
water closets range from one fixture per 5
children up to one fixture per 15 children,
with an average of / to 10 (Kellogg, 1949,
p. 459; Haase, p. 18). For urMals, we are rec-
ommending 4'-0" of trough for each group
of 30 children.

Details Sometimes Overlooked
The need for a cleanout to allow re-

trieval of flushed toys that have blocked the
drain line.

Sound isolation of flushingespecially
if the group play environment is used for
napping"(Pattern No. 25).

Placement of toilet paper, hand towels,
mirrors at child height.

The need for a seamless floor in the toi-
let area to minimize retention of water and
germs, i.e., liquid plastic, ceramic tile, or
sheet vinyl (see Pattern No. 12). Raw con-
crete is not a good material since the urine
will find its way into the "hair line" cracks
and produce odors.
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Chl Wren's Sinks

Hand Washing
Child hand washing serves three basic

functions in the,Children's Center; after
toileting, before and after eating, and in as-
sociation with play activities. In general,
teachers want the children to wash their
hands after defecating but feel it is psycho-
logically unhealthy to make them wash in
every instance after urinating (Landreth,
1942, p. 91). And from Kellogg (1949):
With toileting our aim is to develop the
child's self-sufficiency in caring for his own
toilet needs, and to avoid the development
of neurotic traits associated with the func-
tion of elimination. (p. 205)

Therefore the hand washing facilities
should be located convenient to the toi-
let area but not in the toilet area, to min-
imize the association of hand washing and
toileting. This location outside the toilet
area will allow the sink to serve other
function; in the group play environment
more conveniently (Diagrams No. 1 and
No. 2).

No. 1

5 8

No. 2

Individual sinks or a group sink (t
can be provided for hand washing (Di
No. 3, 4, 5, and 6). Individual sinks g]
child a definitive place to wash, whicl
eliminate "playing around" with the
child. They also allow separate contrc
have, by their singular quality, a less i
tional feeling. Teachers who like trou
argue that they save space and minim
amount of splashed water that ends u
the floor. The institutional feeling car
duced by placing the trough in a cour
top.
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Pattern

Individual sinks or a group sink (4ough)
be provided for hand washing (Diagrams

. 3, 4, 5, and 6). Individual sinks give each
ld a definitive place to wash, which helps
ninate "playing around" with the adjacent
ld. They also allow separate controls and
re, by their singular quality, a less institu-
nal feeling. Teachers who like trough sinks
ue that they save space and minimize the
ount of splashed water that ends up on
floor. The institutional feeling can be re-

.;ed by placing the trough in a counter
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Diagram No. 7: Ramsey and
mend a sink rim height of 19
between 2 and 5 years, but o
different heights for each ag
Skutch placed the sinks at th
company day care center in
variable heights (Diagram 7A
temperature should be contr,
inate scalded hands. Tempera
can be accomplished by prov
valve within the teacher's rea
out thermostatic control, or
can be set to provide warm v
amount of water flow can be
from the teacher's realm (to
ing around) or the children c
control to maximize their se]
tern No. 4). Another variatic
foot controls in place of han
is a useful device when the c]
slippery hands. .

The recommended numi
per sink or sink station (18 ii
varies from one fixture per 5
one fixture per 10 children (
p. 459). We will recommend
sink or station for every 8 ci
dude both hand wash and sr
sinks.
Special Purpose Sinks

Various activities in thel
vironment have a need for a
(Pattern No. 17 , Water Play
19, Clay, Paint, Graphics, ca
An ideal Center might provic
designed sink for each one o
(including a play yard sink),
common practice is the use
multipurpose sinks to serve
tivities in the group play env
sinks are usually found withi
area (Pattern No. 1.2). A sini
should be deep enough to al]
wash up activities and wide
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its use by several children. Any sink that
will also be used for water play should have
a maximum perimeter area and the water
controls should be placed out of the child's
way (Diagrams No. 8 and No. 9).

No. 8

40,41%wvia
: 12e vi ImettA-

t:.144.b/ (monk cauftiv

No. 9
All multipurpose sinks should have ad-
jacent work space that drains into the sink.
The hot water source should have temper-
ature control, or the sink should be served
by cold water only. (See the Child Minders
School, The Early Learning Center, the
Eve line Lowe Primary School, appendix).

A further cost reduction can be achieved
by bringing all the sinks together in one area,
both the activity sinks and the hand wash
sinks (Diagrams No. 9, 10, and 11). This will
reduce the amount of plumbing lines and po-
tentially the number of sinks. The recom-
mendation discussed previously for placing
the hand wash sinks outside the toilet area
will allow this multipurpose use.
Child Washing

The following tendencies suggest the
need for a special child washing sink at a
Children's Center.
a) Children will have a bowel relapse from

Pattern 15/Childwn's Sinks
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No. 11
time to time and need a partial change
of clothes (Kellogg, 1949, p. 209).

b) Children may get excessively dirty out-
side, especially if they are allowed to mix
sand, dirt, and water (Pal"ern No. 21).

c) A child's arm or leg may need to be
washed after a fall and before medication
is applied.
When performing the above activities the

teacher will naed to bend down to work with
the child, which is awkward and backbreak-
ing (Pattern No. 4, Teacher's Realm) or the
child will need to be raised up to her level
near a water source. To minimize the amount
of effort involved in child washing, the fol-
lowing sink was designed for the Phoebe
Hearst Preschool Learning Center (see floor
plan, appendix). This sink points out all the
requirements for this activity (Diagram No.
12).

A towel rack, medicine cabinet, and ac-
cess to clean clothes will complete the acceE-
sories needed for this facility. The sink should
be located out of the path of any cold drafts
from windows or doors.

If the budget does not allow for a custom-
designed sink, then a similar facility should
.be developed utilizing a standard service sink.

hctma kA.KAL Mt tx441x5z.
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Pattern 15/Children's Sinks

No. 12
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This sink can also be used for washing buck-
ets, mops, clothes, etc. During the warm
weather chili-ion can be hosed off outdoors
(Pattern No. 17). (See the Eveline Lowe Pri-
mary School, appendix, for a similar sink.)
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Drinking Fountains
Drinking fountains should be available

to the 'child to maximize his self-sufficiency.
A minimum budget might provide only one
fountain indoors connected to a sink, while
a more generous budget should provide a
number of individual fountains scattered
throughout 'he indoor and outdoor play
areas. The fountains should be of sturdy con-
struction and the floor to water source height
set at 24".,

All sinks and drinking fountains located
in the vicinity of sand play should have ade-
quate strainers to prevent clogged drains.

Pattern No. 26, The Sick Child, Pattern
No. 27, Staff Lounge/Parents Lounge, and
Pattern No. 16, Teacher Preparation Area/
Emphasis Food Service cover the need for
adult sinks within the Children's Center,
with the exception of sinks for a full
kitchen, which are not covered by the pat-
terns in this book.



Teacher Preparation Area/
Emphasis Food Sertrice

In Pattern No. 4 we discussed the need
for a teacher's realm that served her func-
tionally and aesthetically. One of the most
convenient elements in this adult realm is a
place where the teachers can make prepara-
tions for the children's activities (Landreth
and Moise, 1949). This area will need facili-
ties to assist in food preparation and serv-
ing and facilities to assist in preparing paints,
paste, plants, etc. The need for general ac-
tivity preparation will be required fao all
programs but Centers will vary M their need
for food preparation facilities.
Programs with Snack Service Only

For snack preparation there is a need for
one or two heating elements, refrigeration,
a sink with hot and cold water, work counter
space, and sforage for food and other sup-
plies, i.e., a kitchenette. The area should
beve containers for trash storage and be well
vtilated. Counter height should be at
3'-0" from the floor.

Once the snacks are prepared they will
need to be served to the chilthen. Some
teachers allow snacks to be available through-
out the day while other teachers program a
specific snack period. But in either case, the
child should be able to serve himself (Pat-
tern No. 4, maximum self-reliance). This will
require a counter at a height of 22" from the
floor (Department of Education and Sci-
ence, 1967, p. 48). The counter should be
located adjacent to the kitchenette area
(minimum carrying by the teachers) and
ear the children's eating area (Diagrams

1,40. 1, 2, and 3).
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No. 2

The cotmter should have an electrical o
under-counter storage, and an easy-to-n
tain surface. The deP'sm of the preparat
area should allow a teacher working wil
the area to supervise her share
group p1a.r e ment (Pattern No. 9

.0" counter required for teac
use places items sitting on the counter i



ration Area/
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Pattern
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No. 1
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No. 2

The counter should have an electrical outlet,
under-counter storage, and an easy-to-main-
tain surface. The design of the preparation
area should allow a teacher working within
the area to visually, supervise her share of the
group play environment (Pattern No. 9,
supervision).

The 3'-0" counter required for teacher
use places items sitting on the counter in a

No. 3
potentially dangerous position; the children
can just reach these items but they cannot
see their contents and judge their danger
(Diagram No. 4),

*-
at/A, k
keis14.
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No. 4

(average reach up, age 3.0 to 5.0 years is
3'-7" and the average child hetht is 3'-41/2"
Department of Education and Science,
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Pattern 16/Teacher Preparation AreaEmphasis Food Service

1967A, p. 53). If a Center prefers the prepara-
tion area open to the group play environ-
ment, then the dangers should be isolated
at their source (Diagram No. 5).

piro.411.4)

efig'

btktutti
No. 5

An alternative solution would separate the
preparation area and its potential itangers
from the playing children (Diagrams No. 2
and No. 3).

Some Centers use food preparation ex-
ercises as part of the educational program.
This work can take place in the kitchenette
if the facilities are designed for both teacher
and child use. In lieu of a joirit-use kitchen-
ette, other Centers prefer the use of portable
electric appliances used at a child height
counter. The serving counter mentioned
above can be used for this purpose.

A variation on the preparation area is
shown in the floor plans for the H. Jones
Child Study Center and the Unit Plan (ap-
pendix). Both of these schemes allow a view
of the outdoor semi-shelter and the indoor
toilet area and the Jones scheme also in-
cludes a pass-through window. According to
the teachers at the Jones Center, a stove and
refrigerator would be included in the prepa-
ration area if they had a chance to remodel
the area.
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Hot Food Service and Prepara

Some Centers prepare and
breakfast and lunch for their
kitchen needed for this prepax
extensive than a snack kitchen
cooking is done by a cook, no
teachers. The activities fix the
noisy and somewhat dangerou
place over a good part of the (
this kitchen should be separat
group play environment. W h
ten a pattern for this kitchem
quirements should be quite fa
local design team.
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No. 7

Hot Food Service and Preparation
Some Centers prepare and serve hot

breakfast and lunch for their children. The
kitchen needed'for this preparation is more
extensive than a snack kitchenette, and the
cooking is done by a cook, not one of the
teachers. The activities in the kitchen are
noisy and somewhat dangerous and take
place over a good part of the day. Therefore,
this kitchen should be separate from the
group play environment. We have not writ-
ten a pattern for this kitchen since its re-
quirements should be quite familiar to the
local design team.

If there is a central kitchen, then the
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No. 8
teacher preparation area should contain a
sink, storage, trash bins, and work counter
space but no stove and refrigerator. A child
height serving counter will be needed when
the food is brought to the group play en-
vironment since self-service is also a cri-
terion for hot meals. From Loeffler (1967):
If meals are served at the school (preschool),
serving facilities should be organized so that
the child can learn Z-o serve himself and
others, developing skills and independence
in this important area also. (p. 9)
(See the Phoebe Hearst Preschool Learning
Center, the Bing Nursery School, and the
Child Minders School, appendix.)

A Center which has hot food delivered
by truck will need a kitchenette/preparation
area for each group play environment since
snacks will still be prepared at the Center and
the serving counter will be needed for self-
service of both snacks and the hot meals.
Ramps should be provided along the path of
travel if hot food cuts are rolled from a food
truck to the group play environment.



W ter Play

ft is generally accepted by most edu-
cators and psychologists that water play can
have a very useful place in a preschool pro-
gram. From Hartley, et al. (1964):
To sum up, water play has many values and
can be used for many purposes in the pre-
school and kindergarten program. To the de-
velopment of sensation and feeling it offers
more varied experience and a keener pleas-
ure than any other material except finger-
paint; to intellectual development it con-
tributes its great flexibility and vast oppor-
tunities for experimentation and explora-
tion. It stimulates the inhibited child and
soothes the explosive. (p. 185)

But on the other hand, water play can
create many problems for the teacher, and
unless these problems are given design con-
sideration, the teacher will place so many
restrictions on the children that the value of
water play will be lost. Hartley (ibid.) makes
this point and gives a definition of water
play which we will be using for this pattern:
Simply permitting the youngsters to play
with water, however, does not automatically
confer on ther- "he multiple benefits sug-
gested by our observations. The activity is
often surrounded by so many restrictions
that it is robbed of any salutary effect it
might otherwise have had. (p. 177)
As used in this study, the term water play
refers to the free and unhindered use oi'
water during which the child immerses vari-
ous articles, pours, blows bubbles, or simply
splashes or agitates it to produce movement.
(p. 154)

Indoor Water Play
To limit the number of rules required

by the teacher, the water play environment
should be designed to minimize water clean-
up and slipping, help keep the children dry,
provide a generous supply of props and
water surface, and provide protection to the
water play area from children engaged in
other activities (Diagram No. 4*

494 401,4
r

No. 1 VACk0; +""44c-

The requirement for protection (ibid.,
p. 185) implies that the water play area
should be out of the main traffic flow and
have some sense of enclosure (see Pattern
No-. 9 for a full discussion of enclosure). A
permanent water table creates its own area
and would be available for long periods of
uninteirupted play. A water tub on wheels
(one or two person size) would allow the
teacher to place the tub in either a quiet
corner for passire protected play or, in an
action area for more vigorous play.

*"Real" work with water does not need a
special facility but is a potential program item
that fulfills some of the needs for water play
(mopping, washing shelves, easels, tables, clean-
ing containers, etc.) (NAEYC, 1959).
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Indoor Water Play
To limit the number of rules required

by the teacher, the water play environment
should be designed to minimize water clean-
up and slipping, help keep the children dry,
provide a generous supply of props and
water surface, and provide protection to the
water play area from children engaged in
other activities (Diagram No. 1).*

I

No. 1 w. aft ill frodi

twol*

The requirement ior protection (ibid.,
p. 185) implies that the water play area
should be out of the main traffic flow and
have some sense of enclosure (see Patterii
No. 9 for a full discussion of enclosure). A
permanent water table creates its own area
and would be available for long periods of
uninterrupted play. A water tub on wheels
(one or two person size) would allow the
teacher to place the tub in either a quiet
corner for passive protected play or in an
action area for more vigorous play.

*"Real" work with water does not need a
special facility but is a potential program item
that fulfills some of the neeas for water play
(mopping, washing shelves, easels, tables, clean-
ing containers, etc.) (NAEYC, 1959).
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Pattern 17/Water Play

The Early Learning Center at Stamford, Con-
necticut has adapted an inexpensive wheeled
baby bassinet for this kind of movable water
play. Portable buckets and tubs (no wheels)
are also inexpensive and have the advint-ge
of allowing storage when not in use (Dia-
gram No. 4).

No. 4
Another solution adopted in some Cen-

ters is use of a multipurpose, extra large,
extra deep sink for water play. This sink
should have an integral drain stopper and
the controls should be kept out of the child's
way (see Pattern No. 15 for example solu-
tions and Diagram No. 5 below).

No. 5
Some educators argue that a child should

be allowed to play with water when the
teacher sees him expressing this need (e.g.,
mixing excessive water in the paint mixture)
(Hartley, 19M, pp. 176-177). In this case, a
permanent water table or sink would be
ready to use, while the portable containers
would need to be set up.

To minimize the spillage of water on the

wa4miom,
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floor the water supply should flol
into the play contain A permar
should have a cold source a
(with an automatic shut-off valve
able container should be filled wi
attached to a faucet designed for
sibility (Diagrams No. 2 and No.

When water does splash on th
flooring material should collect tl
in some way and still retain a slip
face. An ideal solution is a woodE
board set flush with the floor and
a drain underneath (Diagram No .
ber mat with a deep pile also wor
is less expensive. A jute mat is gol
ally needs some friction material
to keep it from moving. These nu
be placed on a seamless floor to r
water damage from seam leakage
No. 12).

A good working height for th
level in a permanent table or tub
22" for children of age group 3.0
years (Department of Education
1967A, p. 48). The placement of
this standing height will also min)
amount of water that gets on the
ing (as opposed to floor level),* E
he wears a waterproof smock.

W'len playing at a group dont
child should be provided with sui
water surface to avoid conflict w
children. From observations, a m
area would be 24" wide by 18" d
gram No. 2). If portable containe
there should be a sufficient numi
waiting.

*A Center in Reston, Virginia, con
level, built-in, indoor water Way facilit
director would raise to standing height
the chance. She pohAed out, in conver
the children get exivssively wet Wayin
level with the water and usually end III
pit.



'd, Con- floor the water supply should flow directly
Thee led into the play container. A permanent table

water should have a cold -4 ater source attached
heels) (with an automatic Lhut-off valve) and a port-
intage able container should be filled with a hose
)ia- attached to a faucet designed for this pos-

sibility (Diagrams No. 2 and No. 3).
When water does splash on the floor the

flooring material should collect this water
in some way and dill retain a slip-proof sur-
face. An ideal solution is a wooden drain
board set flush with the floor and containing
a drain underneath (Diagram No. 2). A rub-
ber mat with a deep pile also works well and
is less expensive. A jute mat is good but usu-
ally needs some friction material on the back

Cen- to keep it from moving. These mats should
ge, be placed on a seamless floor to prevent
nk water damage from seam leakage (Pattern
and No. 12).
child's A good working height for the water

>olu- level in a permanent table or tub is about
22" for children of age group 3.0 to 5.0
years (Department of Education and Science,
1967A, p. 48). The placement of the water at
this standing height will also minimize the
amount of water that gets on the child's cloth-
ing (as opposed to floor level),* especirlly if
he ws a waterproof smock.

When playing at a group container, each
child -hould be provided with sufficient
water surface to avoid conflict with the other
children. From observations, a minimum
area would be 24" wide by 18" deep (Dia-
gram No. 2). If portable containers are
there should be a sufficient number tc
waiting.

should

(e.g.,
ixture)
case, a
be
Liners

on the

*A Center in Fton Vrginia, contains a floor-
level, built-in, indurv 7.) ei ay facility which the
director would raise to :,tainiiing height if she had
the chalice. She pointed out, hi conversation, that
the children get excessively wet pIETing at the same
level with the water and trAially end up in the water

Child height shelving adjacent to the
water play area will allow storage and access
to a choice of water play props (see Leitman
and Churchill, 1966, for a list of water play
propr). This shelving should be impervious
to the residual water that will remain on the
props (e.g., enamel paint, formica, masonite,
etc.).
Outdoor Water Play

There are some teachers who would limit
water play to the outdoor play yard on warm
days. We will not argue with this decision ex-
cept to point to the potential benefits listed
above which seem to warrant year around
use. Also, Landreth (1942, p. 25) and others
have pointed out that children will use hand
washing, paint mixing, or any other activity
in which water is involved as a substitute if
denied the direct use of water.

Outdoor water play facilities could be
similar to any of the indoor solutions dis-
cussed above but they also have the potential
to allow more exuberant piay. This exuber-
ance is usually alio-7A expression in facilities
where the child can r nerse his hands and
feet or his total body.*

A spray and wading pool can be built in-
to the outdoor play yard if the budget will
allow. The pool should ahow for active water
play but also include the potential for small-
scale water manipulation that allows the chil-
dren to make dams, waterfalls, float boats,
etc. The water level should not be greater
than 9" (Allen, 1968, p. 37), and walking
surfaces should be designed to minimize
slipping when wet.

*In Pattern No. 21 we limited the mixing of
water with sand by providing portable water only to
the sand play area. Most teachers fees that the
"muck" produced from directly mixing water play
and sand play is valuable play to a child but inap-
propriate in a Children's Center where limited time
is available for washing children.
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An empty pool can bec
ard when not in use. There
nent structure should be di
play activities when it is n(
water, i.e., a trike run, a se
climbing element, etc. Ricl
(1969, p. 81) has designed
ment for a playground in I
that points out all of these
(Diagram No. 6).

No. 6
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The various water play experiences
shown in Diagram No. 6 can be broken
down into separate inexpensive elements.
Passive water play can take place in port-
able containers, the spray pool can be re-
placed by a garden hose and spray nozzle,
and the concrete pool replaced by an in-
flatable pool. These elements can all be
stored when not in use thereby eliminating

ea.444 V sitmuki-teci
rre.ct lutter

Pattern 17/Water Play

the off-season problem of a permanent
structure. (For further suggestions on out-
door water play, see NAEYC, 1959.)

If the child is allowed to get his feet or
body wet during water play, there should
be a drying off area at the door to the in-
door play area. This area should hiclude a
bench and towel/clothes hooks. A child
height shower protected from the wind
would also be useful, but not critical (a
hose would do).

Rain water can also be utilized for play
and has the wonderful "found" quality that
we discussed in Pattern No. 10, Places to
Pause for Awhile. The rain can be allowed
to puddle or form in rivulets or it can be
given expression in spurting rain spouts,
gurgling catch basins, or tapping on a tin
roof.
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C nstruction Activities

Due to their popularity with the chil-
dren and the educational-psychological
value assumed by the teachers, construction
activities are a common ingredient of most
preschool programs (Hartley, et al., 1964,
pp. 99, 149-150). Standard building blocks
are the most common construction material
in a Children's Center, but the use of addi-
tional designed and undesigned building ma-
terials is gaining in popularity. These include
designed conscruction materials to be used
in addition to a block set, building systems
of varying sizes, and "selected junk" ma-
teria1.4

The following discussion points out the
reasons why construction play is such a valu-
able "folk model" for the training of young
children and in parallel points out the re-
quirements that must be fulfilled in the
physical environment. We have considered
only those aspects that have relevance for
the physical design of the block play en-

*Designed additional building materials are
planks, boxes, and sawhorses used to increase the
range of large-scale structures and to hire the timid
child into further activity (Hartley, 1964, p. 106).
Building systems come in a variety of sizes and are
generally known by their trade names: Tinker Toys,
Legos, Konnecto blocks, Snap Wall, etc. "Selected
junk" is also used to extend the range of construc-
tion activity but these materials are "found," not
purchased. Some materies ca_n be made available
for indoor play (springs, wood turnings, cardboard
boxes, pulleys, nuts and bolts, etc.). (Leitman &id
Churchill, 1966, p. 14), and others placed in the
outdoor construction area (tire rims, milk crates,
steering wheels, barrels, etc.).
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vironment. For a full discussion of tht
tivity, see Hartley, Frank and Goldens,
1964, pp. 99-150.

The overall qualities of the constrt
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group of tendencies is pushing for a m
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materials and a minimum number of r
for utilizing these materials. Another
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On the expansive side is the sense
achievement and control which comes
building large complex structures. For
children this can expand into a "genui
feeling of power and escape from limi
tions" (ibid., p. 107). Also from Hartl
When children play with blocks and bi
accessories especially out of doors, it
the whole world were beckoning and
them to 'come and conquer the world
Usually they respond to this invitatior
trying themselves out in slightly risky
essentially safe situationsthus intuiti
following the accepted maxims for ac,
ing confidence. (p. 121)
This power over limitations through c
struction can also express itself in the
struction of structures and may havel
positive psychological value. From He
(1964, p. 115):
It may be that knocking over block st
tures has still other values. It is a wa;;
controlling the environment and asser
possessiveness: what one creates one
right to destroy. It may also show sat
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vironment. For a full discussion of this ac-
tivity, see Hartley, Frank and Goldenson,
1964, pp. 99-150.

The overall qualities of the construction
area is the first design consideration. One
group of tendencies is pushing for a maxi-
mum amount of building area and building
materials and a minimum number of rules
for utilizing these materials. Another group
of tendencies is pushing toward 'limiting
aggressive, expansive building activity.

On the expansive side is the sense of
achievement and control which comes from
building large complex structures. For some
children this can expand into a "genuine
feeling of power and escape from limita-
tions" (ibid., p. 107). Also from Hartley:
When children play with blocks and block
accessories especially out of doors, it is as if
the whole world were beckoning and daring
them to 'come and conquer the world.'
Usually they respond to this invitation by
trying themselves out in slightly risky but
essentially safe situationsthus intuitively
following the accepted maxims for acquir-
ing confidence. (p. 121)
This power over limitations through con-
struction can also express itself in the de-
struction of structures and may have some
positive psychological value. From Hartley
(1964, p. 115):
It may be that knocking over block struc-
tures has still other values. It is a way of
controlling the environment and asserting
possessiveness: wh.it one creates one h..s the
right to destroy. It may also show satisfac-

tion a child gets out of process as opposed
to product.
But opposed to this aggressive use of blocks
is the desire on the part of some children to
work quietly alone or in parallel with another
child. The well-adjusted child may be working
quietly due to intense concentration on his
project or he may be worAing with small-
scale blocks or a table-size building system.
The child who is having some emotional dif-
ficulties will want to work in quiet isolation
as a means of protection. From Hartley:
Precisely because blocks have such a unique
value for inhibited or timid or disorganized
children, and for those who can find no com-
fort in people, it is essential that the block
corner be maintained as a place of refuge and
that interference and persecution be pre-
vented. (p. 146)
Blocks, due to their non-threatening quality,
also serve as an excellent introduction ma-
terial for a new child (ibid., p. 105). Also on
the side of protecting construction activities
from destructive, expansive play is the use of
"built structures" as places of retreat, as
group get-together spots, and as props for
dramatic play. From Hartley:
They [blocks] offer youngsters a chance not
only to test their strength against the world
but also to retreat from it particularly when
used in conjunction with such materials as
boxes, screens and shelves. (p. 125)
Not all children use block structures and as-
solqated materials for solitary retreat. Some-
times several will crawl behind a wall or into



a box together, in that way asserting the
solidarity of their small group against the
rest. (p. 127)

These conflicting tendencies of aggres-
sive expansion and quiet retreat suggest a
series of construction spaces that allow chil-
dren to work individually, with another
child, or with a small group. These spaces
should be separated from one another to
minimize the aggressive expangon of one
group into another and to protect a child
or a group working quietly. But this separa-
tion should be fluid enough to allow and en-
courage the new or inhibited child to join
with other children when he feels more ad-
venturesome (Hartley, p. 147). The follow-
ing examples diagram how these criteria
might be fulfilled.

No. 1

Diagram No. 1: Construction activities can
be provided both indoors and outdoors.
Larger and more ambitious group projects
can be built outdoors allowing the children
to experience greater challenges and adven-
ture. Smaller, more individual projects can
be accomplished indoors. A climate that
limits outdoor play during certain seasons
should provide for both individual and
group play indoors.

To stimulate a wider variety of construc-
tions and potential adventure, many edu-
cators have suggested that "selected junk"
be made a part of outdoor play (Allen, 1968,
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55; Cooper, 1970). This "junk" material
isually found on "adventure playgrounds"
t at a smaller scale has applicability for a
ildren's Center play yard (see Pattern No.
, Passive Outclodir Play Area, for a further
cussion of these; play yard construction
as). If "designed" blocks and accessories
1 be used outdoors for construction ac-
ties, they will need protection from van-
ism. A cart will be needed for transport-
; the blocks to a lockable storage facility
ittern No. 11).
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igam No. 2: A large, open, flexible con-
uction area can be provided in the group
Ly environment that is divided in sub areas
different size by movable material storage
ts. The size of the spaces can change as

demands of the children change.
This solution provides many storage cen-

s, thereby eliminating conflicts between
3se constructing and those getting a new
pply of materials. Flow between the vari-
s play goups is excellent in this approach.
ie play area for one or two children should
about 25 sq ft, and a group area about 75
ft (the average group size for this age level
three to five childrenMillar, 1968, p. 81).
agram No. 3: A series of block alcoves,
her separated by permanent block shelves
semi-permanent dividers. Protection in
ch area is excellent but flexibility is sacri-
ed (see H. Jones Child Study Center, ap-
ndix).
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No. 4
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Diag n No. 4: The construction area can
also . broken down into a series of differ-
ent s 3d spaces and spread throughout the
grou play environment. This solution elim-
inateb the potential conflict between adjoin-
ing spaces brought about by disputes over
space, materials, and desired degree of pri-
vacy. The construction areas should be pulled
together by a circulation path that allows a
child to "shop" between areas (assuming a
free choice program). Each separate area can
be supplied with a variety of building ma-
terials or each area could be custom designed
to fit a particular construction activity, e.g.,
small, unitized building blocks and building
systems to be utilized on a sit-down or stand-
up work surface; large two-hand blocks sup-
plied to a large, open, carpeted space. One of
the construction areas in this scheme should
be placed near the entry to the group play
environment for use by a timid new child.
The area should give the child a "sense of en-
closure" and protection but it should also

32
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encourage him, by view and overlap, to
move toward other activities when he feels
more adventuresome.

some educa' -rs feel that building sur-
faces, other than floors and tables, should
be built into the construction area. This per-
manent structuring of the area can also be
used to separate the various working groups.
See Patterns No. 9 and No. 11 for a further
discussion of this approach.
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No. 5
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I ri#4.

No. 5A
Diagrams No. 5 and 5A: The Child Minders
School in Greenwich, Connecticut has work
pits which protect the child playing within
them and stand-up work surfaces which pro-
tect the working child by putting his back
to the other activities.
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No. 5B

Diagram No. 5B: A raised platform or a
sunken floGr pit are other ways to provide
definitive wo.7k areas separated from adjoin-
ing areas.

The outdoor play areas can be structured
in ways similar to the above indoor solutions.
A large open area of asphalt has many ad-
vantages but there is also strong support for
"structuring" the space' as a valuable com-
ponent of construction activity. From Moore
(1966):
Again when dealing with the under-fives we
find creative activity stimulated by open-
ended qualities, but at a greatly reduced
scale. Construction activity could be
prompted by the 12" gap between two
pieces of stone. At this scale every nook
and cranny of the 'fixed environment' could
become a stimulus, and at one time or an-
other they did. (pp. 106-107)

We suggested above that a degree of per-
missiveness be allowed to those children who
are in an aggressive mood. If this "mood"
takes the form of loud, active group play
(simultaneous construction and destruction),
then the area should be separated by one of

the spatial solutions shown above. This sep-
aration will provide some protection between
adjacent groups but impact noise must also
be considered, unless construction activities
are confined to the outdoor play yard. If this
noise is not reduced by the environment, it
will be reduced by the teacher and exuber-
ance will be stifled. Therefore, all construc-
tion surfaces should be covered with carpet
to cushion the noise of falling blocks, but the
carpet should have a dense, low pile to pro-
vide a stable building surface. Block shelves
can also be carpeted to reduce sound. Any
exposed wood surfaces should be "hard-
wood" or covered with plastic laminate to
reduce destruction from repeated "knocks."

For the child who "feels compelled to
use blocks explosively" before using them
constructively (Hartley, 1964, p. 112), seme
teachers have suggested a small "throwing
corner" where this energy can be expended
against an inanimate object (instead of the
other children) (ibid., p. 149). This throwing
surface could be a dense pile carpet or soft
fiberboard placed on the walls or free-hang-
ing from the ceiling.

Pattern No. 11, Presentation and Storage
Gf Play Materials, suggests that shelved play
materials should "distinctly" present their
potential. Therefore the construction ma-
terials should be displayed to clearly show
the range of choice available to the children
(size, shape, texture, color). If block bins are
used they should contain a single building ma-
terial, i.e., the material hidden should be the
same as the material visible. See Pattern No,
11 for further storage requirements.



Clay, Paint, Gra hics
and Collage

Working with paint and graphic materi-
als is common to most preschool programs,
but clay and collage activities are not uni-
versally accepted. Therefore the teachers
should choose what materials will be used
while we will discuss the physical implica-
tions of an art materials. For arguments sup-
porting the use of clay, see Hartley, Frank
and Goldenson (1964, p. 187), and support-
ing collage see D'Arnicc (1960).

The use of clay, painting, graphics, and
collage by the child serves both a cognitive-
aesthetic function and as an emotional re-
lease. We will discuss only those aspects of
these two functions which have implications
for the design of the physical environment.

The art area should have both individual
and group work areas since there are times
when a child will want to work alone, times
when he will want to work in parallel with
another child, and times when he will prefer
group play (Hartley, et al., 1964, pp. 190,
214). Also pushing for some individualiza-
tion of the working area is the need to sepa-
rate a child who is in a vigorous, messy
mood from those children who are working
more passively. This separation will allow the
child to vent his frustration without disturb-
ing others (ibid., p. 240). This messy use of
materials is also a nornial way for many
children to approach a new material (ibid.,
pp. 221-222). When a child is in this aggres-
sive or exploratory mood, he will tend to
paint the easel frame, the table, the wall, or
himself. To allow this freedom, but mini-
mize the amount of teacher-cleanup chores,
the child should be provided with a paint

smock and some old boxes and furnii
paint (ibid., p. 267) as substitutes foi
play room furniture.
Example Solutions
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Diagram No. 1: Providing one-person
and easels will allow for individual w
Further separation can be provided
arrangement of these elements withii
area or by the use of a movable stora
or divider. Stand-up work tables shoi
22" from the floor and sit-down/stai
tables at 17" (2.0 to 3.5 years) or 1S
(3.5 to 5.0 years) from the floor (De
ment of Education and Science, 196
48).
Diagram No. 2: Built-in work surfac(
high by 30" deep) for painting, clay,
and graphic work. Lineal arrangemer
for individual (no eye contact), para
group work. Painting can be done hc

*Kellogg (1949, p. 136) suggests a min
one easel per 10 children but preferably oi
or 7 children.
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No. 1: Providing one-person tables
s will allow for individual work.*
;eparation can be provided by the
Lent of these elements within the art
y the use of a movable storage unit
r. Stand-up work tables should be at
the floor and sit-down/stand-up

17" (2.0 to 3.5 years) or 19-1/2"
.0 years) from the floor (Depart-
Education and Science, 1967, p.

No. 2: Built-in work surfaces (20"
10" deep) for painting, clay, collage,
3ic work. Lineal arrangement allows
.dual (no eye contact), parallel, and
mk. Painting can be done horizon-

gg (1949, p. 336) suggests a minimum of
ler 10 children but preferably one per 6
en.

No. 2

tally cn a fixed surface or on a tilt-up table
(see Diagram No. 3 below). As a separate
room (acoustic isolation) the area could also
be used for carpentry and science work.
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No. 3

No. 4

Diagram No. 4: Tandem work table for two
children working in parallel but from oppo-
site sides of the table. This allows free arm
movement and face-to-face social contact.
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No. 5

Diagram No. 5: Tandem or
tical fingerpainting panel. A
can be made by two childre
posite sides of the glass.

No. 6

Diagram No. 6: ContinuouE
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I be made by two children working on op-
3ite sides of the glass.
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agram No. 6: Continuous expanses of wall
Ldoors or outdoors) used as a drawing sur-
e. The surface can be covered with black-
ard (LeCorbusier, 1968, p. 69) or with lin-
mm (Department of Education and Sci-
ce, 1967, p. 57), and be used for chalk
wings, or it can be covered with paper
zrk Assoc., 1966) and used with crayons or
int. Portions of an indoor wall can also be
vered with felt for use with "stick on" felt
ters, animals, cars, etc. The continual pres-
ce of this wall allows its spontaneous use
the children at any time during the day.
e work surface can be carried up into the
tcher's realm for her use.
It is also desirable that at least one easel

d table be available throughout the day
either spontaneous use during other pro-

periros or -f-nr-use 1.):,7- a Phild-whorn the

teachers feel will benefit from an extended
period ol play. The wall panels shown above
allow this option (Kellogg, 1949, p. 137).
The value of spontaneous use is pointed out
by Hartley:
It has been our experience that these rest-
less and unhappy children if permitted access
to an easel will often dash off a number of
paintings in rapid succession and then return
to their cots and lie there composed an d re-
laxed. . .Therefore it is wise to arrange con-
ditions so that children can paint when they
want to. (pp. 265-266, p. 245)

The art area is obviously a wet, messy
area where all surfaces should be chosen to
minimize any harm from Water, paint, clay,
paste, etc. Linoleum, Formica, or oilcloth
should protect the tables; oilcloth, ceramic
tile, vinyl coatings or enamel paint should
protect the walls, and the floor should be
surfaced with a resilient material (Pattern
No. 12, The Floor as a Walking Surface/as
Furniture).

Besides the provision for adequate space
and working surfaces, the art area will need
shelving, water, and clean-up facilities, drying
facilities, and display surfaces. Ideally the art
area should be served by its own sink or at
least a sink peripheral to the area (Pattern
No. 15, Children's Sinks). This sink should
have adequate work-top space to either side
for clean-up and miming. From Hartley:
Mixing the paints should be as much a part
of the experience as spreading it on paper. . .

Sometimes a genuine interest in painting it-
self can be aroused by permitting children to
help prepare the paint.
When cleaning up is considered fun rather
than a chore, children often enjoy it as much
as they do the painting. (pp. 266-267)
Pattern No. 4 suggests a maximum degree of
self-reliance for the children..Hartley points
out-this-manifeatation it.r the art drea:-



We would therefore like to sufmest that a
help yourself program will avoid lengthy,
discouraging waits and give the children
greater freedom. Ready mixed paints can be
kept on a low shelf or table in pitchers with
large spouts. Several sheets of paper should
be fastened to the easel with claeps, clothes
pins or loose-leaf rings rather than thumb
tacks. Smocks, aprons, or plastic pouches
that do not require buttons, or ties, should
be kept on low hooks near the painting cor-
ner.. (p. 267)

The completed paintings, collages, and
clay work can be treated as a product or as
process. The product if allowed to dry can be
taken home or displayed, giving the child a
feeling of accomplishment and recognition.
This is especially important to a disadvan-
taged child (Deutsch, Nimnicht, et al., p. 18).
But on the oth, 'land, children can be quite
prolific and more interested in the process
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than the product. It is also impossible to
save or display all the children's work due
to space limitations. Therefore the teacher,
with the children's 11(4, should select a few
items to take home or for display. Drying
lines or racks will be needed for paintings, a
shelf for drying clay objects, and a hanging
rack for mobile-type collage items.

The walls of the group play environment
should be covered with tackable surfaces to
allow the display of the children's art work,
science work, or lettering. This surface
should not be higher than 4%0" from the
floor since the average standing eye level of
a child is about 36" at an age range of 3.0
to 5.0 years (Department of Education and
Science, 1967A, p. 48).

Some teachers like to allow painting or
clay work outdoors during good weather.
This work should take place in the passive
area (Pattern No. 32) or under the semi-
shelter (Pattern No. 34) and be protected
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from wind and sun. Ideally there should be
a storage area for materials and an outdoor
child height sink (see Jones Child Study
Center, appendix).

The physical environment is a rich source
of experience for the children's art work and
for dramatic play (Hartley, 1964, p. 25). In
an effort to increase this range of experience,
trips into the wider community are usually
included in the weekly program. Sensual ac-
tivities can also stimulate art activities. Typ-
ical activities would be the manipulation of
Montessori material or guided contact with
flowers, vegetables, fruits, materials of all
kinds, music, etc. From Hartley:
Almost without exception, children who
had shown inhibitions with respect to clay
seemed to lose them after a severe snow-
storm had given them some zestful experi-
ence with molding and wieldingsnow.
(p. 214)
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Dramatic play is a natural activity oi
children that is especially prevalent during
the preschool years (Millar, 1968, P. 55). It
is generally agreed that this activity, which
includes both symbolic activity with con-
crete objects (make-believe play) and imita-
tive play, is an important instrument of
growth for the child. It serves his psycho-
logicall growth by allowing him to act out
and assimilate important emotional events;
it serves his social growth by offering an in-
timate and personal means of communica-
tion; and it serves intellectual growth by
providing a means of organizing impressions
at a time when On mani- ion of abstract
symbols is de p. 255; Hart-
ley, et al., 1964, kr naptersl and II).

Although there is agreement on tho im-
portance of dramatic play, there is not
agreement on its role in a preschool program.
Some educators working with disadvantaged
children feel the preschool program should
be directed toward "academic" or "reality"
oriented tasks and dramatic play should be
left to the home environment where it will
automatically occur (Bereiter and Engel-
man, 1966, Chapter I). Others disagree with
this view and suggest the use of dramatic
play in the preschool program for its cog-
nitive potential (Weikart, 1970A). There-
fore, this pattern is only applicable if dra-
matic play will be encouraged in the daily
program.

At the typical Children's Center dramatic
play is encouraged in the following ways. A
,houselseeping or doll E;orneris pr:)vided con-
taining props suggesting play themes centered
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on the home, i.e., child-size stove, bed, kit-
chen equipment, dolls, and dress-up clothes.
Props are also supplied by allowing the other
equipment in the group play environment to
serve both its primary function and for dram-
atic play.

Play with these props can take place dur-
ing free play in a free activity choice pro-
gram or they can be us, ,1 during a teacher-
led session in a slow pc-e program. The so-
lutions discussed in this pattern are applicable
to either program but should be modified for
the slow pace program to fit the limitations
on free flow discussed in Pattern No. 9. An
exception would be the use of dramatic play
or make-believe play for an activity in which
the children were directed into rol playing
without props (Weikart, 1970A). Only a
multi-use area in the group play environment
(Pattern No. 9) would be needed for this ac-
tivity.

Several questions have recently been
raised that suggest a. fresh approach to the
kinds of props provided for dramatic play.
It has been observed that children from lower
socio-economic classes tend to play roles all
centering on the home while more privileged
children play games involving a wider spec-
trum of topics, including train rides and air-
plane trips, construction activities, etc.
(Hartley, 1964, p. 25). This has led many
Centers in disadvantaged areas to take their
children on trips into the larger community,
and it has led others to suggest that the
housekeeping corner, whic is so attractive
and-inviting ta disadirantaged-thildren;
should be allowed as an introduction activity

and then gradually be eliminated while en-
couraging the children into different activ-
ities (Deutsch, et al., p. 15).

It has also been pointed out that the
typical dress-up clothes provided in the house-
keeping corner stress either the home or "blue
collar" work roles, i.e., fireman, policeman,
or railroad engineer. Another stereotype
that has been noted is the extent to which
the existing roles of men and women are per-
petuated in the Children's Center (the boys
play with machines and the girls play
"house"). Does the provision of a house-
keeping corner, especially where there is only
one corner, encourage girls toward a house-
keeping role and exclude the males from
thinking about themselves as fathers? Should
the girls be encouraged to play roles now
held only by males in the society? (Hartley,
1964, p. 48)

It follows that the Children's Center
might be supporting the status quo of so-
ciety by the provision of a housekeeping
corner and its usual props, since the disad-
vantaged child and the middle-class child will
play out only those roles they have experi-
enced in their home environment. We are not
arguing against the value of play themes cen-
tering on the home but are suggesting that
the housekeeping corner supports too
strongly this limited range of experiences.
To widen the child's range of experience, he
should be introduced to the larger community
outside of his immediate home environment.
If flexibility is a virtue, why _not give our chil-

. .

-clren the material with which to be flexibter
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Why not break the narrow mold of their
thinking by widening their experiences in a
realistic fashion? The ideal instrument for
absorbing their experiences is dramatic play.
Why limit it? (Ibid., p. 51)

This introduction to new horizons can
be accomplished with trips to the Conk-
munity, by bringing the community into the
Center (people, T.V., movies, etc.), by a mix
of children with differing social and ethnic
backgrounds, by the program of activities at
the Center, and by tae physical environment
provided by the Center. The choice of these
experiences will reflect the views of society
held by the staff of a particulaz Center.

When this widening of the child's hor-
izon is taking place, what props should be
provided for "acting out" these new experi-
ences? We have already pointed out that the
housekeeping corner is too supportive of a
single set of experiences so it seems to fol-
low that the props for dramatic play should
allow the child to act out any situation or
role he encounters.

On the one hand we have seen that the
children do respond to the suggested reality
of the objects found in the housekeeping
corner, but they can also use objects sym-
bolically at this age with a minimum regard
for their functional or presentation qualities
(Millar, 1968, pp. 137-157). What determines
when a child responds to the function or the
qualities of an object and when he ignores
these clues does not seem to be known. But
this is a moot question since a Center could
not hope to provide a reality symbol to
match the range of new people, tools, and
environments that the child is experiencing.

Therefore a middle ground must be
found between a direct representation of an
object and an object that is so abstract that
it presents no stimulus to the child: This
author believes a group of objects can be
chosen that are at a level of functional gen-

14 3

erality where they suggest a variety of mar
made objects and functional tasks. Each ol
ject should be distinct from one another a]
present only a few qualities very clearly. T
verbally define these objects would be to
ate a "language of form" but theoretically
1000 of them, if combined, would capturE
the basic presentational qualities of all the
objects around us.
Examples*

No. 1
But a question arises at this point. If t]

equipment and the activities in the Center
will also have a secondary use as props for
dramatic play, is there any need to provid
additional materials, especially if "junk" r
terials are included with some activities? I:
these combined materials contain all the

*Basic materials found in the activity areas, i.
sand, blocks, planks, water, etc., should be con-
sidered as available to the children and will not n
duplication on the "junk" shelf.
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Pattern 20/Props for Dramatic Play

qualities mentioned above, there is no need
for additional material, but we do suggest
that all "junk" material be stored in a single
location indoors and a single location out-
doors. This will allow a maximum stimulus
for dramatic play and yet allow their use in
connection with other activity areas.

Once the child has chosen a prop to rep-
resent an object and he has assumed a role,

5ecu4 baffles btpte 441ei4 ukee(s tmucis »44./ batauev

1

But a question arises at this point. If the
iipment and the activities in the Center
I also have a secondary use as props for
xnatic play, is there any need to provide
litional materials, especially if "junk" ma-
ials are included with some activities? If
se combined materials contain all the

*Basic materials finial in the activity areas, i.e.,
d, blocks, planks, water, etc., should be con-
ered as available to the children and will not need
plication cz the `-`jun15" sheJf.

he may need an environmental prop (a place)
to complete the "situation." These supple-
mentary "places" can be created in the follow-
ing ways:
a) An environment is "imagined" and no

"concrete" place is needed. The multi-
purpose area of the group play environ-
ment (Pattern No. 9) and the circulation
paths can be used for this play (Hartley,
et al., 1964).

b) The "junk' prop storage should be ad-
jacent to the group multipurpose space

-...
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of the group play environment in order
not to interfere with the specific activity
centers.

c) "Junk" props can be taken to an ac-
tivity center to support the play of that
activity.

d) Spaces created to fulfill the need for
Places to Pause for Awhile (Pattern
No. 10) can also serve as an environ-
mental stimulus for dramatic play (high
places, cosy places, skinny places, etc.).

e) Places can be created sPrve pri-
marily as enviror amatic
play. These structures co-u-cl be created
by the children from a large-scale build-
ing system or from cardboard, or they
could be semi-permanent, multi-use ele-
ments made of wood, masonite, etc. Ex-
amples of these possibilities are shown
in Diagrams No. 2 through No. 5.

Diagram No. 5: Another example of a semi-
permanent environment for dramatic play is
the "play bays" created by Nancy Rambusch
for her Child Minders Center (floor plan, ap-
pendix). These multi-use alcoves can be util-
ized for a wide range of potential environ-
ments.
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The fact that children enjoy sand play is
well established. In studies of play prefer-
ence it always ranks high on the list (Hole,
1966, pp. 15-17; Moore, 1966, pp. 95, 96).
Soil digging is a similar manipulative activity
enjoyed by the children. These activities
can be provided in a Children's Center in
the following ways.
Sand Tables

am', a good solution outdoors for use under
a semi-shelter or in place of a ground level
sand pit in a small play yard.

Child height storage should be available
adjacent to the sand table for access to tools
and containers for working with the sand.
The table should be designed to help contain
the sand, and yet provide a flat --.-nrking sur-
face interior to the table for :: "sand
moldings," tools, and a water ci (Y.iiagrams
No. 3, 4, and 5).
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Sand tables provide play for the child
in a stand-up or sit-down position (Dia-
grams No. 1 and No. 2). This position, as
compared with a sand area in which the
child is involved bodily, reduces the amount
of sand area needed and miMmizes the
amount of child cleanup. These advantages
make sand tables a popular item indaors

No. 5
Sand play is popular with the children

_ _ _
bui it also produces considerable aggresslon
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and quarreling among them (Green, 1933;
Aaron and Winawer, 1965, p. 63). The de-
sign problem is to minimize the conflicts
from overlapping work areas which is more
prevalent when children are involved bodily
in a sand pit-but is still a problem at a sand
table. From Moore (1966):
A redesigned pit would have given more op-
portunity for different groups to operate at
the same time without conflicting with each
other. The pit would be more complex
spatially. (p. 143)
Various solutions have been tried in an effort

2.4 to minimize this overlap between children.
The provision of a flat working surface for
each child is the first step toward minimizing
conflict and the second would be a sufficient
working area for each child without crowding
(18 lineal inches minimum). Diagram No. 5
shows one approach to defining a separate
area, and others are shown in Diagrams No. 6
and No. 7.

A sand table can be a built-in piece of
equipment, a semi-permanent piece of furM-
ture, or it can be placed on wheels for max-
imum space flexibility. A mobile unit will al-
low the sand table to be placed against the
wall when not in use, but then allow use
from all sides when pulled away from the
wall (Diagram No. 8). Outdoors, it could be
moved to a sunny area on mild days or
moved under the semi-shelter on rainy days.

1134
With a ramp between indoorS and outdoors,
the table could be utilized both indoors and

iand play is popular with the children outdoors .
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No. 7
If a permanent outdoor sand table is pro-

vided under the semi-shelter for use during
inclement weather; it should be placed to re-
ceive the purifying and drying rays of the sun
during some part of the day (Diagram No. 9).
Dry, clean sand will then be naturally re-

_ - --cycled for use (Pattern
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No. 9
The walking surface arou

table should not be damaged
tween sand and shoes or bec4
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Group Outdoor Sand Play at Ground Level*
We have discussed above the need to min-

imize overlap and conflict between the play-
ing children. The example solutions suggested
sufficient area for each child, work surfaces,
and special configurations. For the sand
table, we recommend 18 lineal inches of
working space for each child, but since the
outdoor sand pit involves the total body, we
will need an area of about 28 sq ft (approxi-
mately 3'-0" radius) for each playing child.
Because sand play is a popular activity, we
might estimate that 50% of a play group may
want to be in the sand area at a given time,
or 14 sq ft per child. This is slightly lower
than the recommendation of the National
Recreation Association of 20 sq ft per child
(Waechter and Waechter, 1951, p. 110). Sand
used as a surface under and around a piece of
outdoor play equipment should not be fig-
ured in this calculation; it is principally cir-
culation area and not suitable for passive
play.

No. 9

The walking surface around the sand
table should not be damaged by grinding be-
tween sand and shoes or become slippery
when covered with sand. Indoors, a car-
peted surface would help minimize the pick-
up of sand on the child's shoes and could
easily be cleaned with a heavy-duty vacuum
sweeper. A removable wood or metal grate
set flush with the floor would also be an ex-
cellent solution. The sand would fall through
and could collect for a week or more before
the collecting pan needed cleaning. Outdoors
the sand table could be placed on a hard sur-
face, on indoor/outdoor carpet, or in a bed
of sand (except the mobile type).

No. 10
Diagrams No. 10, 11, and 12 show addi-

tional configurations and work surfaces for
reducing overlap in the sand area.

The flat working surfaces for placing
molds and equipment can be located Mterior

*Some Centers, with minimum outdoor play
yards, have built an indoor sand area at floor level,
but the problem of children tracking sand through-
out the indoor play area seems to suggest that sand
tables are a more reasonable solution.
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No. 12
to the sand area or at the perimeter.* In a
sand area created in a more natural terrain,
flat boulders can be utilized as a working
surface.

The bounding element of the group sand
play area has several functions. It should pro-
vide a "sense" of enclosure for the playing
children, keep out unwanted traffic, protect
the area against water draining from adjacent
areas, and help keep the sand within the sand
play area. From a playground analysis by
Moore (1966):
This element would be redesigned (sandpit).
The physical enclosure would be increased
for three reasons: to stop 'outsiders' from dis="

ezvevca small ,"
v.0

*For examples of many different ledge designs,
see Lederman and Trachsel (1968, p. 44).

rupting activity by running through the sand
pit; to increase the sense of enclosure and
security, thereby attracting more kids and
increasing participation in one of the most
important activities (especially from a social
point of view); and to keep the sand in
the pit. The granite ledge was used so much
as a 'table' for building 'castles,' 'pies,' etc.,
that the sand slowly found its way out of the
pit. A redesigned pit would have a wall
around its periphery, providing an actual and
a sense of enclosure. The ledge would remain
functioning as seat and table. (pp. 142-143)

A boundary can be built of wood, con-
crete, asphalt, etc., or it may be created in
a more natural way within a rolling terrain
(Diagrams No. 13 and No. 14). Both the Bing
Nursery School in Palo Alto, California and
the Early Learning Center in Stamford, Con-
necticut take this latter approach (see ap-
pendix). Drainage in a "natural" solution can
be created by placing the sand area on an in-
clined hill or in a hollow with a well-prepared
sub-base or dram .
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No. 13
When ground water seepage is good, the

sub-base for a sand area can be a brick under-
layment and gravel sub-base (Diagram No.
13). When ground seepage is poor, or the
water table is too high, a dry well should be
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Pattern 21/Sand/Soil Plus Water

No. 14
dug or 0 drain line installed. An economical
solution for placing a sand play area on an
existing hsphan, surface is to build up the
sand pit without cutting the asphalt. "Weep"
holes will allow water to drain through the
bounding element.

If a sand table is not available under, the
semi-shalter, then at least a portion of the
group saild play area should have protection
on excessively hot days (a tree?) and should
be cove)cl when not in use to keep out rain
(Pattern No. 34).

To nuke sand play more versatile, water
should be available to the sand table or a
ground lwel sand pit. From Allen (1968):
Sand is Poor stuff to play with when it is
bone dil), for it cannot be made into pies or
shaped irtto castles, and it is also unpleasant
when t1ovum about. It should be kept reason-
ably datnp by watering. (p. 36)

But there are limits on the amount of
water .tils,t should be available to the sand
area beahuse the teachers have little time for
cleanirig children who have "mucked" around
in exceAsively wet sand or dirt. There are also
many sifting, pouring, and filling games that
can onlY be played with dry sand.* There-
fore, tbe water source should not flow di-
rectly illto the sand areas but be adjacent to
it for fining containers. Outdoors the water
source Allould be at the periphery of the sand
pit witD the runoff not flowing into the sand

*See the Sand Measuring device, Pattern No. 22.
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area. The water source should be at child
height (2'-0") to further self-reliance (Pat-
tern No. 4). The area around the faucet and
the path to the sand and dirt areas should
be paved to minimize maintenance and dirty
shoes. The teacher can further regulate the
amount of water mixed with sand by limit-
ing the size of the carrying containers.

Tf a soil digging area is provid
should be out of the main traffic
changes in elevation for maximur
tion stimulus, and contain a few 1
for "props." The area should be (
lineated from grass and soil areas
for other activities,

The sand and dirt that remair
child can be washed off in an out



If a soil digging area is provided, Tt
t- should be out of the main traffic flow-, Ii -

Ind changes in elevation for maximum consir.le-
d tion stimulus, and contain a few boulder
lirty for "props." The area should be clearly cv -
he lineated from grass and soil areas assigne'

for other activities.
The sand and dirt that remains on th

child can be washed off in an outdoor

,,,Lrea (Pattern No. 17), or in the indoor child
wash sink (Pattern No. 15), or it can be
.-zaped off at the play room entry (Pattern
No. 33). Steps in and out of the sand pit or

D bblest on es placed around the sand pit will
act as "scuffing" surfaces to remove loose
sand from the children's shoes (Allen, 1968,
'D. 36).



Readin Listening,
Manipulative and, Sensori
Materials

In Pattern No. 3 we outlined three basic
programs for early childhood education.
We distinguished these programs by the re-
lationship of the child to the teacher and
by the degree of emphasis on cognitive de-
velopment. Cognitive development in a
highly structured program is centered on
the activities of this pattern, the teaching
of language, mathematics, and problem
solving techniques. The free choice and
slow pace programs include cognitive tasks
but across a wider spectrum of activities.
Free Choice and Slow Pace Programs

The materials for teachhig language,
mathematics, and problem solving (reading,
listening, manipulative, and sensorial ma-
terials) should be stored on child-height
shelves adjncent to the use area. The ma-
terial in these shelves should be displayed
distinctly (Pattern No. 11 ).* The use area is
characterized by children working quietly
alone or with teacher assistance. A pro-
gram that includes group language, mathe-
matics, and problem-solving sessions (circle
time) will need a large, open floor area in
the group play environment (Pattern No. 9).

.Example Solutions for Quiet Areas
The following quiet work areas can

be equipped with various kinds of educa-
tional technology that can be hidividualized
with the use of earphones, cartridges, etc.
Other approaches would make a quiet
corner out of each piece of equipment or

would place all equipment in a central
media center.

No. 1

Diagram No. 1: A quiet corner with
tables. The tables provide individual
work areas.

*For books, this will mean displaying their
front covers (Deutsch,et al., p. 13).

(,,f+clA44A,

No. 2

Diagram No. 2: A quiet corner (not h
corner) created by a storage unit, a sc
some big stuffed chairs, and a rug. Th
corner of the sofa, the chairs, and till
allow individual work areas.
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ace all equipment in a central
nter.

Diagram No. 3: A permanent built-in
alcove separated from the play group en-
vironment by steps, up or down, by a
change of floor texture, or a change of
ceiling height. Children work at et 6able, in
a window seat, or on a carpeted floor. (See
EvelMe Lowe School, appendix.)

No. 1: A quiet corner with
'he tables provide individual
?,as.
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No. 2: A quiet corner (not in a
created by a storage unit, a sofa,
g stuffed chairs, and a rug. The
)1 the sofa, the chairs, and the rug
dividual work areas.
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Diagram No. 4: A permanent "away"
space that can be used for group quiet
work, individual work, as'a place to pause
for a while, or as a napping spot. A "kiva";
Eveline Lowe Primary School, London
(Department of Education and Science,
1967A, pp. 34-36). This space does not re-
place the need for other quiet work areas
but acts as a supplement.

Diagram No. 5: A sunken area or raised
area within the group play environment
utilized for many activities including the
quiet activities of this pattern. See Pattern
No. 12, The Floor as a Walking Surface/as
Furniture, and the Early Learning Center
and the Lamplighter School (appendix).
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No. 5
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No. 8

Diagram No. 8: Multipurpc
bays, free-standing within t
environment (many postur
(See Child Minders School,

No. 6

Diagram No. 6: Semi-permanent display
shelves placed in a "maze" pattern to
create alcove-like spaces. Children work in-
dividually on the floor. (See Early Learning
Center, appendix.)

No. 7

No. 9

Diagram No. 9: Listening-v
for the use of various kind:
equipment (Powledge, 196

Diagram No. 7: Individual away
places or Places to Pause for Awhile
(Pattern No. 10) can be used for
quiet work activities. They may be
equipped with an electrical outlet
(tape recorder, cartridge film, etc.)
and a few books to stimulate
use.

No. 10

Diagra.2. No. 10: . booth I
machine that faq :. res tead
with the child. Some equir
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bocidd-.5 foovi
0. 8

iagram No. 8: Multipurpose reading
bys, free-standing within the group play
wironment (many postures possible).
ee Child Minders School, appendix.)

0. 9

iagram No. 9: Listening-work booths
)1. the use of various kinds of teaching
luipment (Pow ledge, 1967).

dagram No. 10: A booth for a teaching
Lachine that requires teacher interaction
ith the child. Some equipment may

need sound isolation from the group play
environment. (See New Nursery School,
appendix.)
Combined Solutions

All the cognitive materials could be
located in one area with a single solution
from above (Diagram No. li),

or tlw activities could be separated into
different areas with different physical
solutions (Diagram No. 12).

To produce a quiet area, sound isola-
tion is needed from any loud noises generated
in other areas of the group play environment
(Pattern No. 9). Carpet can be used in the
quiet areas to create a mood of softness and
relaxation but it is not needed for sound re-
duction since little noise is produced there
(Department of Education and Science,
1967A, p. 93).

The close work involved in the quiet
areas require adequate local lighting to
supplement the over-all lighting of the



group play environment (Pattern No.
29). Local lighting can also provide
a sense of individual enclosure for a
child working within a gra( p quiet
area (Pattern No. 9).
A Highly Structured Program

The teaching of language, mathematics,
and problem-solving skills is central to
a hightly structured cognitive program.
Pattern No. 9 outlined the space needs
for a program of this type, and this pattern
will add a few details to that description.

No. 13

Diagram No. 13: A teaching room is
provided for "direct verbal response"
sessions (Bereiter and Engelman,
1966; Weikart, 1970A). The room
should be no larger than 100 sq ft, be
acoustically protected from outskle in-
terference, be as plain as possible, and
be equipped with only a blackboard or
cupboard, depending on the subject
taught (Bereiter and Engelman, 1966,
p. 71). (See Pattern No. 11 for criteria
on material storage in these work
rooms.) Quiet reading or work areas
similar to those discussed above could
be a part of the adjacent "practice"
room (Pattern No. 9).

No. 14

Diagram No. 14: Learning mol
desks for working with langual
books. These are the core cop
ing devices for several program
1970).

A responsive environment
typewriter) is an environment
and could be considered as a su
school in which the child expl(
displayed materials and gets hE
the teacher (the machine) whe
Dr. Omar Moore, the inventor,
to think of his invention in thi
rather than as a teaching mach
also feels the responsive enviro
is so superior to other forms o:
language, reading, and typing t
should be the only method or
equipment in the Children's C(
has this goal (Moore and Ande
The high cost of these environ]
gests a location central te seve]
play environments (Pattern Mc
Computer-aided instruction is
expensive teaching machine th
gests a similar location. A cent
cation also allows the isolation
noisy equipment from the grou
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Listening, Manipulative, and Sensorial Materials

area. For specific requirements on these
machines, see EFL, 1970C, pp. 47 and 63.

The Outdoor Play Yard
There is an assumption among

many educators that the outdoor play
yard has an exciting potential for teaching
problem-solving skills to the children, al-
though theie is little educational or
psychological theory to support a de-
sign approach. (Loeffler, 1967, p. 19;
Dattner, 1969, p. 25; Moore,1966,
p. 130.) This would be large-scale equip-
ment that involved the child spatially
with a sensorial or problem-solving
stimulus. The following diagrams show
several experimental apparatus.

No. 15
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Music

In a study of 144 children at 13
different Children's Centers (Hartley,
et al., 1964) it was found that music
activities had the following variations,
with only a few Centers including all
possibilities: quiet listening, phonograph
or piano playing with child voice or
bodily accompaniment, instrument play-
ing, marching to music, and group
singing.

Quiet listening allows a child to take a
break from the other children (Hartley,
1964) and may help develop music ap-
preciation (Kellogg, 1949, p. 185).
Listening "spots" should be provided
in one or more of the quiet areas sug-
gested in Pattern Is Jci. 22 and each-piece
of equipment equipped with a headset
to minimize disruption of any adjacent
activities.

Hartley (1964) suggests that spon-
taneous dancing should be allowed during
free play, as a means to release excessive
energy, both negative and positive (joy,
aggression). Folk dancing probably
served this purpose in other cultures.
From Hartley:

There seems to be nore lac
taneity in the music progra
preschool centers than any
. . .Due perhaps to the trad
and the dance no real midd
recognized between passive
skillful performance. The fi
which accepts music as a fc
sion for all people is compl
in most schools. (p. 329)

This dancing can either
by an electronic music sou]
available to the children du
or it can be a group directe
utilizing an electronic souri
In either case an open area
be needed adjacent to the!
If other activities,will be ta
condurrently with dancing,
should be physically separa
cally treated.to focus the sl
the dancing area (Pattern Is
with its tactile surface shot
used for dampening sound
surface should allow free n
although it could be arguec



Pattern

ere seems to be more lack of spon-
Rity in the music program of most
,school centers than any other activity
Due pei'haps to the tradition of music
the dance no real middle ground is

ognized between passive listening and
llful performance. The folk attitude
ich accep ts music as a form of expres-
n for all people is completely forgotten
most schools. (p. 329)
This dancing can either be stimulated

an electronic music source that is
tilable to the children during free play
it can be a group directed activity
lizing an electronic source or a piano.
either case an open area of floor will
needed adjacent to the music source.
)ther activities will be taking place
icurrently with dancing, the dance area
nild be physically separate or acousti-
ly treated to focus the sound within
dancing area (Pattern No. 9). Carpet

;h its tactile surface should not be
!d for dampening sound since a dance
face should allow free movement,
hough it could be argued that carpet

is a good dance surface since falling down
would be more prevalent than graceful
movement. The open area with adjacent
music source can also be used for group
singing in a'program emphasizing music
appreciation and tonal development or in
a program using music for the develop-
ment of language skills (Bereiter and
Engelman, 1966, p. 210).

Instrument playing can take place in
this area or in a separate small music room.
A small music room was provided at the
Bing Nursery School in Palo Alto (see
floor plan, appendix), but without an
open area for dancing. The teachers at
this center suggest that a room like
theirs should only be provided if it is
large enough for dancing or a separate
music source and dance area is available
elsewhere in the group play environment
(Conversation, 1970).

The use of music for dramatic play
activities (Hartley, 1964) or for qtdeting
a child before his nap or stimulating him
after his nap should also be considered
when planning the location of the music
source(s).



Plants, Animals and
Landscaping

The interaction of plants, animals, and
children is somewhat contradictory, but
hopefully through design and teacher super-
vision, complementary. The animals and
plants need gentle care and freedom to
grow, without excessive disturbance, but
their placement at the Children's (center is
to integrate them into the child's world so
he can glean knowledge, understanding, and
appreciation of living things (Montessori,
1912, p. 156; Landreth, 1942, p. 159).
Therefore, the design of the plant and
animal environments should allow contact
with children, but minimize the amount
of disturbance through this contact.
Animals Indoors and Outdoors

The first way to minimize the amount
of disturbance to the animals is to place
them out of the main circulation paths,
in a quiet area of the group play environ-
ment or the outdoor play yard. A container
should then be created for each animal,
fish, reptile, or bird, that minimizes the
need to disturb the inhabitant when
viewing or petting him.

For pets that will not be taken from
their cages, a viewing area should be pro-
vided that minimizes the tendency of a
child to poke at the cage in an effort to
stimulate the animal into view or into
action, although this tendency is some-
what natural and cannot be completely
eliminated. Providing seating next to the
cage can encourage quiet contemplation;
some elbow space will help keep hands
off the cage, &id all around viewing will

minimize the need to poke the animal int
view (Diagrams No. 1 and 2).
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No. 1

No. 2

Indoor tageE for larger animals that -vv
be taken from their cages should also alio
for all-around viewing and for viewing by
a seated or standing child, but there shou
be additional protection for the animal af
he is taken fr5in his cage. From observa-
tions, it appoars that animals tend to get
injured accideatally when they are allowe
to roam around or when a child is trying
to catch an animal for placement back in
his cage. This itxualies a contained area
where animal and child can play together
but small enough to allow an easy captun
of the pet. This area can be at ground lep
around a cage, or it can be a platform at-
tached to a rECised cage (Diagrams No. 3,
4 and 5).



Is and Pattern

minimize the need to poke the animal into
view (Diagrams No. 1 and 2).

No. 1

No. 2

Indoor cages for larger animals that will
be taken from their cages should also allow
for all-around viewing and for viewing by
a seated or standing child, but there should
be additional protection for the animal after
he is taken from his cage. From observa-
tions, it appears that animals tend to get
injured accidentally when they are allowed
to roam around or when a child is trying
to catch an animal for placement back in
his cage. This implies a contained area
where animal and child can play together
but small enough to allow an easy car hire
of the pet. This area can be at ground level
around a cage, or it can be a platform at-
tached to a raised cage (Diagrams No. 3,
4 and 5).

No. 4
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No. 5

Vandalism can be a threat to animals
housed in the outdoor play yard. The
design team should assess the problem
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Pattern 24/Plants, Animals, and Landscaping

and develop an appropriate solution. A
minimum solution would provide only
containment in a locked cage. For
greater protection, the pets could be
placed in an enclosed outdoor court-
yard (Pattern No. 32) or limited to the
indoor play areas. Another approach
would provide a mobile zoo that would
travel to a different Center each day. Be-
sides solving the vandalism problem, it
would increase the range of available aM-
mals, and sMce the zoo would be ac-
compaMed by a knowledgeable caretaker,
Mcrease the animals' educational poten-
tial (although it would not allow the child
to learn through caring for the animals). A
similar zoo makes the rounds of the parks
in London, England, during the summer
months (Allen, 1968, p. 83).
Plants Indoors

No. 6

Plants will need a working/viewing
surface for plant trays. Here the children
can plant seeds and root starts and watch
them grow from day to day. A Surface 20"
from the floor will allow this dual purpose.
The plants will need varying amounts of
sun so the sun source should have an ad-
justable filter to allow for daily and
seasonal adjustments (Diagram No. 6).

For a list of inexpens
vide for plants and an
and G'hurchill (1966).
Gardens and Landsca]

The outdoor play
child's study of growi
doors by providing a
vegetation and by alli
scale of gardening. 01
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For a list of inexpensive methods to pro-
vide for plants and animals, see Leitman
and Churchill (1966).
Gardens and Landscaping

The outdoor play areas can add to the
child's study of growing things begun in-
doors by providing a wider variety of
vegetation and by allowing an increased
scale of gardening. Outdoor landscaping
also provides shading and wkid protectiorr
to the play activities (Patten' No. 34) and
soft play surfaces (Pattern No. 35). The
type and degree of landscaping should re
late to the amount of greenery available
in the target area. In an urban environ-
ment there will be less experience avail-
able for children to study plant life and
therefore a greater need to provide this
experience at the preschool.
From Hole (1966):
Features associated with parks, or the
open countryside, flowers, grass to play
on, trees, animals, woods to walk in, were
mentioned more frequently by children
living in Islington and Finsbury. These
two boroughs are the most built-up of all
areas included in the study, having 0.29
and 0.43 acres of open space per thousand
inhabitants respectively. The corresponding
figures for other areas range from 1.95 to
7.62 acres, It is not too fanciful to suggest
that children in these heavily built-up
areas felt the need for some alternative
to the predominant bricks and concrete
in their environment, but the case cannot
be regarded as proved. (p. 30)
And from Landreth (1942):
The young child's interests in, and famil-
iarity with plant life are necessarily af-
fected by his environment. In a large city
it may be very limited. The nursery school
makes its major contribution to the young
child's enjoyment and interest in growing

things through the planting in the nursery
school yard. (p. 166)

But opposed to this need for extensive
play yard landicaping is the tendency of
urban Children's Centers to have small play
yards due to the high cost of land. Planting
in a small area will be limited and harde-.- to
keep alive due to excessive wear and tear
and the cost of land forces some Centem
to have play yards on rooftop surfaces
where planting is limited.*

There are several approaches to
providing planting within a confined
urban space but let's first look at an un-
confined play yard. The Bing Nursery
School in Palo Alto, California, has a
play yard of rolling grass hills and local
play environments spotted here and
there in a hollow or on a slope. The
area is of sufficient size that no part
of the grass surface or the land-
scaping gets excessive wear (500 sq
ft per child). For other unconfined
play yards, see Utzinger (1970, p. 19)
and EFL (1970 B).

But in Pattern No. 30, we rec-
commend 150 sq ft of outdoor play
space per child. A play yard of this
size will provide sufficient play area
for the children but does not allow for
extensive amounts of landscaping, es-
pecially large grass areas. For a play
yard at or below our recommended
minimum, the following suggestions

*The limitations of the urban play yard have
led some Centers to embrace the Opposite point
of View7-lacis of landscaping hasits advantages.,
From Kellogg- (1967): ."I.4ack *Of treeiand shrubs
means there are.no fallen dirty leaves tr; taste,
no need tO teaCh.that shiubs are only to be seen,
not touched and thereby damaged?'



of Dr. Landreth are quite appro-
priate.
(Landreth, 1942)*:
Though the planting area may be
limited there are infinite possibilities.
Walls offer areas for creepers, for vari-
egated ivy on b.ellised frameworks,
honeysuckle, trumpet vine, and creep-
ing fig Arbors present interesting pos-
sibilities of treatment: wisterias and
grape vines are two of many. Window
boxes with removable insets provide
for changes. Begonias, lobelias and
nasturtiums make a splash of colon
Hedges can be chosen for their interest
as well as their screening proPerties;
Acadia longfolia and Spiraea Van
Houttei meet both requirement&
Delphinium, hollyhocks, and sun-
flowers are colorful baCkground plants,
cotoneasters have floWers and berries
but no thorns: Lilac, daphrie, magnolias,
orange, lemon and other fruit trees,
mountain ash, and pepper trees have a
varied appeal during the different seasons.
A small rock garden, a primrose bank, or
a water garden are other border possi-
bilities.
For patios or porches, tub plants make
possible change and variety. Geraniums,
tulips, daffodils, fuchsias, and English
lavender do well in tubs and may be
removed during their off-season.
Growing things can be brought inside.
A window with an uninteresting out-
look often makes an excellent spot for
a window garden. ,Plants at a level the
children can see and reach to water give
pleasure during the winter month& Lunch
tables may be inexpensively brightened

by the foliage from a mixture of carro
beet, and parsnip tops in a flat dish.
An indoer trellis for philodendron or
a screening of sweet potato vines arou
the windowagives the plants a structu
relationship to the room. Bowls of be
bittersweet, Chinest lanterns, gourds
corn, sprays of forsythias, fruit blosso
and willow 4mtkins help to bring autui
and spring indoor& (p. 167)

Another approach in an urban are
would be the provision of a nature ar(
adjacent to or available within a short
walk or bus ride from the Center. Thi
area could be shared by other Childre
Centers and the general community*
(Allen, 1968, p. 79). From Moore
(1966):`
On a small, densely populated site thi
odds are that a fully integrated noun
environment would not stand up to u
and tear (except mature trees). More
likely, the natural area would have to
sharply divided off from the rest of ti
playground. (p. 139)
And from Stone and Rudolph (1970)
Some years ago, a questionnaire was
directed at a group of college student
who long before had attended a unim
sity nursery school together. Group
members were asked what they re-
membered best about their nursery
school. They agreed that among the
most memorable experiences were da

*A WO-out project being undertaken by
Dr: Omar Moore is the'development of an e
acre nature area h10'a "responsive enviion-
ment."'The arca I)t.. programmed with,
technologlal t at do not diiturb tb
ecology Of sik, rloauty '01:ic area bufdo
guide the triPs:



by the foliage from a mixture of carrot,
beet, and parsnip tops in a flat dish.
An indoor trellis for philodendron or
a screening of sweet potato vineseround
the windows gives the plants a sitaxtural
relationship to the room. Bow&z of berries,
bittersweet, Chinest lanterns, guards and
corn, sprays of forsythias, fruit Edossoms,
and willow catkins help to bring autumn
and spring indoors. (p. 167)

Another approach in an urban area
would be the provision of a nature area
adjacent to or available within a short
walk or bus ride from the Center. This
area could be shared by other Children's
Centers and the general community*
(Allen, 1968, p. 79). From Moore
(1966):
On a small, densely populated site the
odds are that a fully integrated natural
environment would not stand up to wear
and tear (except mature trees). More
likely, the natural area would have to be
sharply divided off from the rest of the
playground. (p. 139)
And from Stone and Rudolph (1970):
Some years ago, a questionnaire was
directed at a group of college students
who long before had attended a univer-
sity nursery school together. Group
members were asked what they re-
membered best about their nursery.
school. They agreed that among the
most memorable experiences were days

*A waY-out project being undertaken by
Dr. Omar Moore is the development of qn eight-
acre nature area into a "responsiie enviion-
ment." The area will be programmed with,
technological devices that do not disturb ihe
ecology or visual beauty of the area but do
guide the children on self-learning trips.

Pattern 24/Plants, Animals, and Landscaping

spent at a nearby nature center. Yet the
school itself not only had an excellent
program but also featured an outdoor play
space planted with flowers, grass and
trees. (p. 40)

Outdoor garden plais are an excellent
way to satisfy a child's.bastinctive desire
to grow things (Allen,1968, p. 79), but
there is disagreement,over the value of
this effort for under-5 children, especially
in a 3-hour program, or in a small play
yard, or in a community with a high
degree of vandalism. E a gardening area
is provided, it should be divided into
plots of about 2'-6" wide by 8'-O" in
length (Diagram No. 7).

Ltd, f:f1.4e1"

Fur fiwr

No. 7

This dimension will allow maxi-
mum frontage for each child and a
minimum need to step into the planted
area. A brick or stone path will help
delineate the plots and allow work
from the path when the ground is
muddy (Allan, 1968, p. 80). The gar-
'den plots should have full sun and
an adequate number of water sourCes.

To protect the irea from 'vandal-
ism (both animals and, children) the
garden area could be. placed in an in-
terior courtyard or be surrounded by a
fence.
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Naps

Few indeed are the children who af-ter a
short period of nursery school experience
do not regularly go to sleep (at nap zime).
And this is as true for the four and rive
year olds as it is for two year olds. (Kellogg,
1949, p. 199)

The inclusion of rest periods in the
daily program varies between Children's
Centers and varies with the length of the
daily program. One or more of the follow-
ing should be considered for a new Center:
a) A nap period for children arriving very

early at the Center (600 to 8:00 a.m.).
b) A mid-morning rest period where sleep-

ing is not required. Alternatives:
children can stretch out on cots, put
their heads down on a table, or quietly
sit and listen to music. (An all-day or
half-day program.)

c) An afternoon nap period (1 to 2 hours)
for an all-day program.

d) A mid-afternoon rest period for a half-
day program. For alternative rest posi-
tions see (b) above.
After determining the number, time, and

length for nap periods the following alterna-
tives should be considered as sleeping ac-
commodations.
Napping Area (Single Use)

Landreth and Moise (1949) argue for a
separate sleeping area:
Even in a half-day program, vigorous activity
calls for a period of rest The value of the
rest or the nap period depends in no small
measure on the adequacy of the physical
facilities for resting . . . A separate rest room
not only makes better rest conditions for
86

young children, it saves teachers th
breaking job of putting cots up and
or laying dcwn and picklag up sieej
pads in a play room.
And from Landreth (1942):
In an all-day progran schoc
vision for sleeping attempts to dupi
both the comfort and Privacy of hc
sleeping condition& (p. 32)

The provision of a separate slee
area also has the advantage of allow
group play environment to be clean
reprogrammed while the children a
sleeping (Pattern No. 11, Presentati
Storage of Play Materials), and it al
for variation in the sleeping habits (
children.

To provide a quiet, comfortabli
like environment, the sleeping area
be isolated from noise in adjacent a
allow control of artificial and natuz
light, and provide a cot or built-in I
each child. The teachers will need c
tion space between the individual s'
areas to provide assurance to the ci
needed.*

*Some educators and designers have
a combined sleeping and work area for el
(a "nest") which includes a place to nap,
surface, a chair, etc. (Berkeley, 1970; Qu
Rough designs indicate that this could' bc
complished in an area of approximately

, I

(including circulation).'Theoretically it
possible to stack these "nests" and reduc
square footage to approximately 17 sq ft
child. This author knows of no Center th
tried this solution but the arguments for
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young children, it saves teachers the back
breaking job of putting Cots up and di""?3,
or laying down and picking up sleeping
pads in a play room.
And from Landreth (1942):
In an all-day program nursery school, pro-
vision for sleeping attempts to duplicate
both the comfort and privacy of home
sleeping condition& (p. 32)

The provision of a separate sleeping
area also has the advantage of allowing the
group play environment to be cleaned and
reprogrammed while the childremtare
sleeping (Pattern No. 11, Presentation and
Storage of Play Materials), and it allows
for variation in the sleeping habits of the
children.

To provide a quiet, comfortable home-
like environment, the sleeping area should
be isolated from noise in adjacent areas,
allow control of artificial and natural
light, and provide a cot or built-in bed for
each child. The teachers will need circula-
tion space between the individual sleeping
areas to provide assurance to the child as
needed.*

*Some educators and designers have suggested
a combined sleeping and work area for each child
(a "nest") which includes a place to nap, a work
surface, a chair, etc. (Berkeley, 1970; Quail, 1965).
Rough designs indicate that this could be ac-
complished in'an area of aPproximately 35 sq ft
(including circulation). Theoretically it would be
possible to stack these "nests" and reduce the
square footage to approximately 17 sq ft per
child. This author knows of no Center that has
tried this solution but the arguments for this ap-

A separate sleeping area distinct from
nirthe play uos thzt fvErfil

advantage of allowing the child a change of
spatial locus. As an adult it is quite frustrat-
ing to be Stuck in one space for a lengthy
period of time, and this author thinks it
equally frustrating for a small child, es-
pecially in an all-day program. The out-
door play yard gives`Some relief but a
variety of irdoor space would also be
helpful in minimizing this feeling of con-
finement. Tills variety of space is limited
by the need for teacher supervision
(Patterns No. 4 and 9).
Solution Alternatives
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No. 1

proach point to a child's need for privacy and a
place of one's own (especially disadvantaged
children) and for a pl'ace that could reflect the
child's individual rhythm. Arguments against this
idea (especially for under-5 children) feel it isolates
children at a time whm sOcialization is beginning
to develop; that it'would provide too much con-
trast with the` home by being a substitute for the
home; and in fact thei.e places would-be igi
by the children-since they would lorefer group.or
parallel play. This of course is apart from the
added square footage ;md play materials needed
for each child. The patterns in this book support
the latter arguments ly it recognize that this solu-
tion would be a-valuall le experiment which could
produce some surprish; g results.



Diagram No. 1: A second level (up or
down) can be used as a sleeping area. An
existing stair in an old house should be
carpeted or redesigned to provide a safer
rise and run for the children. If there was
sufficient space, a ramp could be installed.
For a new Center, a ramp or a child-scaled
stair should,be installed. Fire exiting from
the second level should be considered.
Some codes will not allow second level use
in Children's Centers except in a building
with fireproof construction .

cot:sips to4
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bed

No. 2

Diagram No. 2: A half-level solution that
minimizes the amount of vertical trava
This can minimize accidents and allow, if
desired, supervision from the group play
environment. This solution may be more
acceptable to local code authorities.
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Diagram No. 4: "Pull=
quires 2245 sq ft per chi
the wall will facilitate fl
(Landreth and Moise, 11
plan, appendix.)

No. 5

Diagram No. 5: Bunk-ty
the amount of space foc
pullman 7cheme to appi
per child,

II, rAir,TAYVA.V.V,i, V. V. VI VA. "or.r.
No. 3

Diagram No. 3: A same level solution
with a sleeping room adequately sepa-
rated from the group play environment.
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Pattern 25/Naps

Diagram No. 6: Cots or beds placed in an
open space with or without low screens be-
tween individual sleeping places. Requires
30 and 40 sq ft per child depending on the
degree of separateness between places.
Separate Napping Area (Multi-Use)

Diagram No. 4: "Pullman" type room. Re-
quires 22.5 sq ft per child. Beds hung off
the wall will facilitate floor cleaning
(Landreth and Moise, 1949). (See unit
plan, appendix.)

No. 5

Diagram No. 5: Bunk-type beds will reduce
the amount of space footage needed in the
pullman scheme to approximately 11 sq ft
per child.
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Pattern 25/Naps

This solution would provide a space adja-
cent to the play group environment that could
be used for sleeping and other activities. When
the area is used as an extension of the play
group environment for these-activities, the
two spaces should overlap to allow free flow
of the children and supervision by the
teachers (Pattern No. 9), but when the
area is used for sleeping it should allow
separation from the group play environ-
ment (noise and light control) (Diagrams
No. 7, 8 and 9). Separation will also allow
the play group environment to be repro-
grammed when the children are sleeping
and will allow a childwho wakes up early
to play in the play group area without dis-
turbing those children who are still
sleeping.

The multi-use quality of the napping
area will require the use of movable cots
or sleeping pads. The labor involved in
putting cots up and down (mentioned
above) is somewhat mitigated by the
availability of the new light-weight
aluminum framed cots with washable
plastic covers.
A Separate Small Group Napping Area

Another possibility is the provision of
a separate napping room that sleeps only a
portion of the children in the play group
environment. This requires either alternat-
ing small groups of chi:dren or an indi-
vidual nap schedule for each child. From
Landreth (1942):
Staggerir g rest periods of small groups
will effect a saving in space and equipment
and leads to better resting. (p. 32)
And from 11.E.W., lauffalp (1969):
Drop the formal scheduling of such aeivi-
ties as snack time and rest time and replace
it with individual schedules based on each
child's interests and desires.

A similar room was installed
Eveline Lowe Primary School
a "kiva" (Department of Educ
Science, 1967A). The room ha
beds and is used as a getaway I
group reading area when not ii
sleeping. If bunk beds are used
room provided that houses 50'
children;then the napping req
can be'reduced to 6 sq ft per c
Diagrams No. 4 and 5).
Use of the Play Group Area fa

In contrast to a permaneni
area or a multi-use room adjac
play group area, there are thoE
for the economy.of having on]
group area for both play activ:
sleeping. This approach requir
stackable cots and a solution t
play area that provides a large
multi-use floor space. Kellogg
ports this point of view:
No doubt you are wondering i
separate sleeping room is not
the list. It has been demonstra
good program does not requir
sleeping room. Building, main
heating a room to be used onl
a day is wasteful, and is prohi
urban situations where nurser
are so badly needed. Foster at
and others say that the lack o,
room is hard on teachers and
but wartime experience has pi
this need not be so. (p. 19)

To allow for cots and circ
sleeping place will require apr
30 sq ft, depending on the co
distance between cots. Restin
need a similar amount of floo
furniture in the play area will
need to be moved to achieve 1
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adja- A similar room was installed in the
; could Eveline Lowe Primary School and is called
When a "kiva" (Department of Education and
play Science, 1967A). The room has bunk
the beds and is used as a getaway place and

e flow group reading area when not in use for
sleeping. If bunk beds are used and a
room provided that houses 50% of the
children, then the napping requirements
can be reduced to 6 sq ft per child (See
Diagrams No. 4 and 5).
Use of the Play Group Area for Napping

In contrast to a permanent sleeping
area or a multi-use room adjacent to the
play group area, there are those wno argue
for the economy of having only one play
group area for both play activities and for
sleeping. This approach requires the use of
stackable cots and a solution to the group
play area that provides a large area of
multi-use floor space. Kellogg (1949) sup-
ports this point of view:
No doubt you are wondering why a
separate sleeping room is not added to
the list. It has been demonstrated that a
good program does not require a separate
sleeping room, Building, maintaining and
heating a room to be used only two hours
a day is wasteful, and is prohibitive in
urban situations where nursery schools
are so badly needed° Foster and Mattson
and others say that the lack of a sleep
room is hard on teachers and children
but wartime experience has proved that
this need not be so. (p. 19)

To allow for cots and circulation, each
sleeping place will require approximately
30 sq ft, depending on the cot size and the
distance between cots. Resting mats will
need a similar amount of floor space. The
furniture in the play area will probably
need to be moved to achieve this much
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open space. The size of the total room
should allow this stacking of furniture to
one side and yet allow teacher circulation
in the preparation room (Pattern No. 16),
child circulation to the toilets, and flow
in and out of the room (Diagram No. 10).
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Lighting and sun control devices should
allow darkening of the area but provide
enough lighting for the concurrent act -,,-Ues

mentioned above (see Pattern No.
An alcove should be provided for a

child who needs additional rest or the isola-
tion room could be used for this purpose
(Pattern No. 26). Kellogg (1949, p. 199)
suggests this need for rest may signal an
oncoming sickness and use of the isolation
area will provide early protection for the
other children.



Cot Storage
Any solution using stackable light-

weight cots will need a storage area for
thc se cots. Cots when stacked provide an
attractive but dangerous climber to the
children. Therefore a storage area is needed

that minimizes this danger but allows the
easy movement of cots in and out. The in-
terior face of the alcove should be covered
with a scuff-proof material to minimize
damage from cot movement, i.e.; resawn
plywood, Formica, etc. (Diagram No. 11).

Blanket storage can be provided in thr.1
cot storage area or at the child's locker
(Pattern No. 13). Many European Children's
Centers use built-in fold-out cots. These
solutions are quite ingenious but too ex-
pensive in our high-cost labor market.

A program that uses resting mats will
need a storage bin for each rolled mat



that minimizes this danger but allows the
easy movement of cots in and out. The in-
terior face of the alcove should be covered
with a scuff-proof material to minimize
damage from cot movement, i.e., resawn
plywood, Formica, etc. (Diagram No. 11).

Blanket storage can be provided in the
cot storage area or at the child's locker
(Pattern No. 13). Many European Children's
Centers use built-in fold-out cots. These
solutions are quite ingenious but too ex-
pensive in our high-cost labor market.

A program that uses resting mats will
need a storage bin for each rolled mat

Pattern 25/Naps

(12" x 12" x 24"). This bin can be in-
cluded with a child's individual locker or
placed in a group bin.
Outdoor Sleeping Area

A solution quite popular in Europe
and England is the use of the outdoors
for napping on warm days, but with
protection from excessive sun and wind.
This does not eliminate the need for an
indoor sleeping area, but if outdoor
sleeping is quite common it could affect
the decision regarding the type of indoor
sleeping area and the type of bed (out-
doors sleeping will use portable cots).
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The Sick Child

A room is needed in a Children's
Center in which to place a child who be-
comes ill or who the teacher suspects is
getting an illness that may be communi-
cated to the other children. When there is
a mother available at home to pick up the
child, the child stays only in the health
area (isolation room) until the mother
arrives. But for an all-day program, it is
an open question whether the child who
is not seriously ill should remain in the
isolation area under adult supervison or
be picked up by a reluctant working
mother. This mother may be required to
return to her job and thereby be forced
to leave her child unattended or in the
care of a brother or sister (Pacific, 1970,
p. 109). McConnell (1966) comments on
this dilemma:
Presumably this standard (immediate
pick-up of a sick child) has imposed no
particular hardship on the middle class
clientele primarily served by the corn-
merckzlly based programs predominant
in this country. It is now hard up against
the realities of the poverty groupthat it
is a financial disaster to miss time from
work to care for a sick child. It appears
to the author useless to discuss the mat-
ter in terms of instilling 'a responsible
attitude' in parents toward the health
needs of their children. In fact, a responsi-
ble attitude may be hard to measure when
the needs of an individual child are weighed
against the hardship to the other children
in the family if the mother does not work.
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This problem of the sick child and the
working mother has led some communities
to think in terms of day care that includes
care of the sick child. The City of Berkeley,

is California, is considering a system of trained
"homemakers" who would be available on
short notice to care for a sick child in his
home (Pacific, 1970, p. 111). It has also
been suggested in that same community
that the mildly convalescing child be kept
at the Children's Center in "sick bay."
From Pacific (1970):

?d

It is recommended that group programs
extend the use of 'sick bay' to include
children who are convalescing or mildly
ill. . . . Since such an isolated area must
be provided, and since a child with a runny
nose on the third day of a cold represents
less hazard to the other children in a group
program than a symptom-free child who
is about to develop a strep throat or other
viral infection, it seems reasonable to permit
mildly ill children to attend their regular
group care programs. (p. 110)

An alternative program has been
launched in San Diego that will provide
care for the sick child but in au away-from-
home setting at Children's Health Center
(Day Care Council, 1970).

Therefore, care of the sick child at a
Children's Center must be considered in
relation to other programs available in the
community. A maximum condition would
be an all-day program that had a policy of

keeping all but the critically ill children,
and a minimum condition would be an
all-day program which immediately took a
sick child to a health center or called the
"homemaker" service for a pick-up. An-
other aimum situation would be a half-
day program where children were picked up
by a parent soon after diagnosis and a tele-
phone call.

The program that houses the child in
the isolation area for long periods of time
will need more bed space and activity space
and should consider ways to alleviate the
child's feeling of confinement and isola-
tion. The phrase "isolation room" brings
to mind a hospital-like atmosphere, whereas
the area should be considered more like the
home, i.e., a bedroom/playroom. Here the
child would have a bed and a toilet but he
would also have an adjacent play space,
containing a rug, table, chairs, and toys,
for use during convalescence. The general
decor of the area should also be homelike;
the area can be kept clean without white
ceramic tile floors and walls. A feeling of
confinement may also be minimized by
allowing the child to view into areas of the
Center containing child or adult activities.
"Isolate the germs but not the child sus-
pected of having them." (Kellogg, 1949,
p. 17)

A program that temporarily keeps a
child in isolation will need more of a "rest
area" than a "bedroom." This room can
be considered an extension of the play group
environment where the child is temporarily
detained but not isolated.



Kellogg (1949, pp. 17 and 459) sug-
gests one isolation bed per 25 children or
50 sq ft per 30 children enrolled "if the
morning health inspection is really good."
This would be appropriate for tempor-
ary isolation but for the all-day care pro-
gram we have been discussing, a Center
should allow about 3 beds per 30 children.
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Pattern 26/The Sick Child

If a Center consists of upwards to 100
children, then the number of potential
children convalescing (3 to 10 children)
seems to warrant a separate health area
(infirmary ) under the direction of
trained personnel rather than the
teachers. This area could still be broken
into small bedroom/playroom spaces.

The small rest areas or the bedroom/
playroom should contain locked storage
in the teacher's realm for first aid and
other medical supplies. The design of the
infirmary suggested above will not be
covered by this pattern but we will rec-
ommend the following for study guide-
lines similar to the patterns in this book,
Environments for Sick Children (Lind-
heim, et aL, 1970.) Morning health in-
spections (if given) can be accomplished
in either the entry to the group play
environment or in the isolation/health
area.



Staff Lounge/
Parents' Lounge

The major function of a staff lounge is
as a place to get away from the children
for a while, to smoke, drink coffee, chat,
or take a nap. From Kellogg (1949):
Nothing makes teachers feel better than a
room to which a teacher can go for a
moment of relaxation. Working with
children becomes an unendurable strain
unless the teachers are relieved at reason-
able intervals; going to the toilet is not
enough for that . . . A teachers' room
should have a couch to stretch out on . . .
the most important thing it should afford
is privacy. (pp. 17-18)

To achieve this place of relaxation
privacy, away from the children, the
lounge should be far enough away to
achieve a "sense of awayness" and close
enough to the group play environment to
make it accessible during a short break.
This awayness can be achieved without
distance by giving the lounge acoustic and
visual privacy from the children and by
facing the lounge onto an outside court,
garden, or the public environment sur-
rounding the Center.

The teacher's rest break will probably
be accompanied by a trip to the toilet.
It should be near the lounge to minimize
the time taken from a teacher's break
period. The toilet should be entered
from the general circulation path, not
from the lounge, to afford greater pri-
vacy for the lounge and toilet and to

allow its use by mothers and othe
(economy).*

The inclusion of a sink and hc
will allow coffee and snack makir
adjacent screened nap area will al]
teacher to lie down for a while wi
limiting conversation in the loung
gram No. 1 summarizes the above
ments for the staff lounge and toi
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*Some directors prefer the teacher
adjacent to the group play environmen
sure maximum supervision of the child
times" (Kellogg, 1967; see floor plan,
Hearst Preschool Learning Center, and
plan, appendix). But since the tyr ;cal g
environment has at least three teachers
the children can still be supervised and
teacher a short break away from the gi
environment to go to the toilet and ME
cup of coffee in the lounge.
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(economy).*

The inclusion of a sink and hot plate
will allow coffee and snack making arid an
adjacent screened nap area will allow a
teacher to lie down for a while without
limiting conversation in the lounge. Dia-
gram No. 1 summarizes the above require-
ments for the staff lounge and toilet.
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*Some directors prefer the teachers' toilet
adjacent to the group play environment "to in-
sure maximum supervision of the children at all
times" (Kellogg, 1967; see floor plan, Phoebe
Hearst Preschool Learning Center, and Unit
plan, appendix). But since the typical group play
environment has at least three teachers, we feel
the children can still be supervised and allow one
teacher a short break away from the group play
environment to go to the toilet and maybe get a
cup of coffee in the lounge.

The staff also needs a place to keep
personal belongings. They could use the
staff lounge, but a better location would
be the group play environment where a
teacher can have her coat available for
outdoor play supervision.

Staff planning is an important part of
a preschool program but there is a reluc-
tance on the part of many teachers to do
this planning (Weikart, 1969, p. 29). This
reluctance might encourage some Centers
to develop the staff lounge into both a work
area and a lounge by the inclusion of a con-
ference table (Diagram No. 1). But,this be-
gins to overlap with the requirements of
Pattern No. 7, Visitors/Administration/Staff,
so the potential of this integration should
be considered along with Pattern No. 7 and
the discussion of a parents' lounge below,
before arriving at a solution.

In addition to the staff lounge, the
parents need a place where they can
gather in an informal way. From
Haase:
Parents need a parents' room where they
can gather for discussions and activities of
their own choosing while the children are
in classes. (p. 17)
And from Allen (1968):
Nursery schools are also invaluable meeting
places for often lonely young mothers
who can thus discuss thier problems with
each other and with the trained nursery
school teachers. (p. 42)



This parents' lounge should be along
the path from the entry to the group play
environment and should be open to the
circulation path to encourage hesitant
mothers to "drop in." The lounge should
have a sink and hot plate similar to the
teachers' lounge and include work tables
for parent projects. A toilet and public
telephone should be available to this
area (Diagram No. 2).
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No.2
The parents' lounge could be a separate

space or it could be combined with the
entry to the Center, the office area, or the
teachers' lounge (Diagrams No. 3 and 4).
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No. 4
(See also Patterns No. 6 and 7). Over-
lapping.the parent and teachers' lounge
areas can be considered an economy move,
or it can be considered an ideal solution.
From the Department of Education and
Science (1967):
The groups share a small room for parents
and staff This was seen as a way of en-
couraging a closer relationship between
the school, the home and the community.
(p. 20)
And from Haase:
It is important that the spaces for staff
use and those for community activities
are adjoining Additional cooperation
develops when enthusiasm within one
area can spill over and build on the activity
in another. '.(p. 17)

But this juxtaposition of the two
lounge areas is not desired by all teachers.
Many would like to take a break away
from both children and parents (Dia-
gram No. 5 & 6).
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No.6
This separation couid be more problem-
atical in a Center serving parents who could
spend several hours at the Center.

In an all-day program, working mothers
would tend to visit only in the early morn-
ing, late afternoon, or in the evening,
thereby creating no parent/teacher over-
lap in the lounge for the greater part of
the day.*

(See the Early Learning Center,
Bellehaven Children's Center, preto-
types, Department of Education and
Science, appendix.)

*A variation on the mixing of parents and
teachers was developed by the author and Sanford
Hirshen (Osmon, 1966) for a Children's Center
in a Migrant Farm Labor Camp. A courtyard
area was placed adjacent to the teachers' lounge
and the camp circulation path. This courtyard
was a shaded spot in an otherwise dusty, treeless
terrain. Mothers from the camp would stop to
have coffee with the teachers and aides, who
entered the courtyard from the staff lounge.
Valuable child care information was passed on
and reluctant mothers were encouraged to
bring their children to the Center (see Pattern
No. 5 for a similar "encouragement" disculsion).
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Observing the
Children's Activities

There are four general categories of
observers at a Children's Center. One group
will be the parents watching their own and
other children at play (Landreth, 1942,
p. 230). From Gesell (1949):
There is another form of parent 'guidance'
which might be called self-guidance. It is a
kind of illumination which comes to parents
as a result of their own thinking and their
own observations of their own children
and of other children. (p. 284)
Another group are the students and visitors
interested in observing child behavior in a
preschool environment, and a third group
are teachers themselves obseriTing to im-
prove their methods. From HEW, Jack-
sonville (1968):
Each day, as soon a .; the 3-hour class was
over and the children had bec-- driven
home, the director, the teach nd the
aide met to discuss the day'- ivities,
special probleins and indivt,..,4. progress
of pupils and to plan the next day's activ-
ities. The most current videotape was
viewed, and the director critiqued the
lesson as part of the staff's daily in-service
training
The fourth group are usually not con-
sidered as observers since they are the
children themselves, but various educators
are wondenng if observation methods
utilized in other fields might not be useful
in a preschool setting. From Moore and
Anderson (1968):

. . all we mean is that if an environment
is so structured that the learner not only
94

can learn whatever is to be learned
can learn about himself qua learnel
be in a better position to undertak,
ever task comes next . . We find
all surprising that athletic coaches
made more use of reflective device;
struction than classroom teachers.
doesn't surprise us because ofour (
dence in play forms. It is in the rea
sports that motion pictures of lean
and practice have come into wide
(I34- 31)

Every Center has the potential
for parent, teacher, and child obsei
while only a few experimental prel
and university Children's Centers vi
a need for extensive student and vi,
observation. But in either case, fun
and ethical questions arise as to thE
of separation that should be placed
tween the observer and the child. 'I
ethical question (if it can be called
must be answered by the staff bac
following physical criteria can be c
sidered.

The case against "unobserved o
servers" is quite obvious and sterns
the general Western belief in an ind
right to privacy. The case for an ini
of privacy must be defended. Gesel
gives this rationale:
The simple intervention of the diap
barrier of the screen creates a new
tive, a wholesome shift toward psy
cal detachment and objectivity. Se(
believing The parent begins to see
light. This is an efficacious form of
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can learn whatever is to be learned, but also
can learn about himself qua learner, he will
be in a better position to undertake what-
ever task comes next . . . We find it not at
all surprising that athletic coaches have
made more use of reflective devices in in-
struction than classroom teachers. This
doesn't surprise us because of our confi-
dence in play forms. It is in the realm of
sports that motion pictures of learning
and practice have come into wide usage.
(I). 31)

Every Center has the potential need
for parent, teacher, and child observation
while only a few experimental programs
and university Children's Centers will have
a need for extensive student and visitor
observation. But in either case, functional
and ethical questions arise as to the degree
of separation that should be placed be-
tween the observer and the child. The
ethical quesUon (if it can be called that)
must be answered by the staff before the
following physical criteria can be con-
sidered.

The case against "unobserved ob-
servers" is quite obvious and stems from
the general Western belief in an individual's
right to privacy. The case for an invasion
of privacy must be defended. Gesell (1949)
gives this rationale:
The simple intervention of the diaphanous
barrier of the screen creates a new perspec-
tive, a wholesome shift toward psychologi-
cal detachment and objectivity. Seeing is
believing. The parent begins to see in a new
light. This is an efficacious form of visual

education and self-guidance. It reduces the
necessity of verbal explanation and ex-
hortation. (p. 285)
It should be emphasized that concealment
is a subsidiary or negative value of one-way
vision. The screen was not designed for spy-
ing, but for positive educational and sci-
entific controls of observation. One would
emphasize that one-way vision protects the
privacy of the children and, on occasions,
the privacy of their attendants and their
parents. The invisibility of the observers
serves to make the observation more
serious and purposeful. (p. 370)

Thelma Harms, the director of the H.
Jones Child Study Center at the University
of California at Berkeley, has been working
with a one-way observation room for many
years, and she does not feel there have been
any adverse effects upon the children. (Paul
Goodman, however, was very critical of
this concealed observation area when he
visited the Center.) Mrs. Harms informs the
parents about the observation area and its
rationale before they enroll, and does not
falsify the nature of the observation func-
tion if a child hears a noise from behind
the screen and asks about it.

The New Nursery School in Greeley,
Colorado, mixes a number of approaches.
This Center has a one-way observation
room but they allow the children to use
it to view themselves and others and make
no secret of its existence (EFL , 1970A,
p. 33). This may take away some of the
implication of "spying." The following
solutions reflect differing views of child
observation.



No Special Provision for Observation
In this solution parents and visitors

would be welcomed in the midst of the
children. Observers could be asked to stand
inlhe entry area (Pattern No. 8), in an
adjacent multipurpose room (Pattern No. 9),
or to the periphery of the playing area. In a
small Center, the visitors and mothers could
be allowed to mix freely with the children.
Both of these approaches are limited to a
Center thal doesn't receive many visitors
since a e visitor group would disrupt the
group WO environment.
An Observation Area Unobserved from
the Group Play Environment

This approach was defended under the
argument for hidden observation above.
The barrier can be several layers of screen,
with space s' ?oration (H. Jones Child
Study Center, appendix) or one-way glass
(Bing Nursery School, appendix). If the
observation area has a research function,
there will be the need for auditory pick-up
of the children's conversations that can
be relayed to the observation area. In the
Jones Center the sound passes through the
screen,'and in the Bing School microphones
are scatte'red throughout the play space to
relay the voices.

The observation room will need a counter
or desks for note taking and a corridor be-
hind the SE ats to allow the observer to fol-
low a child through the group play en-
vironment. The observation room should
also take in the outdoor play yard in a
research-oriented facility (see Jones
School, appendix), or an added dimen-
sion of space may allow the observers to
flow f ,ely in the play ya,:d (Bing School,
appendix, 500 sq ft per child).

The observation area should be enterec
from a major circulation path within the
Center without disrupting the group play
environment. This entry should have visua
control by the staff to allow instructions
to be given to viewers, to keep out un-
authorized people, and to limit the numbe
of viewers to the fire-occupancy limit.

Even without the student-training
function, there are those educators who
recommend a similar concealed observa-
tion area for parents although with fewer
observation spots (30 lineal inches per
station; see Gesell arguments above). This
room should have its entry point conceale
from the children in the group play en-
vironment since knowledge of his parents'
presence can disrupt a child (Kellogg,
1949, pp. 430-330; see Phoebe Hearst Pre-
school Learning Center, appendix). The ol
servation area can also be integrated with
the parents' lounge, the office area, a hall-
way, etc. (see Pattern No. 7).
An Observation Area Observed from the
Group Play Environment

This is a middle-ground solution whicl
allows the observer and the playing childr1
to see and hear each other, but separates
them into two areas. The interr.e1 require-
ments for this area are similar to (lie hidd(
area discussed above except the need for
hidden entrance. This solution has gen-
erally taken the form of an area separated
from the group piny environment by
"space" or by vertical height, although it
could easily be argued that a balcony
position a "watchtower," and as unde-
sirable as a hidden room.



The observation area should be entered
from a major circulation path within the
Center without disrupting the group play
environment. This entry should have visual
control by the staff to allow instructions
to be given to viewers, to keep out un-
authorized people, and to limit the number
of viewers to the fire-occupancy limit.

Even without the student-training
function, there are those educators who
recommend a similar concealed observa-
tion area for parents although with fewer
observation spots (30 lineal inches per
station; see Gesell arguments above). This
room should 1-ave its entry point concealed
from the children in the group play en-
vironment since knowledge of his parents'
presence can disrupt a child (Kellogg,
1949, pp. 430-330; see Phoebe Hearst Pre-
school Learning Center, appendix). The ob-
servation area can also be integrated with
the parents' lounge, the office area, a hall-
way, etc. (see Pattern No. 7).
An Observation Area Observed from the
Group Play Environment

This is a middle-ground solution which
allows the observer and the playing children
to see and hear each other, but separat _s
them into two areas. The internal require-
ments for this area are similar to the hidden
area discussed above except the need for a
hidden entrance. This solution has gen-
erally taken the form of an area separated
from the group play environment by
"space" or by vertical height, although it
could easily be argued that a balcony
position is a "watchtower," and as unde-
sirable as a hidden room.

Pattern 28/Observing the Children's Activities

In any of the schemes above the ob-
servation area should not eliminate valuable
wall space within the group play environ-
ment.
Observation Through Closed Circuit Tele-
vision or by Videotape Playback

Replacing the observation room with
technological devices is being tried in
various programs but without eliminating
the charge of "spying." The commercial
chain of Discovery Centers on the East
Coast has TV monitors in the reception
area for obervation of the children by
the parents. The use of videotape and
movies was mentioned above for its po-
tential in allowing both the children and
the teachers to view themselves in retro-
spect, but it can also be used to show
parents exactly what is happening to
their child at the Center (HEW, Jackson-
ville, 1969). This is particularly useful for
working parents who do not have time
to observe during the day but can come
to late afternoon or evening meetings.
From HEW (ibid.):
In addition, videotapes of classroom activ-
ities (both in the large and small rooms)
were shown regularly at these meetings
(parent). The program director filmed
these activities himself twice a week,
so that any one of at least eight
current videotapes were shown to
parents so that they could see the
connection between what was actually
happening to their children and the
objectives they (the parents) had
articulated at the initial parent-staff
group meeting.
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Lighting the
Group Play Environmel

This pattern is not intended to give a
technical description of the lighting con-
ditions for the play group environment,
but rather to point out lighting problems
particular to this building type.

The lighting parameters for a Chil-
dren's Center are similar to the following
description of the lighting needs in a
British infant school (Department of
Education and Science, 1967B):
In inany teaching spaces in school the work
is generalized and the rooms will be used
for a wide range of different activities.
These may range from a full class at their
desks with their attention,directed to the
chalkboard, to numerous small groups and
individuals, whether they, be nursery chil-
dren or sixth formers, each busy with their
own work in various parts of the room
with the loose furniture grouped in many
ways. In such a case it should be possible
to work with equal comfort and con-
venience facing any direction. (p. 26)
The text quoted above goes on to suggest
that the environment described needs an
adequate level of lighting over the whole
room and local lighting whenever em-
phasis is needed for particular activities.

There is an inherent bias in this de-
scription toward open )lanning and a
degree of free flow on the part of the
children. Therefore, this pattern leans
toward the free activity choice and the
slow pace programs rather than the highly
structured program (Patterns No. 3 and No.
9). But with a slight bit of interpretation,
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'onment

)f the recommendations would be
Lb le to a structured program
ch.
is pattern will not discuss the quan-
either artificial or natural lighting
411 we might mention that the study
above recommends 30 lumens/sq ft

.all lighting for desk work, reading
and laboratories and a 2% of day-
Lctor (percentage of direct F...-nd re-
outside light falling on inside work-

faces: ibid., p. 14).
Lighting
;tern No. 4, A Multi-Realm Environ-
or Child and Adult, suggests an en-
Lent scaled to the child. Local light-
assist this requirement by providing

sis on the activity centers and
play materials and providing clarity
smali scaled tasks of the children.

iphasizing or defining.an activity
with local lighting can help give func-
isolation of one activity from an-
Pattern No. 9). It seems reasonable
me that an activity area distin-
I sharply from the surroundinj
6rould tend to hold a child longer and
be useful in a program that en-
ed long periods of child concentra-
a task (slow pace program, Pat-

o. 9). A Center that. encouraged
.oice of activities should not give
uch definition to activity centers
t for clarity of task) since the con-
tion emphasized at the ex .
of free flow (Department of Edu-
and Science, 1967B, p. 54). But in

either case the local lighting should nof.,
make other parts of the group play en-
vironment feel dark by comparison.
The additional lighting should not be too
brilliant or the rest of the room will seem
unpleasantly gloomy to those working under
the local lights. As a general guide the level
of the local lighting should not exceed
three times that of the general lighting.
(ibid., p. 26)

Pattern No. 10, Presentation and
Storage of Play Materials, discussed the
desirability of presenting play materials
"distinctly" to the children. Local, ad-
justable lighting can provide this dis-
tinctness by modeling and by bringing out
with shadows the form, texture, and de-
tails of objects (ibid., p. 9). Local lighting
can alse aid small hands and developing
eye: in their play activities (ibid., p. 26).
And from Landreth and Moise (1949):
While young children's activities hardly
come under an adult classification of close
work, even a simple operation like fasten-
ing a button or putting a puzzle together
may make considerable visual demands
when the activity is unfamiliar and when
the eyes concerned are better cdapted for
distant than near vision, as is : 4'.ue in early
childhood.

As we mentioned &Y)-?- activity cen-
ters, whether c'..k.mg ;,-w.anent, can
be aided with ::fatinc; but with limits
on the degree of intensity. We should now
look at the type of local lighting appro-
priate to each approach. A group play



environment which has activity centers de-
fined permanently or semi-permanently by
changing floor planes, low storage units, or
with alcove-likt spaces (Pattern No. 9) can
have a more permanent lighting system
custom tailored to fit each activity center,
e.g., the art area could have sun-free di-
rectional light from skylights or windows,
the reading area could have soft incandes-
cent light and a view window, and the
plant area could be a small greenhouse
(Diagrams No. 1, 2, and 3).
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Any open-space environment which
illows the children and teachers to vary the
ocation of an activity center or to choose
variety of work surfaces and positions

vill need a local lighting system that can
natch this degree of flexibility (Pattern
To. 9). Of course, the over-all lighting
evels can be raised to provide adequate
ight at task level but the flexible, local
ighting systems shown below help Pro-
luce a more "lively" interior besides aid-
ng concentration on a task. These localized
'pools of light" combined with color and
'the glint of metallic fittings on doors,
Nindows and benchesall these will help
o add sparkle to the scene" (Department

Education and Science, 1967B, p. 34).

10. 4

Pattern 29/Lighting the Group Play Environment

Diagram No. 4: An adjustable grid of light
that can be moved horizontally or vertically
to match any floor position.

No.5
Diagram No. 5: Portable lighting fixtures
that can be moved throughout the group
play environment to define a group activity
center or :m individdal work station., . Each
child couid be provided with a smalTi high-
intensity light that could be carried to any
working location. The group play en-
vironment would need an appropriate
amount of electrical outlets to make this
feasible.

No. 6
Diagram No. 6: A fixed light striplamps
can be moved horizontally or pivot.

By placing the general lighting and the
local lighting on dimmers, further "pro-
gramming" control is available to the
group play environment..Dimming devices
are expensive but with careful use of cur-
tains, multiple zoning of overhead lighting,
and manipulation of the local lighting,
considerable variation in light levels can be
made available at a minimum of cost.

Another aspect of lighting a Children's
Center is the height of the lights above the
primary occupant of the buildingthe
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The Outdoor Play Yard

With a few exceptions outdoor play is
accepted universally as a desirable part of a
Children's Center program.* It serves the
children by giving them access to fresh air and
sunshine, by giving them a chance to let
off steam or reduce excitement (Millar,
1968), as a means of exercising large
muscles (Landreth, 1942) and by its po-
tential for nature study (Landreth, 1942).

A square footage recommendation for
outdoor play space can be useful when
selecting a building site for a Children's
Center or when beginning the first design
sketches. Recommendations vary from 100
to 300 sq ft per child of space, with 150

*There are some ongoing experiments that
minimize the use of outdoor play in favor of in-
door "cognitive" activities. This may be feasible
for a half-day program but it has proved to be
quite unreasonable and self-defeating in an all-day
program. To eliminate this conflict there are
Centers that include cognitive potential within
their outdoor play equipment (see Pattern No. 22).

Another type of experiment accepts the value
of outdoor-type activities but places them within
a climatimlly controlled interior environment.
Castle Square Early Learning Center in Boston did
not have any space available for an outdoor play
yard but they did have plenty of indoor high cell-
inged space. So the director, R. Gulick, created
an outdoor play yard indoors that seems to be
working quite wall, Tha ceiling height of 3'-On
helps dissipate the high noise ler,1 that accom-
panies larle muscle activity. The unknown dimen-
sion in this project as well as domed sports arenas
and domed cities is the psychological/physiolog-
ical effect of eliminating activities that normally
were carried on outdoors.

.135

sq ft/child about average (Haase, p. 7). WE
will use this average as our guide and add
to it the 20 sq ft/child required for a semi
shelter (Pattern No. 34). Another useful
guideline is the distinction between types
of outdoor play activities and their relativ
need for space. For our patterns we are
using the categories action, passive, social,
and nature areas. The passive area contain
activities that tend to be large-scale ex-
tensions of activities taking place indoors
(sand play, construction, gardening, etc.).
The action area is distinguished from the
passive area in degree of movement and
noise, i.e., large muscle activity. Social
play takes place in both the active and
passive areas, within the equipment pro-
vided for those activities, although a few
areas scattered throughout the action and
passive areas might be considered primaril
as social gathering spots (Pattern No. 10,
Places to Pause for Awhile). The nature
areas can be integrated within the action
and passive areas in the form of landscaph
or be sub-areas (gardening or animals)
within the passive area, or be provided as
a nature area outside the play area (not
included in the play yard square footage
requirements).

To transfer this into spatial terms,
we will use the ger eral criteria that activ
play takes about three times as much six
22 more passive, focused play. This ratio
is backed up by the typical one to three
recommended ratio of indoor to outdooi
space (Kellogg, 1949, p. 458; Utzinger,
1970. p. 9). Transferring this into square
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this average as our guide and add
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space. For our patterns we are
categories action, passive, social,

.re areas. The passive area contains
; that tend to be large-scale ex-
of activities taking place indoors
ty, construction, gardening, etc.).
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rea in degree of movement and

large muscle activity. Social
as place in both the active and
reas, within the equipment pro-,
r those activities, although a few
ttered throughout the action and
reas might be considered primarily
gathering spots (Pattern No. 10,
o Pause for Awhile). The nature
I be integrated within the action
ive areas in the form of landscaping,
>areas (gardening or animals)
ie passive area, or be provided as
area outs the play area (not
in the play yard square footage

lents).
ransfer this into spatial terms,
ase the general criteria that active
es about three times as much space
passive, focused play. This ratio
I up by the typical one to three
mded ratio of indoor to outdoor
.ellogg, 1949, p. 458; Utzinger,
9). TrInsferring this into square

footage recommendations, we get (150
+ 20) x .30 = 51 sq ft/child of passive
area and 170 x .70 = 119 sq ft/child of
action area.

The above discussion assumed a sepa-
rate play yard for each indoor play en-
vironment. The following ex amples show
various means to share play yards, either
to reduce square footage requirements or
to increase the interchange between the
children in different play environments.

No:1

Diagram No. 1: The standard non-sharing
solution. All children have access to their
own play yard at any time during the day
when allo ved by the schedule. This creates
a maximum need for play yard space and
outdoor play material.
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Pattern 30/The Outdoor Play Yard

t(MOM/ Idatio,44

No. 2

Diagram No. 2: A Children's Center con-
sisting of a single indoor play group en-
vironment with from 25 to 100 children.
The small play groups (one teacher plus 5
to 10 children, Pattern No. 3) a ,ernate
in the use of the play yatd, allowing a re-
duction in total size and amount of equip-
ment. This approach is somewhat difficult
to achieve if free circulation indoors/out-
doors is allowed during outdoor play.
Those groups not sched 1 to be out-
doors will need to be c !ly directed into
other activities.

a
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Diagram No. 3: Separate indoor play group
environments share a single outdoor play
yard. The square footage and amount of
equipment per child is not reduced. Sharing
is provided to increase the amount of
space and activities available to each child
arid to allow mixing of the children from
several play group envrionments. Each in-
door play area has its own semi-shelter
since it functions as part of the indoor area.

No. 4

I '2. 5
AlPeitaic vo

e4v wo we.v4
Diagram No. 4: Separate indoor play group
environments share a single outdoor play
yard but with a staggered play schedule
that allows reduction of the total size of
the play yard. This solution is appro-
priate where land is at a premium. If a
free flow of the children is desired be-
tween indoors and outdoors (Pattern No.
33), then this same flow (view and cir-
culation) must be closed when not in
use to prevent disruption of the children
playing indoors by those playing outdoors.
A semishelter could also be shared if the
requirements of Patterns No. 32 and No.
33 could isc,th!-,:), met.

Diagram No. 5: Small separate outdoor
play yards are made available to each
indoor play group environment. This
area contains the semi-shelter and pas-
sive play activities (Pattern No. 32).
Action-oriented play activities (Pat-
tern No. 31) takes place in a shared play
yard, allowing a reduction of space in
the area requiring the highest percentage
of play space. The amount of large, ex-
pensive equipment usually associated
with action play can also be reduced.
This solution also allows the action
area to be used after hours by the com-
munity and allows the mo-e fragile
small scale equipment to be fenced in
(see Pa.tern No. 5).



Action Outdoor Play Are

The action area of the play yard should
provide the children with opportunities to
exercise their large muscles in the following
motor activities (Landreth, 1942, p. 100):

a) Running
b) Throwing
c) Jumping
d) Climbing
e) Pedalling
f) Pushing and pulling
g) Hitting and punching
h) Supporting own weight
i) Kicking
j) Creeping and crawling
k) Rl.ythmic exercises
1) Somersaulting
t) :Rolling and tumbling

n) Jalancing
Besides this variety of motor activity, the

action area should provide for different
levels of skill development in each motor
movement. From Landreth (1942):
Equipment should provide for degree's of
skills as well as varieties of skill. If the young
child's development of skill is to be progres-
sive, equipment must challenge him to de-
velop gradually iinreasing muscular skill and
coordination. . .A well-equipped nursery
school yard offers some challenge to the
most skillful child in the school and some
opportunity for successful achievement to
the least skillful. (pp. 104 and 107)
This suggests an environment in which the
child can choose the level of challenge he
desiresthat is, the levels of skill are dis-
tinctly presented; but when he wants to

move on to a higher skill level th
ment should provide enough cor
encourage this flow. From Cock
The quality of offering many po
has often been extolled as fmpoi
materials, especially from an edi
point of view. It would appear t
children also appreciate that quc
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mr Play Area Pattern

move on to a higher skill level the environ-
ment should provide enough continuity to
encourage this flow. From Cockrell (1935):
The quality of offering many possibilities
has often been extolled as irnputant in play
materials, especially from an educaiional
point of view. It would appear that little
children also appreciate that quality and
though for less learned reasons, they prefer
playthings which permit activity leading to
further activity. (p. 425)

No. 1
An example is suggested by Diagram

No. 1 (climberLandreth, 1967, p. 177).
The child can clearly see several ways to
reach the platform level. He can choose the
skill level he prefers but the variety of "ways
up" will encourago him to try the more dif-
ficult ones when he has mastered the others.

To encourage continued interest in the
action area, the designer can introduce spatial
and sensual variety. These qualities will also

provide stimulus for the dramatic play which
accompanies action play.

A few large muscle exereises can fulfill
the requirements above without physical
"props." An example would be a pure run-
ning exercise in which the child varied his
own speed (skill level) and used for stimulus
his inner feelings, the weather, the moving
sky, etc. But in the majority of movements
performed by the child, he needs or prefers
a physical element to interact with. These
elements we will call a play node or an action
localized environment (Moore, 1966).* Play
that involves pure Movement (no props) or
play involving a series of play nodes we will
call (from Moore) the action mobile environ-
ment.
Play Nodes or Action Localized Environments

The provision of graded skill levels com-
bined with a variety, otspatial and sensual
qualities seems to suggest, at first glance, a
piece of equipment containing a series of
spaces with many ways to get up and down,

*The Moore study mentioned above (An Experi-
ment in Playground Design) will be used extensively
in this pattern and in Pattern No. 32, Passive Out-
door Play A:ea. The study took place at a Filayground
primarily designed for children ages 6 to 13 but did
include an area for children under 5 years o: age:
"It was clear that the under-fives had not been pro-
vided for adequately. Their area should have been a
very small scale replica of the rest of the playground"
(Moore, 1966, p. 141). The gcals expressed for this
playground design and those expressed by preschool
educators regarding the outdoor play yard are simi-
lar enough to warrant the use of the Moore research.
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Pattern 31/Action Outdoor Play Area

and a variety of platforms to look up and
down from, i.e., a sculptural solution. This
may be a good description of one piece of
equipment, but it does not describe the
wide range of potential design solutions.
The following types of play nodes suggest a
much wider range of possibilities.*

SwingsWhy do swings hold such fascin-
ation for children? From our point of view,
we might suggest that the swing is a delight-
ful rhythmic device that has a graded chal-
lenge built within the possibility of swinging
ever higher. Spatial variety is created by
moving quickly through a series of spaces
(points of view). Here, activity leading to
further activity might be rephrased as move-
ment leading to further movement. The use
of "kinetic toys" sAmilar to a swing has con-
siderable potential for play equipment.**

Movable Motor EquipmentRather
than attempt to build all possibilities within
the fixed equiPment, the teachers can be `
given loose material for creating motor en-
vironments (Landreth, 1967, pp. 99-114).
A temporary setup can be built with this
material to supplement,the fixed equipment
or an individual exercise can be created for
a child who needs work on a particular skill

*Another consideration is the number of play
nodes to be created in the action area or in the
total, play yard. There are scattered references to
the need for sufficient equipment for the children
to minimize conflict (Landreth, 1967, p. 173), but
the amount of "things to do" is the final criteria,
not the specific amount of play equipment. The
motor activities of this pattern and the passive ac-
tivities of Pattern No. 32 should provide a suf-
ficient number oi activities for each child. The
smaller the play yard, the more these activities will
need to be combined into multi-purposemulti-
layered environments.

**For a portfolio of localized play environments
including some kinetic equipment, see Lederrnan and
Trachsel (1968) and Dattner (1969).
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or level of skill. Materials can be brc
from the construction area for builC
of these motor environments. Other
action equipment could include ball
bags, hoops, etc.

A WallA simple wall can be tu:
an element with graded challenge b3
of different size stones and variable
mortar joints, i.e, hard and easy wa.3
climb the mountain. Providing diffe
faces "to jump down on" is another
extend the challenge of a wall.
Action Mobile Environments

The action localized areas will p
props far focused muscle activity bi
play nodes in combination with one
other have potential for more comp
activity. From Moore, 1966:
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utes). Whole sequences could be ace
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utes. The actions could take any orc
(p. 80)

This sequential flow of activitieF.
only occur if the play nodes have flu
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together to suggest different paths c
tivity. If adjacent play nodes have cl
frosting types of muscle activity the
of potential play combinations will
creased and body coordination will
thered.



level of skill. Materials can be brought
)m the construction area for building some
these motor environments. Other movable
Lion equipment could include balls, bean-
gs, hoops, etc.
A WallA simple wall can be turned into

element with graded challenge by the use
different size stones and variable depth
)rtar joints, i.e, hard and easy ways to
mb the mountain. Providing different sur-
3es "to jump down on" is another way to
tend the challenge of a wall.
tion Mobile Environments

The action localized areas will provide
ops for focused muscle activity but the
w nodes in combination with one an-
her have potential for more complex play
tivity. From Moore, 1966:
tterns of general motor activity were com-
)n. Activities such as swinging, playing on
!-saws, running around, playing tag, climb-
r up and down the Tower, crossing the
!ance pole, climbing over the playhouse
1 in the jungle gym were included. The at-
ttion spans of the 'Same action in different
tterns varied widely (e.g., swinging could
t anywhere from 30 seconds to 30 min-
!s). Whole sequences could be accom-
shed very rapidly, e.g., large swings, large
r-saws, small swings, running around,
rnb-hills, play around Towerfour mm-
s. actions could take any order.
80)
This sequential flow of activities will

ly occur if the play nodes have fluid
undaries between them and are clustered
;ether to suggest different paths of ac-
ity. If adjacent play nodes have con-
sting types of muscle activity the range
potential play combinations will be in-
ased and body coordination will be fur-
Ted.

Continuous sequences demanding alternating
types of muscular coordination also allow the
child to contrast different actions, to distin-
guish them, and learn how to gear his body
to change from one to the other. (Moore,
1966, p. 116)

Clustering the play nodes to provide con-
tinuity will be limited by both the safety re-
quirements at each play node and the need
for each play node to present its activity dis-
tinctly during the play sequences mentioned
above. A safety factor of space is required
around each play node that is equal to the
potential action outward inherent in any
piece of equipment. For example, the jungle
gym would need an area equal to the maximum
distance a child cotild jump outward from the
top rung, and swings will need a similar area
for the extended feet of the swinging child.
From Moore:
The particularly, interesting and exciting ac-
tion-oriented cable-spools had to be left out
simply because of the compactness of the
designthere was not room to roll them
around. . .The 'tree' near the large swings
was omitted because far more bailing-out
space was needed in front of the swings than
was originally envisaged. (p. 56)

Clustering the play nodes is further lim-
ited by the need to allow a child to safely by-
pass a piece of equipment if it ii'occupied or
to choose another activity beyond.

A path four to five feet wide tangential
to the safety space will provide a bypass route
that will not significantly disrupt continuity.
This path should weave in and out between
the play nodes to discourage excessive run-
ning (safety) but should not be so curvey that
it encourages a child to run through a play
node to reach another beyor d. (This may re-
quire widening the path at points beyond
5'-0".) This requirement does not eliminate
the possibility of a special play node located



purposely at a convergence of circulation
paths, but it does require that this point be
designed as a definitive "terminal point"
that does not allow quick movement through
it. This same requirement suggests that the
perimeter safety areas should be circular and
not rectilinear.

To allow for pure movement play and
maximum exuberance without danger, one
or more open areas should be provided in
the action area of the play yard. From
Moore, 1966:
The sensuous pleasure derived from move-
ment was clearly the one quality above all
others that contributed the most excite-
ment and interest to the action oriented
environment. Often movement could be
considered as a sensuous experience in
its own right, not necessarily involving a
motor skill. (p. 113)
Open areas can be flat, inclined or rolling
terrain, but they should not become so
large that they create a "no man's land"
which discourages play rather than attract-
ing ic. These areas can be enhanced by the
provision of rest points and subtle props for
imaginative play (Pattern No. 10, Places to
Pause for Awhile), i.e., a tree, a hollow, a
wall, a tunnel, a pool of water.

The combination of paths and open areas
should allow a single teaCher to supervise
the children from a point central to the ac-
tion area (Kellogg, 1949, pp. 150-151). The
pathways should allow the teacher to move
quicIdy from this point to aid a child or pre-
vent an accident cit., 458).

The following is a diagrammatic sum-
mary of the above requirements:
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Pattern 31/Action Outdoor Play Area

The ideal surface for the action area
would be a soft material that would protect
against falls but would allow good traction
for th, running child. Grass fulfills these
two requirements, but it does not hold up
under concentrated foot traffic. If the
,grassed area is large, no one point will get
excessive wear. The Bing Nursery School in
Palo Alto, California (appendix) has 500 sq
ft per child of outdoor grassed area which
grows very well, but due to its excessive size
the yard does not allow for the continuity
between play nodes suggested by this pattern
(distances between equipment 10 to 30 ft).
The dimensions of the path suggested above
(4 to 5 ft) would not allow for grass survival.

Alternativesdirt is good, except in wet
weather; tanbark on a hard base is all right,
but needs continual replacement; sand is
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safe but traction is poor; and outd
has potential but it is coniparative:
and best suited to a flat area when
glued down without concern for u
seams. Therefore, combination sol
most common. A soft base is prov
and around each piece of equipme
dirt, tanbark, rubber matting, or c
the pathways are created with cob
asphalt, wood, or stabilized gravel
gravel and clay). The open area co
still another material. Grass could
fighting chance in this larger area;
be off limits after a rain; carpet co
on a fiat, open area, and asphalt e(
vide a base for the movable motor
mentioned earlier.

If two dissimilar materials are
should be set level with one anoth



but traction is poor; and outdoor carpet
potential but it is comparatively expensive
best suited to a flat area where it can be

down without concern for upcoming
ns. Therefore, combination solutions are
it common. A soft base is provided under
around each piece of equipment (sand,

,, tanbark, rubber matting, or carpet) and
pathways are created with cobblestones,
halt, wood, or stabilized gravel (sandy
el and clay). The open area could include
another material. Grass could have a

rtilig chance in this larger area; dirt could
off hmits after a rain; carpet could be laid
a flat, open area, and asphalt could pro-

a base for the movable motor equipment
ntioned earlier.
If two dissimilar materials are used, they

uld be set level with one another where

they meet to allow continuity of movement
(no tripping) betweeii oile play node and
another.*

*Moore (1966, p. 78) found that moderate bar-
riers did not deter movement in a straight line for
older children but did deter children under 5 years
of age. But it seems reasonable to assume that the
separation created by a change of material would
not constitute a barrier even for the under-5's. In
fact, a change of material between the movement
path and the surface surrounding a play node would
give the subtle degree of distinctness (to the play
node) suggested previously.



Passive Outdoor Play Area

Sand play, water play, digging, construc-
tion, gardening, and animal play are provided
in the indoor play group environment, so they
will always be available for use, but they are
ideally pursued outdoors where there is
more space and fewer things that can be dam-
aged by their exuberant use.

Art and cognitive activities, on the other
hand, are primarily indoor activities that
can be moved outdoors during mild weather
to provide a change of pace or to utilize the
potential for increased scale, e.g., larger
paintings, murals, and sculptures can be
tackled outdoors and cognitive apparatus
can be developed that is more like a machine
than a hand tool.

All these activities when pursued out-
doors are still passive and manipulative as
compared with the large muscle play in the
action area. This distinction suggests a sepa-
ration between these two types of play.
From Moore (1966):
The analysis strongly implies the spatial sepa-
ration of the environment stimulating action
from that stimulating creative play. Patterns
of acion and patterns of creation have en-
tirely different spatial and temporal charac-
teristics. They are engaged in independently
of one another, action even tending to dis-
rupt creation. In an environment that pre-
sented the opportunity, creation and action
were not combined in the same sequence;
for example, from swings to sand-pit, to the
Tower to water play, etc., was not a common
sequence. (p. 89)
This separation between the action and pas-
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sive areas can be accomplished in many ways
(see solution examples that follow) but its
primary function will be to limit fast move-
ment flowing from the action area into the
passive area.

It should also be noted that this distinc-
tion between passive and action is a general
one that should allow for obvious exceptions.
For example, in Pattern No. 31 there are
some large muscle activities listed as action
play, like balancing, crawling, pushing, and
pulling, that could take place more safely in
the passive area and, in a similar turnabout,
a passive activity like water play may some-
times take the form of a squirting hose and
running children and should be located in
the action area.

To fulfill the particular requirements of
the passive activities mentioned above, local-
ized play areas will need to be created (See
requirements of each Pattern). These local-
ized areas should be enhanced by a "sense of
enclosure" which protects the children play-
ing within each area. From Moore (1966):
The participants in creative activity were in-
ward looking, absorbed in what they were
doing and not easily distracted by visible ac-
tivities in adjacent areas. On the other hand,
they would o ften not take kindly to the in-
trusion of another grcup that would not
understand the 'project' being undertaken
often disrupting or even destroying it.
The influence o f physical enclosure on cre,
ative activity is fairly clear. However, it was
difThult to separate out sense of enclosure
or spatial definition as independent variables
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Dr Play Area Pattern

sive areas can be accomplished in many ways
(see solution examples that follow) but its
primary function will be to limit fast move-
ment flowing from the action area into the
passive area.

It should also be noted that this distinc-
tion between passive and action is a general
one that should allow for obvious exceptions.
For example, in Pattern No. 31 there are
some large muscle activities listed as action
play, like balancing, crawling, pushing, and
pulling, that could take place more safely in
the passive area and, in a similar turnabout,
a passive activity like water play may some-
times take the form of a squirting hose and
running children and should be located in
the action area.

To fulfill the particular requirements of
the passive activities mentioned above, local-
ized play areas will need to be created (See
requirements of each Pattern). These local-
ized areas should be enhanced by a "sense of
enclosure" which protects the children play-
ing within each area. From Moore (1966):
The participants in creative activity were in-
ward looking, absorbed in-what they ifiere
doing and not easily distracted by visible ac-
tivities in adjacent areas. On the other hand,
they would often not take kindly to the in-
trusion of another group that would not
understand the 'project' being undertaken
often disrupting or even destroying it.
The influence of physical enclosure on cre,
ative activity is fairly clear. However, it was
difficult to separate out sense of enclosure
or spatial definition as independent variables

in order to assess their importance. One situ-
ation on the playground does afford us some
helpthe sand-pit. Sand play did occur in this
area far more frequently, despite the fact that
there were many other areas of sand . .the
pit was a clearly defined space, expressing a
fairly strong sense of enclosure to the child
kneeling down playing in it. (p. 109)

Since the children will be relatively sta-
tionary, this enclosure should also protect
them from excessive sun on hot days but al-
low its warming rays on cold, clear days. A
similar device should protect against excessive
wind but allow cooling breezes. This, climatic
protection may be provided for large parts of
the passive area or individually for each local
area (see Pattern No. 34, Covered Outdoor
Play).

In the action area movement between lo-
calized areas was as prevalent as focused play.
In the passive area focused play is dominant
but there is some mobile play. From Moore
(1966):
The foregoing examples primarily occurred
in one spatial location on the playground. A
creative sequence could also be spatially
mobile, though less frequently so. (p. 84)
For example, water will be carried to the
sand area, construction mathrials may be
brought into the sand or digging areas, or
construction materials may be carried from
one building location to another. A path sys-
tem should allow this movement but at a
slow pace to minimize disruption of the fo-
cused activities, i.e, an indirect path. Open
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Pattern 32/Passive Outdoor Piay Area

areas should be integrated with the path sys-
tem for use by wheeled toys (bikes, wagons,
etc.)

The surface of each localized play area
should be a material that will fulfill the re-
quirements of its particular resident activity.
Similar surfaces can be placed adjacent to
one another to crea0 larger areas of space
with a greater multi-use potential (see sur-
facing discussion in Pattern No. 31).

The following is a diagrammatic sum-
mary of the above requirements:
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Example Solutions

No. 3

Diagram No. 3: Separation between the ac-
tion and passive play areas can be created by
a low wall, by shrubbery, by a permanent
wading pool, etc. Any openings in this wall
should allow free flow, help slow, down fast
movement, and discourage trikes from going
into the action area (see Diagram 3A).
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Diagram No. 4: Separation can be created
by placing some localized passive areas under
the semi-shelter and screening others with
the shelter. The hypothesisthe shadows cre-
ated_ by the Toof of the shelter will slow
down traffic.

Diagrams No. 5 and No. 6: Separation is cre-
ated by a narrow spatial connection between
the action and passive areas. The narrow pas-
sage will require a deliberate move into the
passive area by the child, probably signify-
ing a desire to change to a slower pace. This
would be especially true if the passage was
through an indoor area to a quiet court on
the other side of the buildMg. See Pattern
No. 33 for the supervision of this quiet area.
(See Early Learning Center, Bellehaven
Children's Center, and the Children's Home,



Diagram No. 7: In a small play yard separa-
tion can be provided by placing both the pas-
sive and action localized areas at the periph-
ery of an open area. The smallness of the
open area will cut down on extensive running
and will allow both passive and action use.
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No. 8

Diagram No. 8: Separation between
tion and passive areas can be created



No. 8: Separation between the ac-
passive areas can be created in a

Pattern 32/Passive Outdoor Play Area

1- -.14e play area by placing action play nodes
at a distance from the passive localized areas
(spatial separation). This same generosity of
space will allow manipulation of the terrain
to provide enclosure to the localized play
nodes, rather than deliberate physical bar-
riers (Diagram No. 8A). (See Bing Nursery
School, appendix.)
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Relationship: I doorPla
Environment/
Outdoor PlayYard

This pattern assumes that there will be
periods of free play during which the chil-
dren will be allowed to flow freely between
the indoor group play euvironment and the
outdoor play yard (Kellogg, 1949, P. 150).
During inclement weather this flow may be
limited to the covered portion of the out-
door play yard (the semi-shelter, Pattern
No. 34), and during extremely hot or cold
weather it may be terminated until milder
weather prevails.

To facilitate this movement the children
should be able to move between the indoors
and outrinors without assistance 2rom the

terefore, the door to the play yard
Ati3.4 . ,iperable by the children. Several

excellent soluticns are shown below (Dia-
grams No. 1, 2, 3, and 4). During mild
weather, free flow may be further enhanced
by providing a door closer that can be fixed
open or by the use of a sliding door.
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Since the children may be quite active
when moving between indoors and outdoors,
the path of flow must be considered in terms
of Eafety. Any abrupt changes in level could
produce accidents from trinping, and any
changes in floor texture could produce an ac-
cident when a wet or sandy shoe moves ab-
ruptly from a rough surface (i.e., concrete) to
a smooth surface (i.e., vinyl tile). Therefore
the indoor/outdoor path must be ramped or
level, the door threshold flush with adjoining
surfaces, and the entry point provided with a
transition place that allows a child to get trac-
tion when speeding up (going outside) or
when slowing down (coming inside) (Dia-
gams No. 5, 6, and 7).
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No. 7
A door stop will be needed outside the

door (6'-0" minimum) in a ramped solution
to allow a child to pull open the door safely
when coming in and to prepare to go down
the ramp when going out. If a view panel is
used to protect the children from swinging
doors, it should be large enough to allow
maximum viewing by a quickly moving
child (Diagrams No. 1 and No. 2, no; Dia-
gram No. 4, yes).

The window design on the wall between
the indoor play environment and the out-
door play yard can also support indoor/out-
door play. If a child can view between the
two areas he will always have the maximum
number of play choices in view (Pattern
No. 11). This requirement need not be solved
to the nth degree since it appears from ob-
servations that a child when inside only views
the Close-in areas outside the windows (depth
of field at pre-school age?) and when outside
only looks inside when he gets near the
building.*

*An existing space without the possibility for
a view between the indoor group play environment
and the outdoor play yard could still allow indoor/
outdoor play if the path between the two areas
could be traversed safely, and if there were adequate
supervision indoors and outdoors. This sometimes
occurs in a Center with ramp access to a rooftop
play yard (Le Corbusier, 1968). Although the ideal
relatimship discussed above can yedtkce the num-
ber of supervisory personnel.
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the children there are several author
suggest a view outdoors by the indo
and a view indoors by the play yard
From observation, it appears that tli
ment has some merit but within con
limits. The outdoor supervising teac
ally stations herself central to the a(
tion of the play yard (Pattern No. 3
has enough to do without trying to
follow a child indoors from 20 to 4(
But it is quite helpful to the yard te
the indoor teacher can see the area (
the building. In fact, a view of the o
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outdoor play yard to be divided int(
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Pattern 33/Relationship: Indoor Play Environment/Outdoor Play Yard

To provide maximum supervision for
children there are several authors who
;est a view outdoors by the indoor teacher
a view indoors by the play yard teacher.
rn observation, it appears that this require-
it has some merit but within considerable
ts. The outdoor supervising teacher usu-
stations herself central to the active por-
of the play yard (Pattern No. 31) and

enough to do without trying to visually
yw a child indoors from 20 to 40 ft away.
it is quite helpful to the yard teacher if
indoor teacher can see the area clos: to
building. In fact, a view of the outside
that is close to the building allows the

loor play yard to be divided into several
s, some of which can be supervised from
le the building (Pattern No. 32) (Dia-
ris No. 8, 9, and 10).
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No. 10
Additional teachers in the group play environ-
ment will not change this pattern but will act
as additional hands and eyes.

To fulfill the), quirernent for indoor/out-
r1- irom clu k t.-,0 building, child
and athdt sight lines should be calculated for
each scheme under consideration (child
heightsRamsey and Sleeper, 5th ed.). This
viewing could be effected by a change in
floor levels between indoors and outdoors or
by the placement of work counters at the
windows (Pattern No. 24).

Pattern No. 30 suggested the possibility
of a scheme in whic:-. a small play yard is
alternately used by several indoor play areas.
A scheme of this type wou!il require a tran-
sition zone in the play yard which protects
quiet work from concurrent outdoor play.
A minimum solution would provide blinds
or curtains on the windows.

A Center that requires the children to re-
main outdoors during outdoor play periods
will have a relatively slow flow between in-
doors and outdoors. The convenience of hav-
ing a child-size door and views in and out
should aot i ill:eluded since they will en-
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Pattern 33/Relationship: Indoor Play Environment/Outdoor Play Yard

courage the children to challenge the teach-
er's rules. The safety features are optional;
they are not required but would provide an

110 217

added margin of safety. If all t
are in tile play yard with the c]
view should be provided into t



mment/Outdoor Play Yard

teach- added margin of safety. If all the teachers toilet area to allow supervision of a child
onal; are in Vie play yard with the children, a who is allowed to go inside for this ac-
ide an view should be provided into the indoor tivity.



Covered Outdoor Play Pan

Outdoor play is a valuable part of the
daily program (Pattern No. 30) and teach-
ers would like to make it available to the
children for year around use (Landreth,
1942, p. 27; Kellogg, 1949, p. 150). Ideally
this suggests covering the total outdoor
play yard with an operable roof that could
be open or closed as the weather changed,
but more realistically it suggests an area of
the yard set aside as a covered play areaa
semi-shelter. This area should be roofed
with a permanent cover in most climates,
since it will be needed during both sum-
mer and winter seasons (rain, snow, exces-
sive wind and hot sun).

The semi-shelter will contain both pas-
sive and action play when it acts as a sub-
stitute for the outdoor play yard. The
equipment for this play should be portable
to allow for one configuration during in-
clement weather and another configuration
during mild weather when the action equip-
ment will be moved to its area and the pas-
sive equipment placed outside or in a new
location under the shelter. To allow for this
variety of equipment and for free movement
of the children, there should be a minimum
of internal structural supports under the
shelter.

The sides of the shelter should be pro-
tected with an operable screening device
that gives protection from blowing rain but
can be opened during mild weather to bring
in maximum sunshine and cooling breezes.
The passive play nodes not permanently
housed under the semi-shelter should bf.3pro-
vided with temporary shading during the

summer (trees, canvas, umbrellas, etc.) and Exampl
be open to the warming rays of the sun in
winter.

It should be stressed that the semi-shelter
is an outdoor space. If heating or cooling de-
vices are installed to allow use of the shelter
on extremely hot or cold days they should
only change the temperature i.e.,
make outdoor play possible.

We have shown two uses for the shelter:
as an outdoor play area during inc;ement
weather, and as an extension or the passive
play area during mild weather (Pattern No.
32). To these uses we should add its potential
as an extension of the indoor play area.
Mrs. T. Harms, the director of the H. Jones
Child Study Center (appendix) explains their
facility:
As for a semi-sheltered area, obviously it per-
mits children to be outside in weather that
otherwise would keep them in. But the Uni-
versity School has also found it an excellent
place for such noisy activities and messy ac-
tivities as carpentry, use of large blocks, and
painting. By taking some of these activities
outside, we create a much more relaxed at-
mosphere inside. (EFL, 1970A, p. 6)

To allow the semi-shelter to be used as
an extension of the indoor play area it should
be accessible from the indoors under cover,
and to allow its use as an extension of the
passive outdoor play area (Pattern No. 32)
it should face onto that area (Diagrams No.
1, 2, and 3). For a further discussion of the
indoor/outdoor relationship, see Pattern
No. 33.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3



or Play Pattern

summer (trees, canvas, umbrellas, etc.) and
be open to the warming rays of the sun in
winter.

It should be stressed that the semi-shelter
is an outdoor space. If heating or cooling de-
vices are installed to ar ow use of the shelter
on extremely hot or ct d days, they should
only change the temperature slightly, i.e.,
make outdoor play possible.

We have shown two uses for the shelter:
as an outdoor play area during inclement
weather, and as an extension of the passive
play area during mild weather (Pattern No.
32). To these uses we should add its potential
as an extension of the indoor play area.
Mrs. T. Harms, the director of the H. Jones
Child Study Center (appendix) explains their
facility:
As for a semi-sheltered area, obviously it per-
mits children to be outside in weather that
otherwise would keep them in. But the Uni-
versity School has also found it an excellent
place for such noisy activities and messy ac-
tivities as carpentry, use of large blocks, and
painting. By taking some of these activities
outside, we create a much more relaxed at-
mosphere inside. (EFL, 1970A, p. 6)

To allow the semi-shelter to be used as
an extension of the indoor play area it should
be accessible from the indoors under cover,
and to allow its use as an extension of the
passive outdoor play area (Pattern No. 32)
it should face onto that area (Diagrams No.
1, 2, and 3). For a further discussion of the
indoor/outdoor relationship, see Pattern
No. 33.
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Pattern 34/Covered Outdoor Play

Ref3rences to the size of a semi-shelter
are few; Landreth and Moise (1949) recom-
mend about 10 to 15 sq ft, and the very suc-
cessful shelter at the H. Jones Child Study

- Center (see floor plan, appendix) works out

112

to be 37 sq ft per child. But upon (
amination of the Jones shelter, the
found about 17 ft of this space wa
used for storage. This would bring
line with the initial recommendati(
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37 sq ft per child. But upon closer ex-
ation of the Jones shelter, the author
d about 17 ft of this space was being
for storage. This would bring it more in
with the initial recommendation. Our

recommendation is 20 sq ft per child. To
make sure the semi-shelter is not used for
storage (it produces a dangerous play area),
separate storage areas should be provided
as recommended in Pattern No. 11.



Outdoor Play S r aces
and Weather

Pattern No. 34 discussed the need for a
semi-shelter that allows the children to play
outside under a roofed area when it is raining
or snowing. After the rain or snow stops fall-
ing or when it is not falling very hard, the
children will be allowed to play in the regu-
lar outdoor play areas if the surfaces are suf-
ficiently dry (no puddles or potential mud).
From Kellogg (1949):
Except for rain, there is no need ever to
keep the children inside, because fog, snow,
mud and cold are not harmful in small
amounts if the children are warmly clad.
(p. 150)
This requires that all surfaces be well drained
to encourage fast drying, including dirt and
grass areas where water can collect in hol-
lows. Surfaces should be sloped to drainage
channels outside the yard, tc; dry wells, or
to catch bcsins connected to an underground
storm drainage system. If the budget allows,
heating coils could be placed under hard-
surfaced areas to encourage fast drying.

But with all surfaces adequately drained,
they will still dry at different rates. To allow
use soon after the snow melts or the rain
stops, the fastest drying surfaces should be
placed near the exits from the indoor play

environment and the semi-shelter and the
slow-drying surfaces farther away. This
would place asphalt, concrete, brick, or ston
paving adjacent to the exits, tanbark, sand,
and sawdust in the middle, and grass and dirt
farthest away. This placement of grass would
also aid young grass as it comes up in the
spring (Diagram No. 1).
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A wood deck adjacent to the exit is a po
tential solution in an area with heavy snows,
since it dries quickly and can be swept clean
if the decking is loosely spaced. Another un-
usual solution is the use of carpet as an out-
door play surface. A relatively new product,
it has been in use at several Centers for only
a few years. It has been quite successful in
terms of safety and durability, but it dries
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environment and the semi-shelter and the
slow-drying surfaces farther away. This
would place asphalt, concrete, brick, or stone
paving adjacent to the exits, tanbark, sand,
and sawdust in the middle, and grass and dirt
farthest away. This placement of grass would
also aid young grass as it comes up in the
spring (Diagram No. 1).
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No. 1

A wood deck adjacent to thc exit is a po-
tential solution in an area with heavy snows,
since it dries quickly and can be swept clean
if the decking is ldosely spaced. Another un-.
usual solution is the use of carpet as an out-
door play surface. A relatively new product,
it has been in use at several Centers for only
a few years. It has been quite successful in
terms of safety and durability, but it dries

slowly in comparison with hard surface ma-
terials, and it can be easily vandalized.

If a design solution evolves with a fast-
drying surface abutting a slower drying sur-
face, there may be a temptation to provide
a raised curb to protect the softer surface,
especially if it is grass or dirt. But this curb
(4" to 6") would produce a safety hazard to
a running child (Pattern No. 31) and should
be either raised to a height where the curb
becomes a definite barrier or be lowered to
become only a suggested boundary, e.g., a
band of textured material (Diagram No. 2).

No. 2
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